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ABSTRACT 
The current criteria and recommendations for assessing the acceptability of wind-
induced building motion were largely established based on human perception 
thresholds and/or tolerance to wind-induced building motion. Therefore, they may not 
be able to ensure the performance of manual tasks is unaffected by wind-induced 
building motion. Few studies have investigated the effects of wind-induced building 
motion on manual task performance, and the findings of these studies are inconclusive. 
Hence the relationships between manual task performance and the wind-induced 
building motion and the mechanisms causing manual task performance degradation 
are yet to be explored and fully understood. Sopite syndrome describes a set of 
symptom centering around drowsiness due to exposure of healthy individuals to real 
or apparent motion. Recent studies have shown that symptoms of sopite syndrome are 
the most frequent manifestations of the effects of wind-induced building motion and 
decrease subjective work performance and objective cognitive task performance of 
building occupants. However, no study has investigated the effects of sopite syndrome 
on manual task performance.  
This thesis investigates the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion and 
sopite syndrome on manual task performance based on a series of motion simulator 
experiments. Twelve low-frequency, low-acceleration motion conditions were 
generated using four frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz) and three acceleration 
magnitudes (8, 16, and 30 milli-g) for both fore-aft and lateral directions. A continuous 
tracking task (CTT) was used as a paradigm to investigate the effects of the motion on 
manual task performance. Aiming accuracy of the CTT is the dependent measure. 
Twenty (10 males and 10 females) participants completed the experiment under fore-
aft motion conditions and another 20 participants (10 males and 10 females) under 
lateral motion conditions. A Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) was 
used to measure motion sickness severity, in particular sopite syndrome severity, of 
the participants before and after the exposure to the motion conditions. Activation 
levels of soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior (TA), the lower leg muscles involved in 
maintaining balance in the fore-aft direction, were measured using electromyography 
(EMG) to provide supporting evidences for the effects of motion and sopite syndrome 
on manual task performance from a physiological perspective.  
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Both acceleration and frequency were found to contribute to the degradations of 
manual task performance. Acceleration shows a strong inverse relationship with 
manual task performance; manual task performance decreases as the acceleration 
increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. The acceleration effect is attributable to an 
increase in inertial force. The activation levels of the SOL and TA also increase as 
acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. Evidently, the increase in inertial 
force can, in turn, induce visual impairment, disrupt balance, increase vibration 
breakthrough, and/or trigger motion sickness or sopite syndrome.  
In contrast, frequency has a complex nonlinear relationship with manual task 
performance. The worst manual task performance was measured at 0.5 Hz among the 
test frequencies ranging from 0.125 Hz to 1 Hz. This frequency effect is associated 
with the frequency response characteristic of the human body. Body sway increases as 
frequency approaches the resonant frequency of a standing human, which occurs at 
near 0.5 Hz. The activation levels of SOL and TA increase as frequency increases from 
0.125 Hz to approximately 0.5 Hz, then drop as frequency increases from 0.5 Hz to 1 
Hz. This affirms that the body sways the most at 0.5 Hz. The increases in body sway 
can cause discomfort, divert attention resources from performing a manual task, and 
trigger anxiety that increases difficulty to response to manual tasks.  
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Symptoms of sopite syndrome were provoked in most participants due to the influence 
of approximately 30 minutes exposure to the 12 motion conditions. Manual task 
performance was found to have an inverse relationship with sopite syndrome severity: 
individuals who exhibited mild to severe sopite syndrome performed worse than 
relatively unaffected individuals. Sopite syndrome imposes discomfort and stress on 
affected participants and lowers their motivation to perform the manual task. Body 
sway in response to motion is further exacerbated for participants who exhibited sopite 
syndrome, causing postural instability that affected task performance. These adverse 
effects associated with sopite syndrome combined to degrade the manual task 
performance for affected participants. The activation levels of the lower leg muscles 
increased with sopite syndrome severity when the participants were performing the 
manual task. This suggested that participants suffering sopite syndrome actively 
intervened with higher activation levels of leg muscles to perform the manual task than 
the relatively unaffected participants. The conscious increase in activating leg muscles 
may distract and/or diverted attention from performing the manual task, further 
degrading the manual task performance. 
Importantly, manual task performance was found to be degraded even at the lowest 
test acceleration magnitude of 8 milli-g. Acceleration of this magnitude may be 
considered satisfactory by the current criteria for assessing the habitability of wind-
excited buildings, including ISO10137:2007. Therefore, current criteria do not ensure 
that the performance of manual tasks are unaffected by wind-induced building motion.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION  
Wind actions are important factors on the design of buildings, particularly in regions 
that are prone to strong wind events. Buildings with a fundamental natural frequency 
of 1 Hz or below are likely to be wind-sensitive (Australian Standard/New Zealand 
Standard, 2011). The aims of a building design for wind actions are to ensure the 
building is safe and remains functional under normal and extreme loading conditions. 
In some cases, while the design of a wind-sensitive building satisfies the strength 
requirements for safety and lateral drift requirements for the performance of structural 
and non-structural elements, the wind-sensitive building may still move excessively 
under wind actions. The excessive wind-induced building motion is sometimes 
perceptible, causing fear and discomfort to the building occupants. The excessive 
wind-induced building motion can also degrade wellbeing, work performance, 
cognitive task performance, and/or the manual task performance of the building 
occupants, hence degrading habitability of the buildings. Assessing the acceptability 
of wind-induced building motion in regard to building habitability is therefore a vital 
requirement in the design of buildings.  
Evaluating the acceptability of wind-induced building motion has attracted the 
attention of engineers since the early 1930s. The American Society of Civil 
Engineering (ASCE) Structural Division’s Sub-Committee No. 31 recommended “that 
structural frames be so designed as to insure ( the author probably meant ensure) that 
deflections and vibrations will be kept within such limits as to render buildings 
comfortably habitable” (Coyle, 1931, p. 700). Over the last 50 years studies have been 
conducted to investigate the effects of wind-induced building motion on the 
habitability of buildings. A majority of the studies have focused on perception 
thresholds and/or tolerance to wind-induced building motion (for example Chen and 
Robertson, 1972; Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973; Tamura et al., 2006). Based on the 
results of these studies, researchers have established criteria and recommendations for 
assessing the acceptability of wind-induced motion of buildings used for general 
purposes (for example Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004; International 
Organization for Standardization, 1984, 2007).  
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The criteria and recommendations were established largely based on perception 
thresholds and/or tolerance to wind-induced building motion. For example, “Bases for 
design of structures - Serviceability of buildings and walkways against vibration ISO 
10137:2007” (International Organization for Standardization, 2007), the latest 
acceleration criteria, proposes a set of acceleration magnitude curves for assessing the 
acceptability of wind-induced building motion in residential and office buildings. The 
acceleration magnitude curve for residential buildings is close to the perception 
probability of 90% of the general public. The criteria however do not consider the 
effects of wind-induced building motion on wellbeing, work performance, cognitive 
task performance, and/or manual task performance. This raises/prompts the question, 
are these criteria sufficient for assessing the acceptability of wind-induced building 
motion regarding the habitable environment of a building? 
Few studies have investigated the effects of wind-induced building motion on the 
performance of manual tasks (for example Burton et al., 2011; Goto et al., 1990; Irwin 
and Goto, 1984). Burton et al. (2011), for example, found variations of acceleration 
and/or frequency did not affect manual task performance. They suggested the neutral 
findings may be attributed to the actions of the young and fit participants who were 
able to compensate for the difficulty in maintaining balance. However, Burton et al. 
(2011) did not provide any evidence to support this suggestion. Since the performance 
of manual tasks carried out under motion conditions is highly associated with 
interruptions due to motion-induced body sway (Wertheim, 1998), Burton et al. (2011) 
suggestion of compensatory actions being associated with how an individual maintain 
balance under motion conditions is worthy of further study, particularly as first, other 
studies found that wind-induced building motion can degrade manual task 
performance (for example Goto et al., 1990) and second, the mechanisms that may 
have caused the manual task performance degradation were not explored and are yet 
to be fully understood and third, none of the previous studies established relationships 
between manual task performance and motion frequency and acceleration magnitudes. 
Furthermore, other studies generally suggested that perception thresholds decrease as 
frequency increases from 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz, recognising that perception to motion 
depends on motion frequency (for example Chen and Robertson, 1972; Kwok et al., 
2009; Tamura et al., 2006). This prompts the further question as to whether manual 
task performance is also frequency dependent.  
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Studies investigating the effect of wind-induced building motion on incidents of 
motion sickness or mild motion sickness are also very limited. The majority of these 
studies indicate that wind-induced building motion can provoke salient symptoms of 
motion sickness, such as nausea and vomiting (for example Burton et al., 2005; Goto, 
1983; Hansen et al., 1973). A recent study has shown that the effects of wind-induced 
building motion are “mostly manifest as symptoms of sopite syndrome” (Lamb et al., 
2014, p. 39). Sopite syndrome is a form of mild motion sickness. It is a “symptom-
complex centering around drowsiness” (Graybiel and Knepton, 1976, p. 873) due to 
exposure of healthy individuals to real or apparent motion. Sopite syndrome also 
includes symptoms such as lassitude, lethargy, mild depression, and reduced ability to 
focus on an assigned task (Matsangas and McCauley, 2014). Lamb et al. (2014) also 
showed that subjective work performance and cognitive performance of building 
occupants decreased as wind-induced building motion increased the severity of sopite 
syndrome. These findings suggest sopite syndrome may degrade manual task 
performance in wind-induced building motion environments. They also indicate the 
need for further research to better understand how wind-induced building motion may 
compromise the habitable working environment of a building. 
1.1 Research aims of this thesis 
Few studies have investigated the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion, 
including wind-induced building motion, on the performance of manual tasks. To 
address the research gap, this thesis aims to:  
i) determine whether low-frequency, low-acceleration motion degrades 
manual task performance in the range of frequency and acceleration 
comparable to wind-induced building motion and, if it does,  
ii) explore how manual task performance is degraded as a function of motion 
frequency and acceleration,  
iii) determine the relative contributions of frequency and acceleration in the 
degradation,  
iv) explore the effects of gender on manual task performance,  
v) determine the effect of motion direction on manual task performance,  
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vi) explore the implications of manual task performance degradation on the 
criteria and recommendations for the evaluation of occupant responses to 
wind-induced building motion,  
vii) determine the incidence of sopite syndrome due to exposure to the low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion,  
viii) determine whether sopite syndrome affects manual task performance,  
ix) determine if any compensatory action was carried out in performing a 
manual task under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion conditions, and 
x) provide evidence, from a physiological perspective, to support the findings 
of the previous research aims. 
1.2 Thesis layout  
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The current chapter, Chapter 1, provides a brief 
introduction on the acceptability of wind-induced building motion and highlights the 
necessity of further investigations on the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion on the manual task performance of occupants. It also establishes the scope of 
the thesis, as detailed below.  
Chapter 2 examines studies investigating the effects of low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion on the habitability of buildings subjected to wind actions. It 
emphasises the inadequacy of current understandings of the effects of low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion on manual task performance. It also reviews previous studies 
that investigate the effects of other types of motion on manual task performance, 
providing insights for investigating the effects of wind-induced building motion on 
manual task performance.  
Chapter 3 describes the methodology used to investigate the effects of low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion on manual task performance. It details the design 
specifications and calibration results of the motion simulator at the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology (HKUST) used to produce the low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion in this thesis.  
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Chapter 4 investigates the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on the 
performance of a manual task. In particular, the chapter focuses on the effects of 
frequency and acceleration on the performance of a manual task. It also demonstrates 
that ISO 10137:2007 (International Organization for Standardization, 2007), the latest 
acceleration criteria proposed for assessing the acceptability of wind-induced building 
motion in residential and office environments, is inadequate to ensure the performance 
of manual tasks is unaffected.  
Chapter 5 investigates the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task performance. The 
severity of sopite syndrome of participants was measured using a Motion Sickness 
Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) (Gianaros et al., 2001). Participants were divided 
into different sopite syndrome severity groups to evaluate the effects of sopite 
syndrome on their manual task performance.  
Chapter 6 provides evidence, from a physiological perspective, to support the findings 
in Chapters 4 and 5. It also provides insights into the compensatory actions that an 
individual may carry out to perform a manual task under low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion conditions.  
Chapter 7, as the concluding chapter, summarises the major findings of this thesis and 
provides recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO LOW-FREQUENCY, LOW-
ACCELERATION MOTION  
2.1 Introduction 
Researchers have investigated effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion, 
including wind-induced building motion, on human responses over the past 50 years. 
The majority of the studies have focused on human perception thresholds to low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion. This chapter first reviews studies on perception 
thresholds to motion, either in buildings or using a motion simulator in Section 2.2 . 
Many studies have investigated effects of motion on manual task performance in the 
field of transportation. In contrast, relatively little research has studied the effects of 
low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task performance of occupants in 
wind-excited buildings and/or simulated wind-excited building environments. 
Although the motion used in the transportation studies is significantly different from 
low-frequency, low-acceleration motion, the transportation studies may provide 
insights into the effects on manual tasks under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion. 
Sections 2.3  and 2.4  respectively introduce studies on manual task performance under 
the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion and a number of relevant studies 
that investigated effect of motion on manual task performance in transportation 
environments. 
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Few studies have investigated the incidence of motion sickness and/or sopite syndrome 
in low-frequency, low-acceleration motion environments. Recent studies show that 
symptoms of sopite syndrome are major manifestations of the effects of wind-induced 
building motion (Lamb et al., 2013, 2014; Walton et al., 2011). Sopite syndrome is a 
term used to describe a “symptom-complex centering around drowsiness” (Graybiel 
and Knepton, 1976, p. 873) due to exposure of healthy individuals to real or apparent 
motion. Sopite syndrome also includes symptoms such as lassitude, lethargy, mild 
depression, and reduced ability to focus on an assigned task (Matsangas and McCauley, 
2014). Other studies show that the incidence of sopite syndrome also occurs in other 
type of motion environments (for example Lawson and Mead, 1998; Matsangas et al., 
2014; Wright et al., 1995). These studies are reviewed in Sections 2.5  and 2.6  of this 
chapter.  
Humans may take compensatory actions to minimise the effects of low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion on manual task performance (for example Burton et al., 2011). 
These compensatory actions are taken to minimise motion induced body sway. To 
achieve an understanding on this issue, Section 2.7 provides a brief introduction to the 
major leg muscles involved in maintaining balance and depicts how an individual 
maintains balance during an upright stance. Finally, Section 2.8  reviews occupant 
comfort criteria that have been commonly used for assessing occupant comfort in 
wind-induced building motion environments. 
2.2 Perception thresholds under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion 
conditions 
Since the early 1970s, perception thresholds to low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion have been investigated primarily using three methods: i) field studies and 
surveys of occupants conducted in buildings subjected to strong wind, ii) motion 
simulator experiments that determine perception thresholds in simulated building 
environments, and iii) field studies and surveys of occupants conducted in buildings 
subjected to artificially generated motion. This section reviews the literature on 
perception thresholds studies using these three methods.  
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2.2.1 Field studies and surveys of occupants conducted in buildings subjected to 
strong wind 
The responses of occupants in buildings subjected to wind action provide the most 
realistic human responses to wind-induced building motion. It is an ideal situation for 
determining perception thresholds and other human responses for formulating criteria 
for assessing occupant comfort in a wind-induced building motion environment. 
Studies in buildings subjected to strong wind maintain the most realistic environment 
that may affect human responses to wind-induced building motion. This is an 
advantage that motion simulator studies can never mimic. However, it is difficult to 
instrument buildings to measure wind-induced building motion and to recruit 
participants in appropriate wind conditions. Furthermore, building owners and tenants 
are reluctant to participate in field studies because of commercial, legal, operational 
and security reasons. All these reasons make conducting field studies and surveys of 
human responses to wind-induced building motion difficult and uncommon.  
Hansen et al. (1973) conducted the first field study that investigated the effects of 
wind-induced building motion on building occupants. They surveyed occupants of two 
approximately 40-storey tall office buildings in the United States, Buildings A and B, 
shortly after separate windstorms to investigate any relationships between perceptible 
motion and occupant discomfort. The windstorms induced perceptible motion during 
work days with durations of approximately five and six hours. The wind-induced 
motion of the buildings was measured, or estimated, using different methods. Prior to 
the onset of the windstorms, Hansen et al. (1973) had installed four accelerometers on 
the 34th floor of Building A to measure wind-induced motion. A maximum standard 
deviation acceleration of 2 milli-g was recorded for the storm peak over 20 minutes. 
For Building B, the building responses during the storm were deduced from an 
aeroelastic wind tunnel test. The maximum standard deviation accelerations averaged 
over a 20-minute storm peak were found to be five milli-g. As the standard deviation 
accelerations were determined by different methods, the standard deviation 
accelerations are not comparable. Furthermore, Hansen et al. (1973) did not define the 
standard deviation accelerations by error bars in the measurement and estimation 
exercise. A justification on the confidence level between the correlation between 
perception level and standard deviation acceleration is needed. 
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The survey results indicated that creaking sounds were the most reported cues for 
motion perception (average of Buildings A and B: 78.1%), followed by feelings of 
self-movement that included symptoms of motion sickness (average: 66.2%), 
movement of fixtures (average: 60.2%), looking outside of the building and sensing 
movement (average: 36.9%), and comments from co-workers (average: 27.3%). About 
70% of occupants in Building A and 46.5% in Building B would object to the motion 
if it occurred once a day. The percentages dropped to 1.6% and 11.6% for Buildings 
A and B respectively if the motion occurred once a year.  
Based on the objection rate, Hansen et al. (1973) established statistical relationships 
between return period and expected percentage of people objecting to the wind-
induced building motion with root mean square (RMS) acceleration of 2 and 5 milli-
g. After meeting with building owners, developers, and a structural engineer, Hansen 
et al. (1973) recommended that wind-induced building motion would be considered to 
be satisfactory if less than 2% of the occupants in the top one-third of the building 
objected to the motion. Based on the objection rate, Hansen et al. (1973) suggested 
that the 5 milli-g RMS motion would be considered satisfactory if it occurred with a 
return period of six years or more. 
Hansen et al. (1973) presented a novel link between return period, motion level, 
duration of the peak of a storm, and objection rate to propose an acceptability criterion. 
Due to lack of information, the criterion was proposed for an acceleration magnitude 
then back calculated for the return period. Further, an objection rate of 2% of the 
occupants in the top one-third of the building was arbitrary. A slight variation in the 
objection rate would change the analysis result on the return period significantly. 
Later, Goto (1983) interviewed occupants of five tall buildings located in the centre of 
Tokyo immediately after a strong typhoon in 1979. The heights of the buildings ranged 
from 170 to 210 meters above ground (43 to 55 storeys). Goto and his team distributed 
1528 copies of a 29 questions survey about occupants’ comfort issues. The response 
rate of the survey was 90.2 %.  
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Goto (1983) found that over 90 % of the respondents occupying the 13th floor or above 
perceived motion during the typhoon event. The percentage of respondent who 
visually sensed wind-induced building motion increased with an increase in floor level. 
However, no correlation was found between floor height and the percentage of 
respondents who sensed wind-induced building motion based on auditory cues or 
physical cues; 58.1% of respondents reported that wind-induced building motion 
slightly hindered their walking ability or performance of clerical work or light labour 
work; 72.3% of respondents reported they were affected physically or psychologically. 
Incidences of motion sickness, headache, anaemia, and stress increased as the floor 
height increased. Just over a third, 31.2% of respondents, took measures to deal with 
the physically or psychologically effects. However, Goto (1983) did not report the 
details of the measures. 36.1% of the respondents on or above the 30th floor would not 
tolerate the motion again or would only tolerate the motion once in 10 years. Contrary 
to the majority, a few people felt refreshed by the wind-induced building motion.  
Results of this survey are valuable. Complementing the work by Hansen et al. (1973), 
Goto's (1983) field study indicated that wind-induced building motion could 
physically and/or psychologically affect building occupants. However, Goto (1983) 
did not directly measure the acceleration magnitude of the motion. Later, Goto (1983) 
installed accelerometers on a sixth building that was 60-storeys tall and measured the 
acceleration under the effects of a typhoon in 1982. Using the acceleration data, Goto 
(1983) estimated that the acceleration magnitudes of the five buildings due to the 
typhoon in 1979 that caused the occupant responses could have reached approximately 
20 milli-g.  
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In a short communication, Lee (1983) reported occupants’ responses to the motion of 
the Arts Tower (78-meter tall) at Sheffield University during a windstorm. Natural 
frequencies of the building in the east-west and north-south directions were 0.86 and 
0.68 Hz respectively. During the peak of the storm, that lasted about four hours, Lee 
was presenting a lecture in a theatre situated on the 19th floor (72 meters above ground 
level) of the building for one hour. During the lecture, and in the coffee bar on the 
same level after the lecture, Lee and the students clearly perceived the building moving. 
They felt a swaying effect when they were either sitting or standing. Leaning against 
a wall with the back, shoulders and head in contact with the wall appeared to heighten 
the motion effect. However, no instances of sickness or nausea were reported. Further, 
Lee and the students did not consider the motion to be unnecessarily unpleasant. 
Although Lee (1983) installed accelerometers to monitor the response of the building, 
the data-collection system was not in operation during the storm. In order to correlate 
the magnitude of the motion with the occupants’ responses, Lee incorporated wind 
speed data measured at the top of the building into a series of wind tunnel tests to 
estimate the acceleration of the building during the storm. Results of the wind tunnel 
tests indicated that the peak accelerations along the east-west and north-south 
directions were 3.9 and 5.5 milli-g respectively, conforming to the perception 
thresholds published in literature (Hansen et al., 1973; Irwin, 1978). Lee concluded 
that the students were not concerned for their comfort and safety in the building during 
the windstorm.  
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Isyumov et al. (1988) observed acceleration of the Allied Bank Plaza building in 
Houston during Hurricane Alicia in August of 1983. This is the first reported record 
of the response of a major building subjected to winds of hurricane intensity. As shown 
in Figure 2.1, a peak acceleration of 43 milli-g at the top floor was recorded along one 
of the major stiffness axes vibrating at the fundamental frequency of 0.13 Hz, which 
is the lowest frequency at which resonance is said to occur. By reconstructing the wind 
field using all available meteorological information for the storm, Isyumov et al. (1988) 
estimated that the wind speed during the occurrence of the recorded peak acceleration 
of 43 milli-g may correspond to an event with a return period somewhat in excess of 
50 years. This acceleration magnitude is far in excess of the recommended limits of all 
design guidelines pertaining to occupant comfort, for example “Guidelines for the 
evaluation of the response of occupants of fixed structures, especially buildings and 
offshore structures, to low-frequency horizontal motion (0.063 to 1.0 Hz), ISO 
6897:1984” (International Organization for Standardization, 1984), which will be 
introduced later in Section 2.8 .  
Further, Isyumov et al. (1988) quoted R.A. Halvorson, the individual who conducted 
the initial full-scale investigation,  
“The motion was clearly perceptible and comparable to being on the deck of a very 
large ship. Some effort was required to balance oneself against lateral forces and 
walking required concentration.” (p.191) 
The wind-induced building response, the high acceleration level and the long duration 
of the hurricane may also have created difficulties in performing manual tasks and/or 
provoked motion sickness in some building occupants. However, Isyumov et al. (1988) 
neither investigated the effects of the wind-induced building motion on performing 
manual tasks nor correlated the wind-induced building motion with incidence of 
motion sickness in building occupants. This may be because the occupants had left the 
building, highlighting the difficulty of studying the effects in buildings under strong 
wind events.  
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Figure 2.1. The highest peak acceleration of about 43 milli-g recorded at the top of 
the Allied Bank Plaza building in Houston during Hurricane Alicia in August of 
1983 (reproduced from Isyumov et al., 1988). 
Isyumov and Kilpatrick (1996) conducted a survey to obtain information on wind-
induced motion of 27 tall buildings in the United States and Japan. The survey was 
intended for building owners, architects, and engineers who provided information and 
reports of motion perception, visual cues, audio cues, and complaints about discomfort 
or motion sickness. In most cases, Isyumov and Kilpatrick (1996) measured actual 
acceleration magnitudes of the wind-induced building motion that could be compared 
with the information of the survey and with recommended limits of acceptable motion, 
as proposed in Isyumov (1995). 
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Through this study, Isyumov and Kilpatrick (1996) made three observations. First, 
some of the extremely high accelerations were recorded in some buildings in Japan. 
These extremely high accelerations were likely due to the passage of a typhoon or a 
high wind event. However no motion report from occupants was received for those 
buildings. This may be because the buildings were unoccupied during typhoons or high 
wind events. Second, most measured building accelerations were relatively low and 
either comparative or less than the recommended limit of acceptable motion for office 
buildings. Finally, most reported building motion was accompanied with visual and/or 
audio cues. These results supported the argument that visual and/or audio cues drew 
attention to wind-induced motion and potentially degrade performance by heightening 
the overall sensation of motion. However, Isyumov and Kilpatrick (1996) did not 
report any evidence to demonstrate how the performance was degraded. 
Isyumov and Kilpatrick (1996) also reconstructed the wind-induced acceleration of 47 
other buildings at the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory at the University of 
Western Ontario and surveyed the building owners. Through comparing the 
acceleration and results of the survey, Isyumov and Kilpatrick (1996) concluded that 
the use of the criteria proposed in Isyumov (1995) appeared to solve building motion 
perception problems. However, Isyumov and Kilpatrick (1996) did not consider the 
effects of wind-induced building motion on manual task performance. 
Denoon (2000) conducted a long-term survey investigating perception and tolerance 
of motion in three control towers in south-eastern Australia: Brisbane Airport Control 
Tower, Sydney Airport Control Tower and the Port Operations and Communications 
Centre in Sydney. Denoon (2000) simultaneously measured the wind-induced building 
response. The results demonstrated that the measured perception thresholds did not 
correlate well with previous sinusoidal research when compared using RMS 
acceleration. On the contrary, when compared using peak acceleration there was a 
strong correlation. It was concluded that the perception of full-scale building motion 
is driven by peak acceleration but not RMS acceleration. It was also concluded that 
the threshold of perception is frequency-dependent, corresponding to a lower 
perception threshold at higher frequency as shown in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Perception thresholds and motion frequencies determined from three 
control towers by Denoon (2000). 
Tower Frequency (Hz) 
Perception thresholds, 
peak acceleration (milli-g) 
Port Operations and 
Communications Centre 
in Sydney 
0.39 2.8 
Brisbane Airport 
Control Tower 
0.54 2.5 
Sydney Airport Control 
Tower 
0.94 2.4 
Since the participants involved in this study experienced motion frequently, Denoon 
(2000) suggested that the values of average perception threshold obtained in that study 
were likely to be lower than typically expected.  
In accordance with the survey results, Denoon (2000) found that the magnitude of 
motion that leads to fear and alarm, and the frequency of occurrence of perceptible 
motion affected participants’ tolerance of motion. A lack of correlation between 
participants who believed the building motion was unacceptable and participants who 
actually complained about building motion was also reported.  
This research offers insights into the perception threshold of motion, and more 
importantly, into the tolerance threshold of motion. It was suggested that both 
education and habituation increase the tolerance of occupants to wind-induced 
building motion. One limitation of this research is the inability to control the motion 
environment, resulting in a lack of experimental results at other frequencies for 
establishing tolerance thresholds of motion in the lower frequency range that is more 
pertinent to modern tall buildings. Another limitation is that the participants of Denoon 
(2000) are trained professionals (air traffic controllers and port traffic controllers) who 
has got used to work in motion environment. Therefore, the participants of Denoon 
(2000) are not representative of building occupants such as office workers and home 
owners/residents. 
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2.2.1.1 Summary  
In summary, a limited number of field studies have investigated occupants’ perception 
thresholds to wind-induced building motion in buildings. While these studies provided 
the most realistic building environment for determining human responses to wind-
induced building motion, they were unable to accurately establish relationship between 
human response with motion frequency and acceleration magnitude. This is mainly 
because building owners and tenants are reluctant to allow researchers measure 
responses of their buildings due to a combination of commercial, legal, operational 
and security reasons. Hence, installing equipment for measuring wind induced 
building motion is difficult. The majority of these studies retrospectively estimated 
acceleration magnitudes of the wind-induced building motion. This increases the level 
of uncertainty of the acceleration magnitude that induced those reported human 
responses in wind-excited buildings.  
Although these field studies have focused on perception thresholds and/or tolerance of 
wind-induced building motion, some, for example Hansen et al. (1973) and Goto 
(1983), suggested that wind-induced building motion could have provoked motion 
sickness and affected occupants’ manual task performance. However, studies on 
motion sickness/mild motion sickness, and occupant manual task performance in 
wind-induced building environment remain very limited.  
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2.2.2 Perception thresholds determined in buildings subjected to artificial excitations  
Determining human responses in buildings subjected to artificial excitations can 
partially address some limitations of field studies or surveys of occupants in building 
subjected to strong wind conditions. Studies in buildings subjected to artificial 
excitations usually used vibration generators to excite the buildings. Using these, 
researchers therefore can accurately control acceleration magnitude, and to a lesser 
extent motion frequency. Researchers can also arrange participants for studies with 
great flexibility as they control the motion conditions. Further, studies in buildings 
subjected to artificial excitations maintain the environment that most realistically 
affects human responses. However, a limitation of studies in buildings subjected to 
artificial excitations is that they only produce sinusoidal building motion that differs 
greatly from random wind-induced building motion. Nevertheless, they provide the 
pathway for a fundamental understanding of human response to sustained motion at 
controlled acceleration magnitude and frequency. 
Jeary et al. (1988) is one of the very few studies conducted in buildings subjected to 
artificial excitations. The study determined perception threshold of 24 participants 
using controlled motion in a 10-storey building and investigated the effects of motion 
on task performance (described later in Section 2.3 ). The natural frequency of the test 
building is approximately 1.6 Hz. The perception tests were carried out immediately 
after the task performance tests. Seated participants were tested on the ninth floor and 
acceleration magnitude was changed gradually to determine the perception thresholds.  
Jeary et al. (1988) found that, at 1.6 Hz, the 50th percentile perception thresholds for 
seated test participants were 1.5 milli-g and 1.8 milli-g for lateral and fore-aft motion 
respectively. They further proposed that choosing an acceptable perception threshold 
should be based on the use of the building; for wind events with a 50-year return period, 
the perception thresholds should be chosen at the 2nd percentile for critical working 
areas, the 10th percentile for normal occupancy (offices and residential), and the 90th 
percentile for workshops. 
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A major drawback in using the results of Jeary et al. (1988) to design wind-sensitive 
buildings is that the results were determined at 1.6 Hz, which is well above the 
fundamental frequency of most wind-sensitive buildings. 
Nakata et al. (1993) conducted a study in a building subjected to artificial excitations. 
This study was conducted at a frequency range from 1 to 6 Hz, to determine the 
perception thresholds of individuals in mid- and low-rise building environments. This 
study was an extension of the perception threshold study in a frequency range from 
0.33 to 2.0 Hz conducted by a group of Japanese researchers using a motion simulator 
(for example Kanda et al., 1988).  
The study was conducted in a test room constructed on the fifth floor of a seven story 
steel framed experimental tower. Fore-aft and lateral sinusoidal motion was generated 
using vibration generators installed on the sixth floor of the experimental tower. The 
motion was presented to the participants with increasing acceleration amplitude at five 
frequencies, 1.0, 1.9, 3.0, 4.0, and 6.0 Hz and perception of motion was indicated by 
pressing a button. Nakata et al. (1993) found that in the frequency range from 1.0 to 
3.0 Hz, perception thresholds in the lateral direction were lower than the fore-aft 
direction whereas the perception threshold of fore-aft direction were lower than the 
lateral direction in the frequency range from 4 to 6 Hz. Nakata et al. (1993) also 
determined perception thresholds with perception probabilities of 2%, 10%, 50%, and 
90%. The results showed that perception thresholds generally decreased as frequency 
increased from 1 Hz to 2 Hz, then increased as frequency increased from 2 Hz to 6 Hz. 
It should be noted that the perception thresholds determined in the frequency range 
from 1 to 6 Hz are more relevant to motion in mid- to low-rise buildings than wind-
induced tall building motion.  
2.2.3 Using motion simulators 
Section 2.2.1  reported that conducting field studies or survey of occupants in buildings 
subjected to strong wind conditions is difficult because building owners and tenants 
are reluctant to provide access to buildings because of a combination of commercial, 
legal, operational and security reasons and it is hard to arrange test participants to 
occupy wind-sensitive buildings in an appropriate wind condition.  
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Using motion simulators to investigate human responses to motion can partially 
address the difficulties of conducting field studies or surveys in buildings subjected to 
strong wind conditions because of the controllability in motion frequency and 
acceleration and testing methods. In the early 1970s, engineers used motion simulators 
to determine perception thresholds of motion for the planning and design of wind-
sensitive buildings due to a lack of knowledge and design guidelines on perception 
thresholds of motion.  
Khan and Parmelee (1971) conducted one of the earliest studies that determined 
perception thresholds using a motion simulator. They aimed to develop a general 
approach and serviceability criteria for the design of any tall building, based on the 
results collected from an investigation which established design criteria for the 100-
story (344 meters) John Hancock Centre in Chicago. Khan and Parmelee (1971) used 
a large circular platform with a diameter of 6.1 meters (20 feet), rotating at a constant 
angular velocity, to achieve a range of linear accelerations varying from 1 to 20 milli-
g. Thirty test participants were asked to assess whether each tested acceleration 
magnitude was i) not perceptible, ii) barely perceptible, iii) perceptible, or iv) 
disturbing. The test participants were expected to experience motion during the 
simulator study that investigated effects on perception thresholds due to body postures 
(standing, sitting, and lying) and orientations relative to the motion directions (toward 
centre of the motion simulator, away from centre of the motion simulator, in direction 
of motion, and opposite to direction of motion).  
Khan and Parmelee (1971) found that motion was perceptible at about 4 milli-g and 
that an acceleration magnitude of 20 milli-g was considered to be disturbing. 
Participants barely perceived motion at acceleration magnitudes between 4 to 7.5 milli-
g and the position of the body did not greatly affect perception threshold of motion. 
However, Khan and Parmelee (1971) did not report nor discuss the motion frequency 
used in the experiment.  
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Chen and Robertson (1972) presented perception threshold results from two series of 
motion simulator studies (HATS-I and HATS-II) conducted in the mid-1960s. The 
studies were primarily to determine perception thresholds for the design and planning 
of the World Trade Centre towers in New York. Although HATS-I and HATS-II were 
very early investigations using motion simulators to explore perception thresholds of 
motion, these studies were tightly controlled and are still recognised as one of the most 
comprehensive studies on perception thresholds of motion. Chen and Robertson's 
(1972) results were also used to formulate acceleration criteria for assessment of 
occupant comfort (for example International Organization for Standardization, 1984). 
In HATS-I, a motion simulator with dimensions of 2.7 x 4.9 meters (9 ft by 16 ft) was 
used. The motion simulator was mounted on a platform running on wheels, and could 
be moved simultaneously by hydraulic actuators in each of two orthogonal directions 
in the horizontal plane. The four factors studied included: i) period of oscillation (5, 
10 or 15 seconds), ii) body orientation (fore and aft or side to side), iii) body movement 
(walking or standing), and iv) expectancy level (Level A: each participant was not 
aware of the motion characteristic of the simulator before testing; Level B: each 
participant was informed that the simulator would move and asked to tell the 
experimenter as soon as he felt motion; or Level C: each participant had experienced 
the motion of the simulator once and he was asked to repeat the test and to inform the 
experimenter as soon as he felt the room moving the second time.). A comprehensive 
full factorial experimental design was used to study the four factors. 72 participants 
were recruited and assigned to the 36 combinations of the four factors, each 
combination with two replications. 
Chen and Robertson (1972) found that the effects of period of motion, body movement, 
and expectancy in influencing perception threshold were significant. The interaction 
effect between body movement and expectancy was also significant. In addition, they 
found that the perception threshold followed a log-normal distribution. Parameters of 
the log-normal distribution for perception thresholds were determined using the 
geometric means and the standard deviation calculated based on the data collected 
from the motion simulator experiments. These probability distributions illustrated the 
perception threshold corresponding to the percentile of test participants of each tested 
combination. 
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After completing the HATS-I study, Chen and Robertson (1972) conducted HATS-II 
to: i) confirm some of the HATS-I results; ii) validate the log-normal distribution 
assumption made for the perception thresholds; and iii) collect data from seated 
participants to assess the posture effects on the perception thresholds. 
The motion simulator adopted in HATS-II had plan dimensions of 2.4 meters by 3.7 
meters (8 by 12 ft) with a ceiling height of 2.6 meters (8 ft 9 in), smaller than the 
HATS-I motion simulator. The HATS-II motion simulator was suspended by four steel 
cables and guided by bicycle wheels mounted on two sides of the base of the simulator. 
An operator outside pushed the simulator to generate sinusoidal motion at an 
oscillating period of 10 seconds (a frequency of 0.1 Hz). Two factors, including body 
posture (standing or sitting) and expectancy level (Level B or Level C, both were the 
same as in HATS-I), were studied. 
In the experiment, 40 participants were asked to stand or sit and to make aesthetic 
judgments about images presented in a slideshow. At the beginning of the experiment, 
each participant received a distraction and pre-condition and informed that the 
simulator was designed to move as the purpose of the experiment was to determine the 
perception threshold. The results indicated that body posture was the only statistically 
significant factor. Expectancy Levels B and C did not make any statistically significant 
difference on perception thresholds of the tested conditions, meaning that the prior 
motion experiences were not likely to play a significant role. The results also 
demonstrated the suitability of using the log-normal distribution to fit the perception 
threshold test data, in particular for participants tested in the standing posture. These 
probability distributions were likely to be beneficial for the performance based design 
approach. It should be noted that both HATS-I and HATS-II experiments omitted the 
effects of visual cues, which may significantly lower the perception threshold of 
motion, particularly for buildings vibrating in torsion. Furthermore, Chen and 
Robertson (1972) determined the perception thresholds, using sinusoidal motion, 
which were unrealistic in wind-excited tall buildings. 
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Realising that there was a lack of data for evaluating perception thresholds to yaw 
motion, Irwin (1981) conducted three series of motion simulator experiments; they 
investigated perception thresholds to pure yaw motion with and without visual cues 
and determined an equal sensation contour of a yaw motion. Ten participants were 
tested in the three series of motion simulator experiments.  
The first experiment aimed to determine perception thresholds to sinusoidal pure yaw 
vibration without visual cues. Visual cues were avoided by covering the thick black 
window to prevent participants observing any light patterns from outside of the motion 
simulator, fixing an interior strip light to the ceiling, and restraining all cables and 
leads within the room from movement. Centre frequencies of the preferred one-third 
octave band ranging from 0.05 Hz to 3.15 Hz were chosen for the tests. The 
frequencies were presented in random order. During the experiment, one participant 
was tested at a time. The participant was seated with his/her spinal vertical axis 
coinciding with the central axis of rotation of the motion simulator. Acceleration was 
increased gradually. Participants were required to indicate when they start to perceive 
motion. 
The second experiment aimed to determine perception thresholds to sinusoidal pure 
yaw vibration with visual cues. The experimental setup and procedures of the second 
experiment were the same as the first, except the blackout cover was removed from 
the window so that participants could see outside the motion simulator.  
The third experiment aimed to determine an equal sensation contour to pure yaw 
motion with a reference RMS rotational acceleration magnitude of 0.065 rad/s2 at 0.1 
Hz. The experiment was conducted without visual cues. In this experiment, one 
participant was tested in each session. The participant was firstly exposed to the 
reference yaw motion for a period of 1 minute. The frequency of yaw motion was then 
changed to one of the preferred one-third octave band centre frequencies. Finally, the 
participant adjusted the acceleration magnitude of the yaw motion to match the feeling 
or sensation with reference to the yaw motion.  
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By considering the results of the three experiments, data from other field tests, and 
values from unpublished tests, Irwin (1981) proposed two satisfactory RMS yaw 
acceleration curves for the worst consecutive 10 minutes of a windstorm with return 
periods of at least 1 year and 5 years. Irwin (1981) also proposed one satisfactory RMS 
yaw acceleration curve for structures used solely by trained personnel who carry out 
skilled tasks in yaw motion of the worst consecutive 10 minutes of windstorms with a 
return period of 5 years, and a RMS yaw acceleration curve for safety issues.   
Realising that translational and yaw motion often occur simultaneously, Irwin (1981) 
proposed Equation 2.1 below to assess the combined effects of translational and yaw 
motion on human responses. This method establishes a linkage between perception 
thresholds of translational motion and yaw motion.  
Equation 2.1 
Combined magnitude=h+r×θ 
where 
h is the vectorial summation of horizontal RMS acceleration orthogonal components 
at the frequency (f) and position under consideration (m/s2) 
θ is the RMS yaw acceleration (rad/s2); and 
r=|(1 f⁄ )-(0.57 √f⁄ )|+0.2×(1- 0.8 f⁄ ) 
 
Irwin and Goto (1984) extended the study presented in Irwin (1981) which investigated 
human perception values and equal sensation contours for pure yaw motion and 
proposed a method for assessment of the probable responses of occupants of fixed 
structures to combined yaw and translational motion. Irwin and Goto (1984) conduct 
a series of motion simulator tests to determine human perception thresholds and 
manual dexterity performance in laboratory conditions. These laboratory test results 
were compared with the value suggested in ISO 6897:1984 to validate the method used 
to combine the yaw and translational components developed earlier (Irwin, 1981). 
While this section summarises the experimental details and results of perception 
threshold tests, the experiment details and results of the manual dexterity performance 
tests will be summarised in Section 2.3 . 
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Two perception threshold tests were conducted: one for pure yaw motion (14 males 
and 6 females) and the other for combined yaw and lateral horizontal motion (17 males 
and 3 females). Frequency of test motion ranged from 0.01 Hz to 10 Hz. Both 
perception threshold tests were conducted in the absence of visual cues. In the 
perception threshold test using pure yaw motion, participants sat upright with the spine 
in contact with the chair-back. Further, the spine of the participant was in line with the 
axis of rotation of the room. In the perception threshold test that used combined yaw 
and lateral horizontal motion, participants sat with the spinal column at an eccentricity 
of 2.2 meters from the room axis of rotation. The experiment began with a gradual 
increase in acceleration amplitude. Until registering a perception of motion, the 
participant was invited to indicate the motion form and the approximate frequency of 
motion. Acceleration amplitude was then raised significantly and then gradually 
reduced until the participant was unable to perceive the motion.  
Irwin and Goto (1984) found that the perception thresholds determined in the 
laboratory conditions agreed with the average threshold of perception as suggested by 
ISO 6897:1984. This validated the method used to combine yaw and translational 
motion (Irwin, 1981). Irwin and Goto (1984) further noted that noise and visual cues 
in practical structures tended to produce perception thresholds lower than laboratory 
conditions. This highlighted possible discrepancies between perception thresholds 
determined in laboratory conditions and in practical structures. Thus building design 
practitioners should use data collected in laboratory conditions with caution. 
Furthermore, Irwin and Goto (1984) discussed the effects of gender on perception 
threshold and reported that females tended to be slightly more sensitive to motion. 
Between the late-1980s to mid-1990s, a group of Japanese researchers conducted 
comprehensive studies to investigate perception thresholds for a frequency range from 
0.1 to 6 Hz (for example Kanda et al., 1988; Noguchi et al., 1993; Shioya and Kanda, 
1993; Shioya et al., 1992). Results of these studies were then summarised in Tamura 
et al. (2006) and used to formulate guidelines for evaluation of habitability 
(Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004). 
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Kanda et al. (1988) used a spring pendulum motion simulator to investigate perception 
thresholds of low frequency motion. Uniaxial sinusoidal motion at frequencies of 0.33, 
0.5, 0.8, 1.25 or 2 Hz was used in the study. The duration of each motion was six 
minutes, during which the acceleration amplitude was increased from 0.2 to 8 milli-g 
in 10 steps and then decreased from 8 to 0.2 milli-g, again in 10 steps; 119 participants 
were tested for the fore-aft and lateral orientations in a sitting posture. They were asked 
to switch on/off a pilot lamp when they felt the commencement or the cessation of 
motion. The effects of orientation, age and gender were examined.  
Kanda et al. (1988) concluded that perception thresholds in the lateral direction were 
slightly lower than those in the fore-aft direction, whereas the stepping-down motion 
had slightly lower perception thresholds than the stepping-up motion. Females were 
more sensitive than male participants. Younger males were more sensitive than older 
males. However, Kanda et al. (1988) stated that all the above differences were minor 
in comparison with the variations amongst the individual data. Kanda et al. (1988) also 
proposed perception criteria for various percentiles (1st to 90th). Frequency dependence 
of motion perception over the tested frequency range was demonstrated. The 1st to 10th 
percentile lines were similar to those specified in ISO 6897:1984. 
Goto et al. (1990) conducted a series of motion simulator experiments to determine 
perception threshold for a 50-storey steel building in Japan. The study used 0.23 Hz 
circular and elliptic motion at seven acceleration levels, ranging from approximately 
1.35 to 15 milli-g. Goto et al. (1990) recruited only females to participate in the 
experiment because the authors believed that females are more sensitive to motion than 
males. Goto et al. (1990) also studied work efficiency, feelings of hindrance and 
uneasiness, difficulty of maintaining balance, swinging states of a hanging light, 
sloshing of bathtub water, and behaviour of small articles on a table. The following 
section only discusses the results of the perception threshold because this section only 
reviews literatures studying perception threshold. 
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Goto et al. (1990) found that perception thresholds determined under circular motion 
were slightly higher than elliptic motion. In general, at 0.23 Hz, 50% of the participants 
distinctly perceived motion at approximately 5 milli-g and all participants distinctly 
perceived motion at approximately 15 milli-g. It is important to note that Goto et al.'s 
(1990) results are of limited use as the experiments were conducted only at one 
frequency of 0.23 Hz. Furthermore, only females were recruited as participants. This 
may lead to bias results. 
Shioya et al. (1992) examined the effects of different frequencies (0.125, 0.16, 0.2, 
0.25 and 0.315 Hz), waveforms (uniaxial, elliptical and circular), and body orientations 
(lateral or fore-aft) on perception threshold of motion. A six degree-of-freedom motion 
simulator was used to produce the motion; 47 participants participated in the 
perception tests and were asked to classify each motion based on five perception levels, 
ranging from imperceptible to strongly perceptible, and to estimate the waveform of 
each motion. Shioya et al. (1992) found that participants were more sensitive to lateral 
motion. Further, the gradient of the regression lines determined for perception 
thresholds of uniaxial motion across the tested frequency was larger than the gradient 
for elliptical motion. About 50% of the participants could not distinguish between the 
uniaxial and elliptical motion. However, Shioya et al. (1992) did not offer an 
explanation for these observations. The researchers also fitted perception thresholds at 
each tested frequency with log-normal probability, and determined the corresponding 
threshold for the 2nd, 10th, 50th, and 90th percentile, illustrating that the 50th percentile 
regression lines of both uniaxial and elliptical motion coincided with the average 
threshold line of ISO 6897:1984. 
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Shioya and Kanda (1993) expanded the experiment reported in Shioya et al. (1992) 
using simulated random responses of a lightly damped, single degree-of-freedom 
system subjected to Gaussian white noise excitation. Apart from the motion waveform, 
the study used the same protocol as Shioya et al. (1992); 61 participants were tested in 
a sitting posture, in both fore-aft and lateral directions and were asked to push one of 
three buttons when they felt motion with the buttons representing imperceptible, barely 
perceptible and distinctly perceptible, respectively. Surprisingly, the results showed 
that the perceived accelerations were almost independent of the frequency in the range 
of interest (0.125 to 0.315 Hz), in contrast to the findings of the majority of previous 
motion perception studies. Shioya and Kanda fitted the perception threshold at each 
tested frequency with log-normal probability, and also determined the corresponding 
threshold for the 2nd, 10th, 50th, and 90th percentile. The results showed that the 
participants were generally more sensitive to lateral motion, consistent with the results 
determined in the previous study. The 50th percentile perception threshold of random 
motion, for both fore-aft and lateral directions, increased as frequency increased, 
whereas those of sinusoidal signals had the opposite trend. Although the results 
demonstrated that sinusoidal and random motion have different effects on the 
perception threshold, the authors did not identify the mechanisms that caused the 
opposite trends. Further research is needed to address the issue. 
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Noguchi et al. (1993) correlated psychological and physical responses of 20 female 
participants to motion by conducting a questionnaire survey and measuring the balance 
shift in a test room mounted on a six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator. The 
participants were subjected to linear, circular, elliptical, and figure-eight motion at 
frequencies of 0.1, 0.125, 0.167 and 0.2 Hz, and five acceleration amplitudes ranging 
from 4.8 to 14 milli-g. The duration of motion was 10 minutes. At the 5th and 10th 
minute after the commencement of each motion, participants ranked the motion in 
accordance with a scale ranging from imperceptible, slightly perceptible, clearly 
perceptible, fairly perceptible, to strongly perceptible. Participants also needed to rate 
the motion based on three complaint categories: discomfort, difficulty, and uneasiness 
using a five-point scale. By comparing the perception ranking obtained at the 5th and 
10th minute, Noguchi et al. (1993) assessed that participants may habituate to the 
motion, resulting in a higher perceivable acceleration magnitude and lower ranking 
recorded at the 10th minute. In the measures of complaint, participants firstly felt 
discomfort, followed by feeling difficult, and finally felt uneasy to the motion. 
In a series of motion simulator studies on manual task performance, Burton et al. (2011) 
determined perception threshold of participants to bi-directional, narrow-band random 
motion (as detailed in Section 2.3 ). Burton et al.’s experiments were carried out under 
13 bi-directional, narrow-band random motion conditions, one no-motion start-up 
condition, and one no-motion control condition. The motion was described as narrow-
band because the frequency components of the motion were focused near a single 
frequency. Among the 13 bi-directional, narrow-band random motion, 10 were 
reproduced at five peak acceleration magnitudes of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 30 milli-g at 0.25 
and 0.5 Hz, and three were reproduced at three peak acceleration magnitudes of 2, 4, 
and 8 milli-g at 0.125 Hz. 14 participants indicated whether they had perceived any 
motion after the completion of each condition using a Boolean ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response. 
Burton et al. (2011) found that the relationship between cumulative percentage of 
individuals perceiving motion and acceleration for each frequency followed a log-
normal distribution. Motion perception thresholds to bi-directional, narrow-band 
random motion are shown in Figure 2.2. Burton et al. (2011) concluded that the 
perception thresholds were consistent with other studies such as Chen and Robertson 
(1972).  
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Figure 2.2. Motion perception thresholds (reproduced from Burton et al., 2011). 
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2.2.3.1 Summary  
Over the last five decades, perception thresholds to motion have been extensively 
studied using motion simulators. Motion simulator studies, with their advantages of 
controllability in motion frequency and acceleration magnitudes, have determined 
perception thresholds to motion across a range of frequencies that are relevant to wind-
induced building motion. Despite different measurement techniques, perception 
thresholds are similar across the motion simulator studies (Kwok et al. 2009). Results 
of these motion simulator studies suggest that perception thresholds generally decrease 
as frequency increases from 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz, confirming that perception to motion 
depends on motion frequency. Furthermore, the results from motion simulator studies 
indicate that perception thresholds of individuals are likely to follow log-normal 
distributions (for example Chen and Robertson, 1972; Tamura et al., 2006). This 
finding allowed researchers to use limited experimental results to determine the 
perception thresholds for various perception probabilities, hence formulating 
serviceability criteria/guidelines, for example, for the Architectural Institute of Japan 
(2004), that allows building owners and/or developers to use at their own discretion 
on building performance. Previous studies, such as Kanda et al. (1988) and Goto et al. 
(1990), indicated that female is more susceptible to building motion than male. 
However, no evidence was provided to explain the observations. Further research is 
needed to address the observations. 
2.3 Manual task performance under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion 
conditions 
While a majority of the studies on human responses to the effects of low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion focused on perception thresholds and/or tolerance of wind-
induced building motion, relatively little is known about how low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion affects the performance of manual tasks.  
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In an survey on occupants of five tall buildings located in the centre of Tokyo 
immediately after a strong typhoon in 1979, Goto (1983) found that approximately 
60% of respondents felt hindered while they were walking, attending clerical work or 
other manual tasks. This raised a concern that wind-induced building motion may 
adversely affect the manual task performance of building occupants. However, the 
reports were subjective with no quantitative measurement being carried out. Further, 
Goto (1983) did not provide details of the manual tasks performed by the respondents, 
nor discuss the mechanisms causing the hindrance. 
Later, Irwin and Goto (1984) conducted four motion simulator experiments to 
investigate effects of motion on manual dexterity performance. They also validated the 
method proposed earlier by Irwin (1981) that used to combine the accelerations of yaw 
and translational motion, as shown in Equation 2.1 in Section 2.2.3 . Four manual 
dexterity tasks were used in Irwin and Goto (1984) to evaluate manual dexterity 
performance: i) threading three 300 mm lengths of 0.2 mm diameter thread through a 
0.4 mm wide needle eye; ii) tracing over three 185 mm long vertical thin black lines 
using a red felt tip pen; iii) tracing over three squares orientated at 45º; and iv) tracing 
over a flower pattern.  
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The experiments were conducted under four types of motion with various 
combinations of yaw and translational motion. The motion direction, frequency range 
and number of participants used in the experiments are summarised in Table 2.2. For 
frequency range between 0.06 Hz and 1 Hz, the experiments were conducted at RMS 
acceleration magnitudes or combined acceleration magnitude suggested by curve 2 of 
Figure 1 of ISO 6897:1984, ranging from 49.8 milli-g (0.489 m/s2) at 0.063 Hz to 15.9 
milli-g (0.156 m/s2) at 1 Hz. These acceleration magnitudes are the satisfactory RMS 
acceleration magnitudes suggested for off-shore fixed structures where non-routine or 
skilled manual operations are carried out under infrequently induced horizontal motion 
(International Organization for Standardization, 1984). For frequencies above 1 Hz, 
the experiments were conducted at RMS acceleration magnitudes or combined 
acceleration magnitude ranging from 15.9 milli-g (0.156 m/s2) at 1.6 Hz and 2.5 Hz to 
71.4 milli-g (0.7 m/s2) at 10 Hz. These RMS acceleration magnitudes were chosen 
based on values suggested by the “Guide for the evaluation of human exposure to 
vibration in buildings (1 Hz to 80 Hz), ISO 2631:1983” (International Organization 
for Standardization, 1983).  
Table 2.2. Motion direction, frequency, and number of participants used in manual 
dexterity performance tests performed by Irwin and Goto (1984). 
Experiment Motion direction Frequency Number of 
participants 
1 combined yaw and 
lateral motion 
0.06 to 10 Hz 10 males and 1 
female 
2 combined yaw, fore-
aft, and lateral 
motion 
0.06 to 2.5 Hz 8 males and 2 
females 
3 combined yaw and 
fore-aft motion 
0.06 to 2.5 Hz 5 males and 5 
females 
4 pure fore-aft motion 0.125 to 2.5 Hz 6 males and 6 
females 
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From the results, Irwin and Goto (1984) found Equation 2.1 in Section 2.2.3  as 
proposed by Irwin (1981) was suitable to determine combined acceleration magnitudes 
of yaw and translational motion. Further, Irwin and Goto (1984) claimed that the RMS 
acceleration magnitudes suggested for off-shore fixed structures where non-routine or 
skilled manual operations were carried out under infrequently induced horizontal 
motion were generally satisfactory for performing the four manual dexterity tasks. This 
conclusion however is questionable because the performance on the tracing test could 
be degraded, on average, by more than 50% relative to the performance under static 
conditions as shown in Figure 2.3.  
 
Figure 2.3. Performance of tracing tasks across frequency (reproduced from Figure 
25 of Irwin and Goto, 1984). 
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Furthermore, the work reported by Irwin and Goto (1984) had three shortcomings. 
First, Irwin and Goto (1984) conducted the experiment at RMS acceleration 
magnitudes suggested for off-shore fixed structures. These RMS acceleration 
magnitudes, ranging from 49.8 milli-g (0.489 m/s2) at 0.063 Hz to 15.9 milli-g (0.156 
m/s2) at 1 Hz, are higher than those that generally occur in wind-induced building 
motion. Therefore, the degraded manual dexterity tasks performance measured under 
the test conditions are not directly applicable to wind-induced motion of buildings used 
for general purposes. Furthermore, the experiments were conducted at one RMS 
acceleration magnitude for each frequency. Therefore, Irwin and Goto (1984) did not 
investigate effects of a range of acceleration magnitudes on performing manual 
dexterity tasks.  
Second, some participants were able to satisfactorily perform the tasks even at peak 
acceleration magnitudes ranging from approximately 52 milli-g at 0.125 Hz to 22.4 
milli-g at 1 Hz. It should be noted that these acceleration magnitudes are significantly 
higher than those proposed for buildings used for general purposes according to ISO 
6897:1984. The satisfactory performance may be due to two reasons. First, the 
participants were all normally involved in work of a skilled nature such as workshop 
technicians well-trained for performing manual tasks. Therefore, the results may not 
be applicable for design, in terms of manual task performance, of buildings used by 
the general public. Second, these tasks may be too simple and not sensitive to effects 
of motion-induced body sway, motion sickness, and/or other subtle factors. Therefore, 
the participants could still perform satisfactorily under high acceleration magnitudes.  
Finally, Irwin and Goto (1984) did not study the potential causes of performance 
degradation. This may be because Irwin and Goto (1984) suggested that participants 
were able to perform satisfactorily under high acceleration conditions. Therefore, there 
was no reason for them to investigate the potential causes of performance degradation.  
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Jeary et al. (1988) is one of the very few, if not the only, studies investigating task 
performance in a building environment subjected to artificial excitations. The main 
objective of the study was to ascertain whether task performance may be impaired in 
a controlled building motion environment. The experiment was conducted in a 10-
storey Exeter Sixth Form College in the United Kingdom. The natural frequency of 
the test building is approximately 1.6 Hz. The controlled motion was generated using 
two vibration generators located on the tenth floor and 24 seated participants were 
tested on the ninth floor. Participants were tested in three test conditions: no motion 
and two low acceleration motion conditions with peak accelerations of either 1 milli-
g or 4 milli-g. These peak acceleration magnitudes are generally well below perception 
thresholds as shown in previous studies (for example Chen and Robertson, 1972; 
Tamura et al., 2006), in particular 1 milli-g. Participants were tested under one test 
condition per day. Therefore they were tested for multiple days. Jeary et al. (1988) did 
not provide details of the tasks used in the study, but mentioned that one of the tasks 
was a proof reading task.  
Jeary et al. (1988) found significant differences in proof reading performance between 
the tested conditions. However, the tested motion conditions did not impair 
performance of other tasks in general. Jeary et al. (1988) attributed the results to two 
potential reasons. First, the complexity of the tasks may have been too low so the 
participants were able to concentrate harder to compensate for motion effects. Second, 
the test duration may have been too short for any fatigue effects to show.  
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Although Jeary et al. (1988) found that effects of the imperceptible motion on task 
performance were not significant, the concept of the investigation was novel. A recent 
study has indicated that imperceptible motion can significantly affect a human’s 
physiological behaviour (for example Hammam et al., 2014). Furthermore, Jeary et al. 
(1988) reported that seven of the 24 test participants claimed to experience motion 
sickness at the peak acceleration of 4 milli-g and two at the peak acceleration of 1 
milli-g. Although the study on motion sickness was imprecise, Jeary et al. (1988) gave 
cues on effect of motion on motion sickness/sopite syndrome, and/or effects of motion 
sickness/ sopite syndrome on manual task performance in wind-induced building 
motion environment. A drawback of Jeary et al. (1988) is that the experiment was 
conducted at a frequency of 1.6 Hz, which is much higher than those of wind-induced 
building motion. Therefore, the results of Jeary et al. (1988) have limited applications 
to the majority of wind-sensitive buildings that usually have a fundamental frequency 
below 1 Hz.  
Goto et al. (1990) conducted a series of motion simulator experiments to investigate 
perception thresholds and work efficiency/manual task performance due to motion. 
Results of perception thresholds, i.e. subjective responses, were summarised in Section 
2.2.3 . Goto et al. (1990) quantified work efficiency/manual task performance by 
measuring the amount of spilt water during the process of pouring water into a bottle 
under motion conditions relative to static no motion conditions. Goto et al. (1990) 
found that manual task performance based on pouring of water depended on motion 
waveform. Participants performed worse under circular motion than under elliptical 
motion with the amount of spilt water measured under circular motion being greater 
than under elliptical motion. The manual task performance was largely unchanged at 
accelerations below 4 milli-g under circular motion condition at 0.23 Hz. 
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Goto et al. (1990) was possibly the first study that found simulated wind-induced 
building motion degraded manual task performance. However, the study was 
conducted at only one frequency - 0.23 Hz. Further investigations on manual task 
performance at other frequencies below 1 Hz are needed to collect more 
comprehensive information relevant to designs of wind-sensitive buildings. Second, 
Goto et al. (1990) only recruited females as participants. This may lead to biased 
results. Understanding the potential factors causing the observed degraded manual task 
performance is important. However, Goto et al. (1990) did not investigate this.  
Burton et al. (2011) conducted a series of motion simulator experiments to evaluate 
manual task performance at frequencies that are typical for tall buildings. Bi-
directional, narrow-band random motion, as shown in Figure 2.4, was used. 
Frequencies of the bi-directional, narrow-band random motion were 0.125, 0.25 and 
0.5 Hz. Five peak accelerations at 2, 4, 8, 16, and 30 milli-g were used for 0.25 and 
0.5 Hz motion. Due to displacement limitations of the motion simulator, Burton et al. 
(2011) only used 2, 4, and 8 milli-g at 0.125 Hz. The duration of each bi-directional, 
narrow-band random motion was 720 seconds.  
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Figure 2.4. Examples of resultant acceleration time histories of bi-directional, 
narrow-band random motion (reproduced from Figure 2 of Burton et al., 2011). 
Burton et al. (2011) used a first person shooter game to evaluate manual task 
performance. In the game, participants were required to shoot down obstacles along a 
set path. The overall completion time of the game depended on shot accuracy. The 
shot accuracy was also used to calculate the accuracy score. Participants performed 
the game under 13 motion conditions, one no-motion control condition and one no-
motion start-up condition. The no-motion start-up condition was first presented to each 
participant, followed by a sequence that randomised the 13 motion conditions and the 
no-motion control condition.  
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Burton et al. (2011) found that the effects of bi-directional, narrow-band random 
motion on manual task performance in the form of a shooter game was not significant. 
The difference in overall completion time and accuracy scores measured under motion 
conditions and those measured under static condition were not significant. 
Furthermore, the manual task performance did not degrade or improve as a function 
of frequency or acceleration. Burton et al. (2011) suggested that higher acceleration 
magnitudes or longer exposure to motion might be required to induce performance 
degradation through either an increase in motion-induced body sway or 
exhaustion/fatigue in long duration events. Further, Burton et al. (2011) suggested that 
the young and fit participants recruited for the tests were able to “compensate for their 
difficulty in maintaining balance to overcome the potential degradation in performance” 
(p. 531).  
Using a shooter game for evaluating manual task performance may contribute to the 
neutral conclusion that bi-directional, narrow-band random motion did not 
significantly affect manual task performance. First, the sizes of the targets and 
appearance time of targets were discrete. This reduced the resolution of shooting 
accuracy such that the bi-directional, narrow-band random motion did not influence 
the overall completion time and accuracy score. In fact, a manual task whose accuracy 
is quantified by using continuous quantities may increase the resolution of manual task 
performance/sensitive to motion effects. This is discussed later in Section 2.4 . 
Second, the calculation of the accuracy score depended on a number of factors 
including the number of successful sequential shots, the positioning of the shot on the 
targets (head shots were awarded more points), and the time taken to complete the trial. 
These factors complicated the scoring system. The shooter game was a complex 
system of assessment such that the performance of participants may have been masked 
by other unquantified and uncontrolled human factors that overwhelm the sensitivity 
to motion effects. For example, successful prediction of the appearance of targets on a 
screen may enhance shooting accuracy and hence accuracy score of the game. Using 
a simple manual task that require minimum amount of skill can eliminate the effect of 
task difficulty. This is preferable for investigating effects of motion on manual task 
performance.  
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Interestingly, all participants in Burton et al. (2011) considered themselves as gamers 
who were likely to be familiar with playing TV games. Since the participants were 
skilled in playing TV games, they were not necessarily a representative sample of the 
general public. This may have also masked the effect of motion on the performance of 
the shooter game task. Furthermore, 13 males and one female were recruited in the 
study. Effects of gender were unbalanced. This may lead to bias results. 
Using bi-directional, narrow-band random motion was novel and fits into the context 
of investigating the effects of wind-induced building motion on manual task 
performance. However, using bi-directional, narrow-band random motion may be a 
factor leading to the conclusion that motion did not significantly affect manual task 
performance. Manual task performance is highly associated with interruptions due to 
motion-induced body sway (Wertheim, 1998). The interruption is likely to be 
proportional to the inertial force acting on a human body, which in turn is proportional 
to acceleration magnitude. However, during narrow-band random motion the 
probability of occurrence of relatively high acceleration within the 720-second bi-
directional, narrow-band random motion is relatively low. This suggests that a 
simultaneous occurrence of relatively high acceleration and appearance of a target in 
the shooter game is likely to be infrequent. During narrow-band random motion, 
participants might be performing the shooter game task at relatively low acceleration 
for a majority of time, hence resulting in an overall performance that was not 
significantly different from that measured under no-motion conditions.  
Finally, Burton et al. (2011) thought that participants may have adequately 
compensated for the effects of motion by controlling their limbs, head, neck, and 
balance to minimise any effects on accuracy and completion time. This is a reasonable 
speculation but Burton et al. (2011) did not provide any supporting evidence.  
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2.3.1 Summary  
Effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task performance are 
inconclusive. While Goto et al. (1990) quantitatively found that low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion could degrade manual task performance, Burton et al. (2011), 
Irwin and Goto (1984), and Jeary et al. (1988) suggested that the effects of low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task performance degradation are not 
significant. The inconclusive findings may be because of participant selection, the 
manual tasks tested, characteristics of motion, or a combination of these factors. For 
example, Goto et al. (1990), who measured performance degradation, only recruited 
females who are more sensitive to effects of motion. In contrast, Irwin and Goto (1984), 
who measured satisfactory performance, only used trained personnel for their 
experiments.  
Performance degradation was measured during a continuous task, for example, 
pouring water into a bottle, as used in Goto et al. (1990) but not for discrete manual 
tasks, such as the shooter game used in Burton et al. (2011). All these factors or 
combinations of them make it difficult to conclude whether low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion have any effects on manual task performance. Further, none of the 
studies established relationships between manual task performance, motion frequency 
and acceleration magnitudes, let alone determined potential causes that affect manual 
task performance.  
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2.4 Continuous tracking task performance under other types of motion 
conditions 
Many studies have been conducted to measure manual task performance under 
conditions that simulate motion in transportation environments. Reviews on this topic 
can be found in the literature (for examples McLeod and Griffin, 1989; Wertheim, 
1998). However, transportation environments usually have frequency and acceleration 
magnitudes much higher than those of wind-induced building motion. Furthermore, 
transportation environments usually involve vertical translational motion, pitch, and/or 
roll motion, which are significantly different from wind-induced building motion. 
Therefore, results of studies in transportation environments are not directly applicable 
to wind-induced building motion conditions. Nevertheless, the work in the field 
provides useful information to inform the experimental design of this research and/or 
provide insights into potential factors that may affect manual task performance in 
wind-induced building motion environments.  
Goto et al. (1990) showed that low-frequency, low-acceleration motion could degrade 
performances of pouring water into a bottle, which is a kind of continuous task. 
However, Burton et al. (2011) found that performance of a shooter game, a kind of 
discrete task, under both static and motion conditions were similar. The difference 
suggests that the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion are likely to be 
more significant on continuous than discrete manual tasks. Hence, a series of studies 
that investigated the effects of transportation motion on continuous tracking tasks are 
reviewed in this section.  
McLeod and Griffin (1989) reviewed studies investigating the effects of vertical and/or 
horizontal translational motion on continuous control task (or continuous tracking task) 
performance. McLeod and Griffin (1989) defined a continuous tracking task as follow: 
“Tracking tasks usually require that subjects continuously monitor a system (typically 
by observing a visual display) and perform a continuous sequence of controlling 
activities using the hands or feet. The object is to keep the state of the system within 
acceptable limits” (McLeod and Griffin, 1989, p. 55).  
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In the review, McLeod and Griffin (1989) aimed to identify whether frequency, 
acceleration, direction of motion, characteristics of the control system and task, and 
the duration of exposure to motion could influence the effect of motion on the 
performance of continuous tracking tasks. McLeod and Griffin (1989) summarised 
that frequency, acceleration, and direction of motion interact to affect continuous 
tracking task performance. Further, the interaction effects are the single most 
important, and the most problematic effects on continuous tracking task performance. 
However, the studies reviewed by McLeod and Griffin (1989) generally used 
frequency (greater than 1 Hz) and RMS acceleration (greater than 50 milli-g) much 
higher than those occurring in wind-excited buildings. Furthermore, many of the 
studies were conducted under vertical motion that are not relevant to wind-induced 
building motion that occurs almost exclusively in the horizontal plane.  
Studies investigating the effects of control systems and task characteristics on 
continuous tracking task performance have focused on the type of control devices, 
form of display, system dynamics, and/or the difficulty of the task performed. These 
studies have, generally, systematically compared a number of cases for a category. 
Therefore, the results were case specific. McLeod and Griffin (1989) proposed the 
effects of motion on continuous tracking task performance increased with the increase 
in task difficulty. However, the effects of task difficulty decreased when a task was 
already greatly affected by motion. This highlighted the importance of choosing an 
appropriate task for investigating the effects of motion on continuous tracking task 
performance. 
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McLeod and Griffin (1989) found the results of studies investigating effects of 
duration on tracking performance were inconclusive. No simple factors explained 
whether a task was sensitive to duration effects. Furthermore, McLeod and Griffin 
(1989) could not find a simple quantitative relationship between duration effects and 
tracking performance. They presented a behavioural model summarising the major 
physiological and psychological processes involved in tracking performance. These 
processes included visual processing, cognitive processing, and muscular actuation. 
The principal mechanisms likely to affect these processes included vibration 
breakthrough, visual impairment, neuro-muscular interference, and central effects. 
These principle mechanisms may, in turn, trigger secondary effects including 
increased workload, changes in strategy, and active compensation. This behavioural 
model systematically described the mechanisms affecting tracking performance. 
Hence it is useful for planning research to investigate effects of individual mechanism.  
Earlier in 1988, McLeod and Griffin investigated whether vertical sinusoidal motion 
had any degradation on performance of a combined continuous and discrete pursuit 
tracking task and if yes, whether the degradation was frequency dependent. The 
experiments were conducted at frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 5.0 Hz and an RMS 
acceleration of approximately 200 milli-g (2.0 m/s2). 
A combined continuous and discrete pursuit tracking task was used. In the continuous 
pursuit tracking task, participants were required to use a device to control a cross on a 
display, keeping the cross inside the area of a moving target. The target was a 10 mm 
diameter circle moving randomly on the display. Participants’ performance on the 
continuous pursuit tracking task was evaluated by the probability of the cross entering 
the target. The discrete pursuit tracking task was performed simultaneously with the 
continuous pursuit tracking task. The discrete pursuit tracking task required 
participants to press a button on the device whenever the cross entered the target. 
Furthermore, the participants needed to keep the button pressed as long as the cross 
was on the target and release the button when the cross was off the target. Participants’ 
performance of the discrete pursuit tracking task was evaluated by the probabilities of 
pressing the button while the cross was on the target and while the cross was off the 
target. 
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McLeod and Griffin (1988) found the effects of vertical motion at frequencies ranging 
from 0.5 to 5.0 Hz were significant on the performances of the continuous pursuit 
tracking task. Performance degradation at 4.0 and 5.0 Hz was greater than at lower 
frequencies. Below 3.15 Hz, the performance of the continuous pursuit tracking task 
was independent of the frequency of vertical motion. McLeod and Griffin (1988) 
further discussed that the relative translational movement between participants’ eyes 
and the display may be responsible for the degradation at 4.0 and 5.0 Hz while the 
degradation at frequencies below 3.15 Hz may be caused by central effects, such as 
distraction or anxiety, or some neuro-muscular mechanisms. The mechanisms causing 
the degradation under high and low frequency ranges were likely to be different. It is 
also noteworthy that the participants may have suffered central effects such as 
distraction and/or anxiety, which affected their task performance. Although McLeod 
and Griffin (1988) suspected that central effects degraded performance of the 
continuous pursuit tracking task at frequencies below 3.15 Hz, the study did not 
measure the severity of the effects nor correlate the severity of the effects and the 
performance degradation. McLeod and Griffin (1988) further concluded that 
degradation of the discrete pursuit tracking task appeared to be independent of 
frequency of the vertical motion. This highlighted that effects of motion on continuous 
tasks can be different from the effects on discrete tasks.  
McLeod and Griffin (1993) studied effects of motion and exposure duration on 
performance of a continuous tracking task. The combined continuous and discrete 
pursuit tracking task used in this study was the same as the task used in McLeod and 
Griffin (1988). Therefore, a description is not repeated here.  
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In this second study, two independent groups of seven seated participants, 14 in total, 
performed a pursuit tracking task for 202.5 minutes on two separate sessions. One 
group was exposed to motion while the other group received no motion exposure. For 
the group exposed to motion, the participants performed the task under no-motion 
conditions for 11.25 minutes at the beginning, followed by 180 minutes exposure to 
vertical whole-body random motion, then under no-motion conditions for 11.25 
minutes again at the end of a session. Fifteen seconds rest were allowed before the 
180-minute exposure to the vertical motion. The vertical motion was a random motion 
that had a frequency bandwidth of one octave centred on 4 Hz. The acceleration time-
history had an RMS magnitude of 1.46 m/s2 and a crest (peak) factor of 4.13. 
McLeod and Griffin (1993) divided the 202-minute session into eighteen 11.25-minute 
sub-sessions. Results of the 18 sub-sessions indicated that continuous tracking task 
performance declined as a function of duration. However, exposure to motion neither 
degraded the performance nor interacted with duration to degrade the performance. 
McLeod and Griffin (1988) suggested this might be because the motion magnitude 
used in the study was not high enough to cause measureable degradation for this 
combined continuous and discrete pursuit tracking task, although the test motion were 
much higher than those of wind-induced building motion. This is another example 
which shows that a task with a suitable level of difficulty and a high motion level are 
needed to obtain measurable degradation. 
In another paper in the series of studies investigating effects of vertical and/or 
horizontal motion on continuous tracking task performance, McLeod and Griffin 
(1995) aimed to explore the mechanisms that caused manual task performance 
degradation. Eight male participants were tested in the study. The participants were 
required to perform tracking tasks under a no-motion condition and two vertical 
motion conditions at frequencies of 0.5 and 4.0 Hz, and both at RMS acceleration of 
approximately 215 milli-g (2.1 m/s2).  
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Three tracking tasks were used, namely Tasks A, B, and C. Task A required 
participants to hold a control to keep a controlled element stationary in the centre of 
the display with no visual feedback; the display used in the experiment was switched 
off. In Task B, the display was switched on. Participants used a control to keep a 
controlled element stationary in the centre of the display with visual feedback. Task C 
was similar to Task B. In task C, a circular target, a controlled element, and a horizontal 
line were all shown on the display as clear visual references for keeping the controlled 
element on the circular target.   
McLeod and Griffin (1995) found that, without a clear visual reference, a major 
mechanism causing degradation in Tasks A and B was a drifting of the controlled 
element on the display. The vertical motion may have increased muscle tension arising 
from either voluntary or involuntary responses to the motion. The result also suggested 
that the mechanism was independent of frequency between 0.5 and 4.0 Hz. Hence, the 
degradation mechanism was more likely to arise through a central effect rather than a 
biodynamic effect of the human body.  
Participants in Task C had clear visual references. Using these clear visual references, 
participants were more easily able to detect and limit drifting of the controlled element 
in Task C. McLeod and Griffin (1995) suggested that the participants may have 
changed their strategy to perform Task C.  
It should be noted that the mechanisms proposed in McLeod and Griffin (1995) were 
speculated mechanisms based only on results of analyses of the performances of Tasks 
A, B, and C. Additional direct measurements on central effect and/or muscle activity 
would have provided evidence to support the proposed mechanisms. Furthermore, 
only males were recruited as participants. This may lead to bias results due to gender 
effects. 
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2.4.1 Summary  
While Goto et al. (1990) measured performance degradation under low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion conditions using a continuous manual task, Burton et al. 
(2011) found effects of under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion were not 
significant on a discrete manual task. Effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion are likely to be more significant on continuous than discrete manual tasks. 
Hence, a series of studies that investigated the effects of transportation motion on 
continuous tracking tasks were reviewed. Although the studies were conducted under 
transportation motion conditions that are significantly different from wind-induced 
building motion, these studies are well-supported by evidence, hence the results 
provide useful insights into the effects of translational motion on continuous tracking 
task performance.  
McLeod and Griffin (1988) showed that effects of vertical translational motion on 
continuous and discrete tracking tasks and the mechanisms causing degradations of 
continuous and discrete tracking tasks could be different. This confirmed that the 
shooter game, a kind of discrete tracking task, may have been a major factor that 
contributed to the neutral findings of Burton et al. (2011). Whereas degraded 
performance, as measured in Goto et al. (1990) by participants pouring water into a 
bottle, a kind of continuous manual task, may have contributed to their results. 
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A behavioural model was proposed by McLeod and Griffin (1989). The behavioural 
model suggested that tracking task performance was likely to be affected by vibration 
breakthrough, visual impairment, neuro-muscular interference, central effects, and 
secondary effects such as increased workload, changes in strategy, and active 
compensation. McLeod and Griffin (1988) found that 4.0 and 5.0 Hz vertical motion 
had greater degradation effects on continuous tracking task performance than at a 
lower frequency range between 0.5 Hz to 3.15 Hz. The performance degradations were 
likely due to different mechanisms. At 4.0 and 5.0 Hz, the degradations were likely 
due to relative translational movement between participants’ eyes and the display used 
in the tracking task. On the other hand, the degradations at frequencies below 3.15 Hz 
may have been caused by a central mechanism, such as distraction or anxiety, or some 
neuro-muscular mechanisms. Since the frequency range, acceleration magnitudes, and 
motion direction of wind-induced building motion are significantly different from 
those of the vertical translational motion used by McLeod and Griffin (1988), 
mechanisms affecting manual task performance in wind-induced building motion 
conditions are likely to be different from those mechanisms causing task performance 
degradations under transportation motion conditions, as used by McLeod and Griffin 
(1988).  
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2.5 Incidence of motion sickness or mild motion sickness in low frequency, low 
acceleration conditions 
Early field studies and surveys of occupants in buildings subjected to strong wind have 
focused on the effects of wind-induced building motion causing incidence of nausea, 
vomiting, and or other salient symptoms (for example Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973). 
These symptoms in healthy occupants are usually provoked by prolonged exposure to 
relatively high acceleration building motion such as those occurring in infrequent 
extreme wind events. Hansen et al. (1973) reported that, on average, 41.3% of 
participants in two buildings felt motion sickness symptoms, including headaches, 
dizziness, queasiness, and nausea after an exposure for five to six hours to wind-
induced building motion during windstorms. Goto (1983) reported that approximately 
70% of respondents who felt motion were affected physically or psychologically, 
including motion sickness, headache, anaemia, and stress, after exposure for an 
extended period to wind-induced building motion. Lee (1983) however reported that, 
after approximately one hour exposure to wind-induced building motion, a class of 
students attending a lecture on the 19th floor (72 meters above ground level) of a 78-
meter tall building reported no instance of sickness or nausea.  
Incidence of motion sickness was also reported in motion simulator studies. In a 
perception threshold and manual task performance study, Irwin and Goto (1984) 
reported that participants were more prone to nausea and/or abdominal discomfort 
under motion conditions at frequencies below 1 Hz than under frequencies of above 1 
Hz. Burton et al. (2005) studied effects of bi-directional, narrow-band random motion 
on the wellbeing of participants at frequencies ranging from 0.125 Hz to 0.5 Hz with 
peak factors of 1.7, 3.3, and 4.8, and peak accelerations ranging from 1 to 24 milli-g. 
Burton et al.'s (2005) results showed that 0.25 Hz and 0.5 Hz provoked the strongest 
reactions among the tested frequencies. At 0.25 and 0.5 Hz, approximately 50% of 
participants reported nausea at RMS acceleration magnitudes of 5 milli-g or above.  
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In addition to measurement of manual task performance, Burton et al. (2011) 
investigated effects of motion on nausea, tiredness, annoyance, disruption 
concentration, and maintaining balance. The study used bi-directional, narrow-band 
random motion at frequencies of 0.125, 0.25, and 0.5 Hz with peak acceleration 
ranging from 2 to 30 milli-g. By grouping the percentage of participants suffering the 
effects across all tested frequencies, Burton et al. (2011) found that the percentage of 
participants claiming to experience difficulty maintaining balance increased with 
acceleration. As shown in Figure 2.5, a similar trend across acceleration was also 
collectively found for the effects on nausea, tiredness, annoyance, and disruption 
concentration. As tiredness, annoyance, and disruption concentration are symptoms of 
sopite syndrome, these results suggested that bi-directional, narrow-band random 
motion are likely to induce symptoms of sopite syndrome. However, Burton et al. 
(2011) did not investigate the occurrences of nausea, tiredness, annoyance, and 
disruption concentration in detail, nor correlate the effects with manual task 
performance.  
 
Figure 2.5. Percentage of participants affected by motion (reproduced from Figure 4 
of Burton et al., 2011). 
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Walton et al. (2011) recently argued that, in wind-induced building motion 
environments, symptoms of sopite syndrome would occur more frequently than salient 
symptoms of motion sickness such as nausea and vomiting. Symptoms of sopite 
syndrome include a set of early onset symptoms of motion sickness such as, 
drowsiness, increased frequency of yawning, lack of motivation for physical or mental 
works, reluctance to participate in group activities, daydreaming, and low-level 
depression (Graybiel and Knepton, 1976; Matsangas and McCauley, 2014). These 
symptoms usually occur preceding, or in an absence of nausea or vomiting, during or 
after exposure to nauseogenic environments. Details of sopite syndrome will be 
discussed later in this chapter. A sophisticated experimental design is needed to detect 
symptoms of sopite syndrome because they are easily misattributed to the 
consequences of other daily activities. Walton et al. (2011) further proposed that a 
longitudinal survey and/or controlled motion simulator studies should be conducted to 
understand the full range of effects of wind-induced building motion on occupants 
such that buildings can be designed to maximise occupant comfort and performance. 
Later, Lamb et al. (2013) conducted a survey to collect occupants’ prior experiences 
of building motion, susceptibility to motion sickness, reported compensatory 
behaviours, and complaints about building motion. Lamb et al. (2013) distributed four 
thousand survey packs in Wellington, New Zealand and received 1014 responses. 
Wellington is one of the most consistently windy cities in the world due to the 
channelling effects of its mountain ranges on prevailing winds (Mathiesen, 2015). 
Furthermore, as Wellington is also prone to earthquake events the buildings tend to be 
more flexible than in other regions of New Zealand, making it a superior location for 
conducting a field study associated with wind-induced building motion. A majority of 
respondents were full-time workers. Among the respondents, 59% worked in 
‘professional’ roles, 10.7% in ‘management’, and 14.6% in ‘clerical/administration’. 
It is assumed that the employment nature of respondents was not related to manual 
tasks. The survey contained 95 items collecting information about respondents’ current 
work environment and experiences with building motion. The survey also measured 
respondents’ susceptibility to motion sickness and collected their demographic 
information.  
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Lamb et al. (2013) found that approximately 41% of respondents had felt wind-
induced building motion. Among the respondents, 41.6% reported perceptible motion 
frequently, at least once a month. 41.9% reported they experienced difficulty in 
concentrating. This was the most frequently reported effect of building motion, 
suggesting that many building occupants have experienced sopite syndrome.  
Respondents who were highly susceptible to motion sickness had a strong preference 
to avoid working on upper floors of buildings. However, the likelihoods for both high 
and low susceptible respondents to work on upper floors of buildings were similar. 
This increased the chance of exposing those highly susceptible respondents to wind-
induced building motion hence increasing the incidence of motion sickness caused by 
wind-induced building motion for susceptible individuals.   
Although a significant number (45%) of respondents informally complained about 
building motion to co-workers and/or family members, only 4.8% of respondents 
formally complaint about the building motion to their team leader and 1.8% to the 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or a higher organisation level. Since building 
occupants in general almost never formally complain about building motion, Lamb et 
al. (2013) concluded that formal complaint is a poor indicator of the effects of building 
motion on occupants and practitioners should not heavily rely on formal complaint to 
formulate serviceability criteria to assess building performance. 
Lamb et al. (2013) also found that 50% of the respondents who reported wind-induced 
building motion took compensatory actions to alleviate the effects of building motion. 
These compensatory actions include taking breaks outside their building and standing 
up and walking around. Lamb et al. (2013) further suggested that taking these 
compensatory actions were likely to reduce the work performance of the respondents 
as a secondary effect of building motion.  
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Other field studies most commonly surveyed participants’ experiences of building 
motion caused by specific strong wind events (for example Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 
1973; Isyumov et al., 1988; Lee, 1983). These studies tried to correlate the occupant 
responses with frequency and acceleration of the wind-induced building motion either 
using direct acceleration measurements or retrospective estimate the acceleration using 
wind tunnel test techniques. However, Lamb et al. (2013) did not associate occupant 
responses with frequency and acceleration of wind-induced building motion. This may 
be because permission was not granted to Lamb et al. (2013) to measure and / or report 
accelerations of the buildings. As occupant responses may depend on frequency, it 
would have been beneficial if Lamb et al. (2013) had linked the extensive survey data 
with the frequency and acceleration of wind-induced building motion causing 
participants’ unpleasant experiences. A majority of the respondents worked in 
‘professional’, ‘management’, or ‘clerical/administration’ roles. The employment 
nature of respondents was not related to manual tasks. Therefore, the results of Lamb 
et al. (2013) cannot reflect the relationship between wind-induced building motion and 
manual task performance. Further research is needed to investigate the effects of wind-
induced building motion on manual task performance. 
Following the survey, Lamb et al. (2014) conducted a longitudinal field study to 
investigate the effects of wind-induced tall building motion on occupant wellbeing and 
work performance. The study surveyed the wellbeing and work performance of 100 
participants in a range of wind conditions. The participants completed a total of 1909 
short online surveys across eight months. The online surveys included 55 items 
requesting information about perception to building motion, health, subjective work 
performance, and their work environment. In addition Lamb et al. (2014) used a Stroop 
Test to evaluate objective cognitive task performance.  
All 100 participants were office workers. Among the 100 participants, 47 were 
experimental participants working on high floors of 22 wind-sensitive buildings. The 
other participants were control participants working in near-ground floors. Since the 
control participants were unlikely to experience building motion under any wind 
conditions, results of these control participants were used to separate the wellbeing 
and subjective work performance of experimental participants under no motion 
baseline conditions from those under wind-induced building motion environments. 
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The wind conditions were categorised into high, medium, and low wind conditions 
using wind speed provided by the New Zealand National Institute of Water and 
Atmospheric Research climate database and corrected to a reference height of 150 
meters in the Wellington central business district. Wind speed ranges and categories 
are summarised in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3. Wind speed ranges of the high, medium, and low wind conditions. 
Wind condition Wind speed 
High Strong breeze: > 18.5 m/s 
Medium Moderate breeze: between 9 – 18.4 m/s 
Low Calm breeze: between 0 – 8.9 m/s 
Lamb et al. (2014) combined results of the health-related survey items to differentiate 
different levels of motion sickness. The results show that exposure to building motion 
significantly increased the incidence of motion sickness in building occupants. Rather 
than nausea, the symptoms of motion sickness mostly manifested as tiredness, low 
motivation, and/or distraction from work activities. These are also symptoms of sopite 
syndrome, a mild form of motion sickness (Graybiel and Knepton, 1976; Lawson and 
Mead, 1998; Matsangas and McCauley, 2014), discussed in further detail in Section 
2.6 .  
Lamb et al. (2014) found that subjective work performance significantly decreased as 
symptoms of motion sickness increased. The reduction in self-reported work 
performance was nearly one standard deviation (SD) below the self-reported work 
performance measured on calm days. Objective results of the Stroop Test were also 
consistent with this self-reported work performance. Further, those suffering from 
symptoms of sopite syndrome preferred to relocate their work location, took longer 
breaks (by 30 – 40%), and/or used painkillers to deal with the motion-induced 
discomfort. Although one third of the affected participants preferred to relocate their 
work location, no participant actually left their office because of the adverse effects of 
perceptible motion. This suggests that the affected participants adapted and/or 
tolerated the motion-induced adverse effects.  
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Lamb et al. (2014) was the first study to successfully measure sopite syndrome in 
wind-induced building motion environments. This is attributable to the sophisticated 
experimental design which measured the wellbeing and work performance of 
experimental and control participants across various wind conditions. This design 
ensured that symptoms of motion sickness and decrease in work performance were 
due to building motion not to other environmental issues. Further, as the surveys were 
completed near the end of business hours of each survey day, participants’ responses 
about their wellbeing and work performance were fresh. By surveying the participants 
in such a timely manner, Lamb et al. (2014) were able to collect more reliable data 
than previous field studies that relied on retrospective surveys.  
Lamb et al. (2014) successfully correlated sopite syndrome with subjective work 
performance and the objective performance of a cognitive task. This suggests that 
motion-induced sopite syndrome may have a measurable effect on manual task 
performance, making this worthy of further investigation. Further Lamb et al. (2014) 
did not associate occurrences of sopite syndrome with motion frequency and 
acceleration. Understanding these relationships will be beneficial in formulating 
guidelines for design habitable buildings subjected to wind excitations.  
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2.5.1 Summary  
Detailed studies investigating the effects of wind-induced building motion on the 
incidence of motion sickness or sopite syndrome are very limited. A majority of 
previous studies suggested that wind-induced building motion may provoke salient 
symptoms of motion sickness, such as nausea and vomiting (for example Burton et al., 
2005; Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973). However, the presentation of salient symptoms 
of motion sickness is likely to occur at high acceleration magnitudes that are more 
relevant to extreme windstorms. Recent studies show that wind-induced building 
motion at low acceleration magnitudes, which occur more frequently than extreme 
windstorms, may provoke sopite syndrome (a mild form of motion sickness) for a 
significant number of building occupants, particularly those prone to motion sickness 
(Lamb et al., 2013, 2014; Walton et al., 2011). Lamb et al. (2014) established a 
relationship between severity of sopite syndrome and subjective work performance 
and cognitive performance. This suggests that sopite syndrome may have a measurable 
effect on manual task performance, making this worthy of further investigation to 
advance our understanding of human responses to wind-induced building motion. 
Furthermore, Lamb et al. (2014) found that, in Wellington, days with wind speed 
higher than 18 m/s would probably cause sopite syndrome in 5.4% of occupants. Lamb 
and Kwok (2016) later reported that approximately 50 days in a year would have wind 
speed that is likely to cause sopite syndrome in building occupants. This occurrence 
frequency of sopite syndrome may cause multi-million US dollar economic losses. It 
is noteworthy that the results of Lamb et al. (2014) were derived from data collected 
from an approximately eight-month long longitudinal study. A longer study duration 
will increase the reliability of the results. To date, no study has been conducted to 
investigate the occurrence frequency of sopite syndrome of other less windy city. 
Further studies and/ or analyses are needed to address the prevalence and potential 
impact of sopite syndrome on building occupants, particularly in windy cities with 
wind-sensitive tall buildings. 
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2.6 Sopite syndrome 
Extensive studies have been conducted to investigate motion sickness and its signs and 
symptoms, individual susceptibility, situations that are provocative to motion sickness, 
mechanisms eliciting motion sickness, theories of motion sickness, and how to avoid 
or attenuate motion sickness (for example Golding, 2006; Lackner, 2014; Money, 1970; 
Reason and Brand, 1975). It is well known that nausea, vomiting, cold-sweating, and 
pallor are major salient signs or symptoms of motion sickness. Other early onset or 
mild symptoms of motion sickness, such as drowsiness, lethargy, decreased ability in 
concentrate, disinterest and disinclination to physical and/or mental work, and lack of 
participation in group activities may be unrecognised or misattributed to the demand 
of other daily activities. Graybiel and Knepton (1976) defined these early onset or mild 
symptoms of motion sickness as sopite syndrome. Since sopite syndrome is likely to 
be the most important factor in wind-excited buildings (Lamb et al., 2014; Walton et 
al., 2011), the review hereunder focuses on studies on sopite syndrome.  
Graybiel and Knepton (1976) were the first to use the term “sopite syndrome” to 
collectively describe the early onset or mild symptoms of motion sickness centred 
around drowsiness. In studies using Slow Rotation Room (SRR), Graybiel and 
Knepton (1976) found that sopite syndrome can be the main or sole manifestation of 
motion sickness under two circumstances. First, when the characteristics of motion 
stimuli are matched to a person’s susceptibility, sopite syndrome can be evoked either 
before other symptoms of motion sickness appear or in their absence. Second, it can 
persist when salient symptoms of motion sickness disappear due to individuals 
adapting to the prolonged exposure in a motion environment.  
Wright et al. (1995) aimed to determine the incidence and effects of nausea and sopite 
syndrome among medical transport personnel. They also investigated the effects of 
nausea and sopite syndrome on attention and concentration performance; 26 medical 
transport personnel participated in this study and they needed to travel via helicopters 
and/or ambulances when they were on duty. They completed a questionnaire to assess 
their susceptibility to motion sickness upon beginning the study.  
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An additional questionnaire evaluated each individual for symptoms of nausea and 
sopite syndrome during transport, as shown Figure 2.6. The participants were 
classified as experiencing nausea syndrome if either nausea or vomiting, or two or 
more of the minor symptoms, appeared during transport, and/or experiencing sopite 
syndrome if two or more of its six symptoms appeared. 
 
Figure 2.6. A questionnaire used to evaluate each individual for symptoms of nausea 
and sopite syndrome during transport (reproduced from Table 1 of Wright et al., 
1995). 
Wright et al. (1995) also evaluated the effects of nausea and sopite syndrome and the 
effect of transport on attention and concentration performance using a Digit Span Test 
(DST). During DST, participants were given a series of numbers to memorise and 
repeat forward. If the participants could accurately repeat this series of numbers, the 
number of digit of the next series of number increased by one. This procedure was 
repeated until the participant made an error. The participants were then given a series 
of numbers to repeat backwards in a similarly progressive manner. Participants 
performed the DST at the completion of an air or ground transport. They also 
performed DST, as a control evaluation, during a shift in which a transport was not 
performed. 
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Wright et al. (1995) found that 46% and 65% of the participants experienced symptoms 
of nausea and sopite syndrome respectively. 23% experienced neither symptoms of 
nausea nor sopite syndrome. Digital span test performances of the 20 participants who 
were measured after transportation were worse than the control condition, that is, no 
transportation condition. For those who experienced nausea and/or sopite syndrome, 
their DST performance, measured after transportation, was also worse than those in 
the control condition. Wright et al. concluded that nausea and/or sopite syndrome 
significantly degraded attention and concentration performance. 
Later, Lawson and Mead (1998) conducted a review on sopite syndrome. They 
suggested the effects of sopite syndrome may be “particularly hazardous in 
transportation settings” (p. 181) because practitioners in that environment may have 
been subjected to other performance challenges such as sleep deprivation. Interactions 
between sopite syndrome and illnesses such as sleep disorders or depression may have 
further confused diagnosis. 
Matsangas and McCauley (2014) have identified three concerns about the definition 
of sopite syndrome originally given by Graybiel and Knepton (1976). The three 
concerns are non-specificity of soporific symptoms, the health state of the individuals, 
and the existence of a motion stimulus. Ignoring the health state of the individuals and 
the existence of a motion stimulus actually lead to the non-specificity of soporific 
symptoms. This is because the symptoms are not uniquely provoked by nauseogenic 
stimuli but can also be provoked due to stress, illness, or other reasons. To address 
these concerns, Matsangas and McCauley (2014) re-defined sopite syndrome as: 
“Sopite syndrome is a symptom complex that develops as a result of exposure to real 
or apparent motion and is characterised by excessive drowsiness, lassitude, lethargy, 
mild depression, and reduced ability to focus on an assigned task. Sopite syndrome is 
most clearly distinguished in a healthy individual free from pathological conditions 
that engender similar symptoms and not suffering from sleep deprivation, mental or 
physical fatigue, or increased levels of physical activity” (p. 673). 
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Recently, Matsangas et al. (2014) investigated effects of mild motion sickness and 
sopite syndrome on multi-tasking cognitive performance; 51 relatively young military 
offices (45 males and six females; age, mean = 35.4 years, standard deviation = 5.74) 
performed four components of SYNWIN™ (Activity Research, Inc.) to assess multi-
tasking cognitive performance. The four components included a memory search task, 
an arithmetic problem task, a visual reaction task, and an auditory reaction task. These 
cognitive tasks required skills commonly found in various work environments and 
occupations. The experiments were conducted under 0.167 Hz sinusoidal motion that 
comprised heave, roll, and pitch components. The participants were divided into three 
groups and all of them were exposed to two experimental sessions each lasting one 
hour and consisting of six 10-minute blocks. Two groups received motion only in the 
first or second session (motion – no motion group or no motion – motion group), 
whereas the control group did not receive motion in both sessions (no motion – no 
motion group). Motion sickness susceptibility was evaluated using a revised version 
of the Motion Sickness Susceptibility Questionnaire (Golding, 1998). The severity of 
motion sickness symptoms and soporific severity were assessed at the end of each 10-
minute block using the Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) and the 
Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS) respectively. Participants were classified as 
symptomatic if the symptom severity in motion was greater than in the static condition. 
On the other hand, participants were classified as asymptomatic if they did not 
experience any symptoms in both static and motion conditions.  
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Matsangas et al. (2014) found that motion sickness and sopite syndrome had 
significant adverse effects on composite, memory, and arithmetic task scores during 
the second session. This highlighted the order effects on cognitive task performance 
under motion conditions. Matsangas et al. (2014) proposed a conceptual model to 
describe the evolution of cognitive performance over time for asymptomatic and 
symptomatic participants in the 1st and 2nd experimental session, as shown in Figure 
2.7. At the beginning of the experiment, participants improved their cognitive 
performance through learning, reaching a plateau over time. The cognitive 
performance of asymptomatic participants was maintained even when 0.167 Hz 
motion was introduced. The introduction of 0.167 Hz motion however further 
complicated the cognitive performance of symptomatic participants between the 1st 
and 2nd experimental session. Apparently symptomatic participants who experienced 
sopite syndrome were able to overcome its effects in the first session by focusing more 
on the task when it was still novel and interesting, but were unable to maintain the 
same level of vigilance in the second session, probably because they were familiar 
with it or had lost interest in the task.  
 
Figure 2.7. A conceptual model describing the evolution of cognitive performance 
over time for asymptomatic and symptomatic participants in the 1st and 2nd 
experimental session (reproduced from Figure 4 of Matsangas et al., 2014). 
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By considering motion sickness or sopite syndrome as a stressor, Matsangas et al. 
(2014) postulated that the effects of experimental sessions on the relationship between 
symptomatology and cognitive performance may be related to the capacity of 
attentional resources and their investment in performing the cognitive performance. 
Experiencing motion sickness or sopite syndrome may have occupied part of the 
attentional resources, potentially forcing symptomatic participants to perform the 
cognitive tasks at the overloaded or near-overloaded zone.  
These stressor-based models may also be applied to degradation, if any, of manual task 
performance. As noted earlier in the summary of McLeod and Griffin (1989), 
performing a tracking task involves a visual processing stage, a cognitive processing 
stage, and a muscular actuation stage. Experiencing motion sickness or sopite 
syndrome may occupy attentional resources that are originally used in any one of the 
three stages of the tracking performance.  
2.6.1 Summary  
Since 1976, sopite syndrome has been used to collectively describe the symptoms 
which appear at the early onset of motion sickness or mild motion sickness centred 
around drowsiness (Graybiel and Knepton, 1976). Effects of sopite syndrome have 
been investigated in transportation motion environments (for example Matsangas et 
al., 2014; Wright et al., 1995). These effects may be “particularly hazardous in 
transportation settings” (Lawson and Mead, 1998, p. 181) because, in addition to sopite 
syndrome, practitioners in a transportation environment may have been subjected to 
other performance challenges such as sleep deprivation. Further, interactions between 
sopite syndrome and illnesses such as sleep disorders or depression may further 
confuse diagnosis (Lawson and Mead, 1998). While some studies have found that 
sopite syndrome can degrade cognitive task performance in transportation motion 
environments (for example Matsangas et al., 2014; Wright et al., 1995), no study has 
investigated the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task performance, let alone its 
effects on the performance of a manual task under wind-induced building motion 
conditions. 
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2.7 Postural control of standing human 
Previous studies have shown that building occupants took various kinds of 
compensatory actions to relieve effects of wind-induced building motion. Goto (1983) 
reported that 32% of respondents who were physically or psychologically influenced 
by wind-induced building motion took measures to relieve the effects. Although Goto 
(1983) noted that no one relieved the effects by lying down or taking medicine, the 
author did not give any details of other compensatory actions taken by the affected 
respondents. A piece of anecdotal information suggested that occupants of a building 
that exhibited perceptible wind-induced motion several times per year preferred to eat 
out on windy occasions, apparently as a mean of avoidance (Melbourne and Cheung, 
1988). Lamb et al. (2013) reported that 50% of respondents who felt wind-induced 
building motion attempted to take breaks outside their buildings and stand up and walk 
around to alleviate the effects of motion. Lamb et al. (2013) also noted that some 
occupants attempted to self-medicate with analgesic and motion sickness tablets in 
wind-induced building motion environments. In a longitudinal study, Lamb et al. 
(2014) reported that, under wind-induced building motion conditions, participants 
suffering more severe symptoms of motion sickness on average spent 67 minutes 
outside the building, which is significantly longer (or 46% longer) than those who 
reported no symptoms (46 minutes). One participant even used motion sickness tablets 
when the wind-induced building motion was barely perceptible.  
In a motion simulator study, Burton et al. (2005) reported that approximately 40% of 
participants who experienced nausea at 0.25 Hz and 0.5 Hz left the motion simulator 
during the course of the experiment. This suggests that participants in laboratory 
experiments take some form of compensatory actions to alleviate the adverse effects 
of motion. In another motion simulator study, Burton et al. (2011) suggested that 
young and fit participants were able to effectively compensate for the difficulty in 
maintaining balance caused by bi-direction narrow-band random motion such that the 
motion did not cause degradation in the manual task performance. 
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It can be seen that building occupants may take various actions to compensate the 
effects of wind-induced building motion. Some of these measures are directly related 
to an increase in muscular effort to reduce body sway to maintain postural stability 
(Wertheim, 1998). Hence, understanding how an individual maintains balance in an 
upright stance will provide insights on how muscular effort may be increased to 
compensate for the effects of motion and the influence of body sway on manual task 
performance under wind-induced building motion conditions. A brief introduction is 
given hereunder to introduce the major leg muscles involved in maintaining balance 
and to show how an individual maintains balance in an upright stance. 
2.7.1 Maintaining an upright posture 
An individual uses the central nervous system (CNS) to integrate sensory information 
from multiple sources, such as somatosensory, visual, and vestibular systems, and 
subsequently generates corrective torque about the ankle joint to maintain a stable, 
upright posture (Day et al., 2013). The generation of a corrective torque about the ankle 
joint depends on activating the lower leg muscles to act on the ankle.  
Soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior (TA) are two major leg muscles at the ankles that 
are involved in maintaining a stable upright standing posture. Soleus (SOL), as shown 
in Figure 2.8, is a powerful plantarflexor running from just below the knee to the heel. 
It functions to maintain an upright standing position by continuous activation when an 
individual stands freely, in which the centre of gravity is slightly forward; this prevents 
the body from falling forward if perturbed (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992). SOL has a higher 
proportion of slow muscle fibres thus it can provide prolonged continuous contraction 
for maintaining balance and/or correcting postural sway.  
TA is the largest ankle dorsiflexor. It can be seen superficially in the front of the lower 
leg. It is responsible for flexing the ankle upward and inverting the foot. Under quiet 
standing or small perturbation that is insufficient to jeopardize balance, the TA usually 
remains silent (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992). The CNS however activates the TA when 
perturbation is sufficiently large to challenge balance. Activation of the TA primarily 
aims to prevent the body from falling backward. 
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Figure 2.8. (Left) Tibialis anterior muscle and surrounding structures. This is a view 
of the front of the right leg (reproduced from Gray, 1918). (Right) Soleus muscle and 
surrounding structures. This is a view of the back of the right leg; most of the 
gastrocnemius muscle has been removed (reproduced from Gray, 1918).  
Winter (1995) has detailed how an individual adjusts the activation of leg muscles to 
produce corrective torque about the ankle for maintaining balance under bipedal quiet 
standing. Figure 2.9, reproduced from Winter (1995, p. 195), shows variations of 
distance between the centre of gravity (COG) of the body and the ankle (g), distance 
between centre of pressure (COP) locations and the ankle (p), angular accelerations 
(α), and angular velocity (ω) of an individual swaying back and forth in a quiet bipedal 
standing posture at five different points in time. 
Soleus  
Tibialis 
anterior 
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Figure 2.9. Winter (1995) has used this figure to show, in five different points in 
time, variations of distance between centre of gravity (COG) and the ankle (g), 
distance between centre of pressure (COP) locations and the ankle (p), angular 
accelerations (α), and angular velocity (ω) of an individual swaying back and forth 
while standing quietly (modified based on a figure reproduced from Winter, 1995, p. 
195). 
At time point 1, the body is tilting forward. Assuming the moment produced by body 
weight and gravity (i.e. W × g) is greater than the corrective moment produced by the 
ground reaction force (R) (i.e. W × g > R × p), the body sways forward with a 
clockwise α and ω. The CNS will integrate the information from sensory systems and 
increase activation of the plantarflexors, the calf muscles, to generate the corrective 
torque to maintain a stable, upright posture. 
COG 
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The increase in the activation of the plantarflexors continues until the moment 
produced by body weight is smaller than the corrective moment produced by the 
ground reaction force (i.e. R × p), as shown in time point 2. At this point, α is anti-
clockwise and the magnitude of the clockwise ω is reducing. A further increase in the 
activation of the plantarflexors will increase the magnitude of anti-clockwise α, 
resulting in an anti-clockwise ω and bringing the body toward a neutral position (time 
point 3).  
When the body leans backward, the CNS senses that the posterior shift of the centre 
of mass needs to be adjusted. The CNS decreases the activation of the plantarflexors 
such that the moment produced by body weight is greater than the corrective moment 
produced by the ground reaction force, (time point 4). At this time, α is clockwise and 
the magnitude of the anti-clockwise ω is reducing. A decrease in the activation of the 
plantarflexors continues until both α and ω are clockwise (time point 5), and the body 
sways forward and returns to the condition similar to time point 1. These five points 
in time repeat as the body sways forward and backward. 
It can be seen that maintaining balance under bipedal quiet standing requires 
adjustments of corrective torque about the ankles. These adjustments are primarily 
produced by changing the activation levels of leg muscles about the ankles, such as 
SOL. Low-frequency, low-acceleration motion is likely to challenge the balance of 
individuals (for example Burton et al., 2011). Under such situations, the TA may be 
activated to prevent the body from falling backward. Hence, measuring the activation 
levels of leg muscles, particularly SOL and TA, will assist with understanding the 
importance of maintaining balance during the performance of a manual task when an 
individual is exposed to wind-induced building motion. 
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2.8 Criteria or recommendations for occupant response to wind-induced building 
motion 
Up to early 1970s, constructions of wind-sensitive buildings were uncommon. Irwin 
(1975) commented that the public generally expected that buildings would not move 
under wind actions. Perceptible wind-induced building motion in office or residential 
buildings was generally considered to be unacceptable. The public held this impression 
because buildings at the time were usually short, massive, and/or built with material 
that provided effective damping such that the buildings were not prone to wind-
induced building motion. As technology for building design and construction became 
more advanced, engineers and building designers used new structural systems and 
materials to construct taller and more slender buildings. These advances in building 
design and construction technology resulted in buildings that were more structurally 
flexible than their predecessors, resulting in larger and more perceptible wind-induced 
building motion. This wind-induced building motion became one of the biggest 
concerns to those who could not accustom or accept perceptible wind-induced building 
motion. The structural performance of buildings however was mainly classified in 
terms of allowable stresses and deflections and recommendations regarding the effects 
of building motion on occupants were vague. Further, there was no guidance as to what 
constituted an acceptable level of motion. Hence, Irwin (1975) highlighted the needs 
for formulating a code of practice that governs allowable motion of buildings to create 
a comfortable building environment.  
Irwin (1975) re-analysed all available data that investigated the effects of motion 
including, but not limited to, actual and simulated building motion on human responses, 
aiming to formulate a code of practice that governs allowable motion of buildings. 
Based on these re-analyses, Irwin (1975) determined that human perception of motion 
is governed largely by acceleration up to about 1.9 Hz. Therefore, acceleration can be 
used to assess perceptible and tolerable levels of wind-induced building motion for 
frequencies that are generally below 1 Hz. Further, Irwin (1975) concluded that a 
perceptible level of motion does not represent the tolerable limit and an appropriate 
limit imposed upon wind-induced building motion should consider the effects of 
motion frequency, mode of vibration, length of storm peaks, return period of storm, 
and building use. 
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Irwin (1975) then proposed two acceleration curves, one curve which balanced 
perceptible motion and motion that causes discomfort, to determine acceptable 
building motion for the average population, and a second curve that was applicable to 
special buildings, such as hospital, in which the level of motion needed to be kept 
below perception thresholds as occupants of those buildings may find even motion at 
the threshold of human perception highly disturbing and undesirable. The second curve 
was based on peak acceleration because it is the peak that triggers perception of motion. 
As Irwin (1978) used the same set of data to derive a set of acceleration curves for 
various building usages, details of the acceleration curves included in Irwin (1975) are 
presented in the following paragraphs describing Irwin (1978) to avoid duplication. 
Expanding on Irwin (1975), Irwin (1978) proposed a series of perceptible and 
acceptable acceleration curves for various building usages. These perceptible and 
acceptable acceleration curves formed the basis for formulating the “Guidelines for 
the evaluation of the response of occupants of fixed structures, especially buildings 
and off-shore structures, to low-frequency horizontal motion (0.063 to 1 Hz), ISO 
6897:1984” (International Organization for Standardization, 1984).  
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For buildings used for general purposes, Irwin (1978) proposed an acceptable 
maximum RMS acceleration of horizontal motion during the worst 10 minutes of a 
windstorm with a return period of at least 5 years, represented by curve 1 of Figure 
2.10. RMS acceleration, rather than peak acceleration, was used for the acceleration 
curve because building occupants are more influenced by the level of acceleration 
averaged over a period of a storm peak than by individual events represented by peak 
acceleration. A period of 10 minutes was chosen to determine RMS acceleration 
because occupants generally remember storms that have a duration in excess of 10 
minutes. Based on the findings of Hansen et al. (1973), Irwin (1978) chose a return 
period of five years because occupants are thought to unlikely to complain about 
building performance if such a level of motion recurs only once every five years, on 
average. It is noteworthy that the suggested acceptable maximum RMS acceleration 
for buildings used for general purposes, that is curve 1 of Figure 2.10, was established 
based on perception and complaint rate; it did not consider the effects of horizontal 
motion on the performance of manual tasks. Goto et al. (1990) found that work 
performance decreased when the level of acceleration was greater than 4 milli-g under 
circular motion conditions at 0.23 Hz. This acceleration level was considered 
acceptable according to curve 1 of Figure 2.10. Therefore, curve 1 of Figure 2.10, may 
underestimate the effects of horizontal motion on the performance of manual tasks.  
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Figure 2.10. Maximum RMS acceleration of storm-induced horizontal motion 
suggested for buildings used for general purposes (Curve 1) and for offshore 
structures for non-routine duties and bridges (reproduced from Figure 2 of Irwin, 
1978). 
Irwin (1978) further proposed three recommendations for using the suggested 
acceptable maximum RMS accelerations for horizontal motion. First, in situations 
where motion occurs simultaneously at several frequencies, the acceleration 
magnitude at each frequency should be evaluated and assessed separately. Second, if 
the return period of motion at the suggested acceleration magnitudes decreased from 
five years to one year, the complaint rate for the motion would increase from 2% to 
12%. Irwin (1978) however did not provide any justifications nor supporting evidence 
for this suggested higher percentage of complaint. Third, the suggested acceptable 
maximum RMS acceleration of horizontal motion did not consider the effects of 
acoustic noise that may exaggerate the feelings caused by motion. In situations where 
acoustic noise exists, magnitudes of the suggested acceptable maximum RMS 
acceleration of horizontal motion should be reduced. However, Irwin (1978) did not 
provide evidence to support the recommendation. 
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Irwin further suggested that for offshore structures where non-routine tasks have to be 
executed, a skilled operation has to be carried out, or where some decisions have to be 
made, acceptable maximum RMS acceleration of horizontal motion should be limited 
below curve 6 of Figure 2.10. This acceptable maximum RMS acceleration of 
horizontal motion for offshore structures is 6 times greater than that suggested for 
buildings used for general purposes. Irwin (1978) further noted that for routine tasks 
such as drilling performed on offshore structures, the acceptable magnitude of 
acceleration should be governed by whether the machinery can be operated but not by 
the effects of the motion on human responses. The author however did not provide any 
evidence to support this argument. 
Irwin (1978) also suggested acceptable RMS acceleration of horizontal motion for 
buildings subjected to frequently induced building motion. This criterion is applicable 
to buildings in which precision work is carried out and for special buildings such as 
hospital operating theatres. Irwin (1978) claimed that the criterion for such buildings 
is related to the motion perception thresholds of people of average sensibility. 
Therefore, a lower perception threshold of motion should be used, as shown in base 
curve 1 of Figure 2.11. It should be noted that Irwin (1978) did not provide any 
evidence to support why perception thresholds of motion of people of average 
sensibility should be used to establish a criterion for the designs of buildings in which 
precision work is carried out and for special buildings. Furthermore, the acceptable 
maximum RMS acceleration of horizontal motion was suggested for special structures 
that are apparently required to be stationary. Therefore, the suggested acceptable RMS 
acceleration of horizontal motion is not applicable to buildings for general purposes.  
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Figure 2.11. RMS acceleration magnitudes of perception to horizontal and vertical 
motion, that is, the horizontal base curve and the vertical base curve (reproduced 
from Figure 3 of Irwin, 1978).  
The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) published the “Guidelines 
for the evaluation of the response of occupants of fixed structures, especially buildings 
and offshore structures, to low-frequency horizontal motion (0.063 to 1.0 Hz), ISO 
6897:1984” for the assessment of occupant comfort (International Organization for 
Standardization, 1984). ISO 6897:1984 was developed largely based on the work of 
Irwin (1975 and 1978) quoted in the previous paragraphs. Four RMS acceleration 
magnitude curves were suggested for frequencies ranging from 0.063 to 1 Hz. The first 
satisfactory RMS acceleration magnitude curve of horizontal motion was suggested 
for buildings used for general purposes, represented by curve 1 of Figure 2.12, based 
on the worst 10 consecutive minutes of a windstorm with a return period of at least 
five years. Further, no more than 2% of people occupying the parts of the building 
where the motion is greatest would complain about the motion (International 
Organization for Standardization, 1984).  
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Based on Irwin (1978), ISO 6897:1984 also suggested that the percentage of people 
occupying the parts of the building where motion is greatest would increase from 2% 
to 12% if the return period of the storm decreased from five years to one year. ISO 
6897:1984 further suggested that, to obtain a probable adverse complaint level of 2 % 
for acceleration magnitude with a return period of one year, a factor of 0.72 should be 
applied to curve 1 of Figure 2.12, that is, the satisfactory RMS acceleration magnitudes 
suggested for a return period of five years.  
For off-shore fixed structures where non-routine or skilled manual operations are 
carried out, the satisfactory RMS acceleration magnitudes of horizontal motion for 
infrequently induced horizontal motion is shown in curve 2 of Figure 2.12. As 
suggested by Irwin (1978), these satisfactory RMS acceleration magnitudes of 
horizontal motion are six times higher than curve 1 that is suggested for buildings used 
for general purposes.  
For buildings subjected to regularly occurring horizontal motion, the RMS 
acceleration criteria were related to perception thresholds of horizontal motion for 
sensitive and for average humans, that is to the lower (curve 1) and average (curve 2) 
thresholds as shown in Figure 2.13. The lower thresholds (curve 1) are applicable to 
buildings where an environment is required to be apparently stationary while the 
average thresholds (curve 2) are applicable to special buildings where routine precision 
work is carried out. The average perception thresholds (curve 2) are four times greater 
than the lower perception thresholds (curve 1). 
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Figure 2.12. Suggested satisfactory magnitudes of horizontal motion of buildings 
used for general purposes (curve 1) and of off-shore fixed structures (curve 2) 
(reproduced from Figure 1 of International Organization for Standardization, 1984). 
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Figure 2.13. Lower (curve 1) and average (curve 2) perception thresholds of 
horizontal motion (reproduced from Figure 2 of International Organization for 
Standardization, 1984). 
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Melbourne and Palmer (1992), realising that criteria based on the standard deviation 
of acceleration ignore the probability distribution of peak accelerations that vary 
greatly between a sine wave and typical wind-induced building motion, developed 
criteria for occupant comfort in terms of peak accelerations as a function of motion 
frequency and return period. Development of the peak acceleration criteria was based 
on the satisfactory RMS acceleration magnitudes proposed for buildings for general 
purposes for the worst 10 consecutive minutes of a storm with a return period of five 
years (International Organization for Standardization, 1984). Melbourne and Palmer 
(1992) firstly fitted the satisfactory RMS acceleration magnitudes of horizontal motion 
using Equation 2.2.  
Equation 2.2 
σẍ=exp(-3.65-0.41 ln (n)) 
where  
σẍ is the standard deviation of acceleration of horizontal motion 
n is frequency of horizontal motion. 
Assuming that wind-induced building motion is a normally distributed process, 
Melbourne and Palmer (1992) derived peak acceleration from standard deviation 
acceleration using Equation 2.3.  
Equation 2.3 
x̂̈=gσẍ 
where  
g is the peak factor ≈√2 ln nT for a normally distributed process 
n is frequency of horizontal motion. 
T is the duration in seconds (i.e. for 10 minutes, T = 600 seconds).  
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Melbourne and Palmer (1992) also proposed Equation 2.4 to transform acceleration 
for a return period of five years to other return period, R.   
Equation 2.4 
response for return period of R years
response for return period of 5 years
=0.68+
ln (R)
5
 
Combining Equation 2.2 to Equation 2.4, the peak acceleration for occupant comfort 
can be expressed as a function of return period and motion frequency as shown in 
Equation 2.5. 
Equation 2.5 
x̂̈=√2 ln 𝑛𝑇 (0.68+
ln (R)
5
) exp(-3.65-0.41 ln (n)) 
The peak acceleration criteria however did not account for effects of motion on 
performance of manual tasks conducted in building for general purposes because the 
peak acceleration criteria for occupant comfort was based on ISO 6897:1984.  
Isyumov (1993) realised that it was economically unfavourable to keep wind-induced 
building motion below the perception threshold, therefore he formulated a set of 
assessment criteria as questions: how much and how frequently can the perception 
threshold be exceeded without degrading occupant comfort and confidence? Isyumov 
(1993) proposed a set of criteria that are higher than perception thresholds to assess 
acceptability of wind-induced building motion, as shown in Table 2.4.  
The acceleration criteria are based on hourly peak acceleration determined at the top 
floor of the building for storms with a return period of one year. The return period of 
one year was used to accommodate regions where the wind climate is influenced by 
tropical storms such as hurricanes, typhoons or cyclones. Isyumov (1993) also 
proposed criteria for a return period of 10 years for comparison, which are also shown 
in Table 2.4.  
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Table 2.4. Guidelines for evaluation acceptability of wind-induced building motion 
proposed by Isyumov (1993, 1995). 
 For a recurrence rate 
of one year 
For a recurrence rate 
of ten years 
Step 1 
Resultant hourly peak 
horizontal acceleration at 
the top floor considering 
both translational and 
torsional motion 
  
• Residential buildings 5 – 7 milli-g 10 – 15 milli-g 
• Office buildings 9 – 12 milli-g 20 – 25 milli-g 
• Hotels 7 – 9 milli-g 15 -20 milli-g 
Step 2 
Hourly peak torsional 
velocity at the top floor for 
both office and residential 
buildings 
< 1.5 milli-radian per 
second 
< 3 milli-radian per 
second 
The criteria were independent of motion frequency. This was justified by considering 
the variation of perception threshold across frequency of the two percent of the most 
sensitive individuals, as determined by Shioya et al. (1992). Shioya et al. (1992) found 
that the 2nd percentile perception thresholds in the frequency range between 0.125 to 
0.315 Hz were nearly constant. Compared with the individual difference on perception 
threshold, the variation of perception threshold across this relatively small range of 
frequency was negligible. Furthermore, Isyumov (1993) suggested that the motion 
perception in buildings appeared to be strongly influenced by audio and visual cues 
and these cues were more likely to be dependent on motion velocity rather than on the 
jerk. Therefore, Isyumov (1993) proposed that the criteria could be independent of 
motion frequency. 
Isyumov (1993) also proposed different criteria for office and residential buildings. 
This accounted for how occupants generally use office and residential buildings. For 
office buildings, occupants usually stay for a relatively short period. Further, office 
occupants are expected to vacate their office buildings during severe storms. However, 
residential occupants are expected to stay in residential buildings continuously for long 
durations and return to their homes during unusual weather events. These 
circumstances implied that office occupants can be expected to have a higher tolerance 
of wind-induced building motion than residential occupants. Therefore, the criteria for 
residential buildings were more stringent than those for office buildings.   
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Isyumov’s criteria to assess acceptability of building motion involved two steps. First, 
the hourly peak resultant acceleration for a return period of one year at the top floor of 
the building should be within or below the criteria for office or residential occupancies 
suggested in Table 2.4. This resultant acceleration includes the effects of both 
translational and torsional motion. This first step addressed the issues caused by 
motion-induced discomfort. Second, the hourly peak torsional velocity for a return 
period of one year at the top occupied floor should be less than 1.5 milli-radian per 
second. This requirement aimed to limit visual cues which are particularly pronounced 
in the presence of wind-induced torsional motion. Isyumov (1995) later suggested 
criteria for hotel buildings, which are also summarised in Table 2.4. Isyumov (1995) 
also suggested that wind-induced building motion should be assessed for a return 
period of 10 years.  
An advantage of Isyumov’s criteria was that it introduced limitations on torsional 
motion to reduce the effects of visual cues not considered by ISO 6897:1984. However, 
it is worth noting that the criteria do not consider the effects of wind-induced building 
motion on the performance of manual tasks. Furthermore, the criteria are independent 
on frequency which may mask the effects of motion on the resonant characteristics of 
body sway which in turn may adversely affect the performance of manual tasks. 
 “Guidelines for the Evaluation of Habitability to Building Vibration, AIJ-GEH-2004” 
was published in 2004 (Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004). Based largely on the 
perception thresholds determined by studies conducted by a group of Japanese 
researchers (including Kanda et al., 1988; Nakata et al., 1993; Shioya et al., 1992; 
Tamura et al., 2006), AIJ-GEH-2004 proposed five frequency-dependent peak 
acceleration curves for frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 5 Hz, as shown in Figure 2.14. 
The five peak acceleration curves (H-10 to H-90) correspond to perception thresholds 
with perception probabilities ranging from 10 percent to 90 percent.  
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AIJ-GEH-2004 does not specify allowable levels or guidelines for evaluating the 
habitability of buildings. Instead, AIJ-GEH-2004 allows building owners and 
designers to choose peak acceleration curves for any perception probabilities for 
habitability evaluation. For example, building owners and designers of a 0.3 Hz 
building may limit the one-year return period peak acceleration to 7 milli-g, if 90%, 
on average, of the occupants are expected to perceive wind-induced building motion 
once per year. However, if the percentage of occupants who is expected to perceive 
the motion is reduced to 70%, on average, the one-year return period peak acceleration 
may be limited to 5 milli-g. Furthermore, AIJ-GEH-2004 recommends applying the 
suggested peak acceleration curves for habitability evaluation with a return period of 
one year. Similar to other acceleration criteria described earlier, AIJ-GEH-2004 does 
not account for any effects of wind-induced building motion on human wellbeing and 
the performance of manual tasks.  
 
Figure 2.14. Acceleration magnitudes for various perception probabilities suggested 
in AIJ-GEH-2004 (reproduced from Figure 1 of Nakamura et al., 2004). 
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The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) introduced two frequency 
dependent peak acceleration criteria in “Bases for design of structures – Serviceability 
of buildings and walkways against vibration, ISO 10137:2007” for office and 
residential buildings (International Organization for Standardization, 2007). ISO 
10137:2007 suggested that the curves should be applied to evaluate habitability due to 
the effects of wind-induced building motion with a return period of one year. The peak 
acceleration criteria covered a frequency range between 0.06 to 5 Hz, as shown in 
Figure 2.15. The peak acceleration magnitudes proposed for residential buildings were 
2/3 of those proposed for office buildings. Furthermore, the peak acceleration 
magnitudes proposed for residential buildings were close to the perception probability 
of 90% suggested in AIJ-GEH-2004. It is noteworthy that the acceleration criteria 
proposed in ISO 10137:2007 focus on the perceptions of building occupants but not 
the effects of wind-induced building motion on human wellbeing and the performance 
of manual tasks. 
 
Figure 2.15. Peak acceleration curves suggested for evaluating the acceptability of 
wind-induced building motion with a return period of one year for office (curve 1) 
and residential (curve 2) buildings (reproduced from Figure D.1 of International 
Organization for Standardization, 2007). 
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Recently, the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) published a monograph on 
occupant response to wind-induced building motion and acceptability criteria for 
wind-excited tall buildings (Kwok et al., 2015). The monograph provided background 
information on a range of subjects such as acceptability criteria for wind-induced 
building motion. After reviewing acceptability criteria published by a number of 
standards organisations, the authors of the monograph realised that acceptable 
acceleration values varied greatly even after they have been standardised for 
comparison purposes. In the conclusions, the monograph suggests three peak 
acceleration thresholds for i) perception, ii) comfort and wellbeing, and iii) fear and 
safety as general guidelines.   
For perception, the monograph suggested limiting peak acceleration below 5 milli-g. 
This acceleration level is perceptible to many occupants. However, this acceleration 
level is not likely to cause significant adverse occupant response or alarm, if such 
building motion does not occur frequently or continuously for an extended period of 
time. The peak acceleration limit for comfort and wellbeing threshold is 10 milli-g. 
However, the authors realised that occupants in buildings frequently exhibiting wind-
induced motion for an extended period of time at such a level may object to such 
motion, particularly those prone to motion sickness. It is noteworthy that the authors 
did not clearly define the duration and frequency of occurrence that can cause adverse 
effects on occupants. The peak acceleration limit for fear and safety is 35-40 milli-g. 
This limit is severe enough to cause some occupants to lose their balance. Building 
motion at or above such levels should be avoided where possible.  
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A merit of these guidelines is that they offer comprehensive acceleration limits for 
assessing the habitability of buildings. The thresholds considered the acceleration 
limits for perception, for comfort and wellbeing, fear and safety. This is significantly 
different from the acceptability criteria for wind-induced building motion published 
earlier (for example Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004; International Organization 
for Standardization, 2007; Isyumov, 1995). However, the guidelines are relatively 
simple. Although they suggested the higher acceleration limit for fear and safety may 
be used for buildings with lower natural frequency, the acceleration limits for 
perception, comfort and wellbeing are independent of frequency. This is inconsistent 
with the majority of other acceptability criteria (for example, Architectural Institute of 
Japan, 2004; International Organization for Standardization, 1984, 2007). Further, the 
guidelines do not consider the effects of wind-induced building motion on the 
performance of manual tasks which form an important part of the daily activity of 
building occupants.  
2.8.1 Summary  
Engineers, building scientists, and researchers have established criteria and 
recommendations on acceleration magnitudes to address human responses to wind-
induced building motion (for example Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004; 
International Organization for Standardization, 1984, 2007; Isyumov, 1995). Although 
these criteria and recommendations were established based on previous studies on 
human responses to real and/or simulated wind-induced building motion, they are 
significantly different from each other due to factors such as consideration of 
frequency dependency, return periods of strong wind events, usage of RMS or peak 
acceleration, consideration of types of occupancy, and with or without limiting 
torsional motion. Furthermore, applications of these criteria and recommendations 
may be very different. Some of them suggested curves for satisfactory acceleration 
magnitudes (for example ISO 6897:1984 and ISO 10137:2007) for serviceability limit 
state design. In contrast, AIJ-GEH-2004 provides acceleration magnitude curves 
corresponding to various perception probabilities that allow building owners, 
developers, and/or building design practitioners to choose at their own discretion in 
assessing building performance.  
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Overall, the current criteria and recommendations have been established based on 
perception thresholds and/or complaint rate/tolerance of wind-induced building 
motion for buildings used by the general population. Lamb et al. (2014) showed that 
wind-induced building motion can degrade work performance of building occupants. 
However, no criteria or recommendations consider the effects of building motion on 
manual task performance. Hence, further investigations on the effects of building 
motion on manual task performance are necessary.  
2.9 Concluding remarks  
Over the last five decades, researchers have conducted field studies and surveys of 
occupants in buildings subjected to strong wind or artificial excitations to determine 
human responses, in particular perception threshold, to wind-induced building motion. 
Results of these field studies have mainly focused on perception thresholds and/or 
tolerance to wind-induced building motion. Some of these studies, for example Hansen 
et al. (1973) and Goto (1983), have suggested that wind-induced building motion 
provokes motion sickness and adversely affects occupants’ manual task performance. 
While these studies provided the most realistic building environments for determining 
human responses to wind-induced building motion, they are unable to establish a 
relationship between human response and motion frequency and acceleration. This is 
mainly attributable to the difficulties in installing instruments for measuring wind-
induced building motion and recruiting participants in appropriate wind conditions, 
and the limited number of buildings being surveyed.  
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With the advantages of controllability in motion frequency and acceleration 
magnitudes, motion simulator studies have been used extensively to determine motion 
perception thresholds across a range of frequencies that are relevant to wind-induced 
building motion. Results of these motion simulator studies have generally suggested 
that perception thresholds generally decrease as frequency increases from 0.1 Hz to 1 
Hz, recognising that perception to motion depends on motion frequency. Further, the 
results indicated that perception thresholds of individual generally follow log-normal 
distributions (for example Chen and Robertson, 1972; Tamura et al., 2006), thus 
providing useful information to formulate probabilistic based acceleration 
recommendations (for example Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004) that allows 
building owners and/or developers to use the recommendations to design a building 
based on their requirement on building performance. 
Few studies have investigated the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion 
on the performance of manual tasks. None of these studies established relationships 
between manual task performance and motion frequency and acceleration magnitudes, 
or determined the potential causes that adversely affect manual task performance. 
Furthermore, the findings of these studies are generally inconclusive. While Goto et 
al. (1990) concluded that low-frequency, low-acceleration motion of sufficiently high 
acceleration magnitudes degrades manual task performance, Burton et al. (2011), 
Irwin and Goto (1984), and Jeary et al. (1988) found no significant task performance 
degradations in their studies. These inconclusive findings may be attributed to the 
characteristics of participants, manual tasks, motion, or a combination of these factors.  
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Studies investigating the effect of wind-induced building motion on incidents of 
motion sickness or sopite syndrome are also very limited. The majority of these studies 
indicated that wind-induced building motion could provoke salient symptoms of 
motion sickness, such as nausea and vomiting (for example Burton et al., 2005; Goto, 
1983; Hansen et al., 1973). However, a presentation of salient symptoms of motion 
sickness is likely to occur at high acceleration magnitudes that are more relevant to 
extreme windstorms. Recent studies showed that wind-induced building motion at low 
acceleration magnitudes are likely to provoke sopite syndrome in many building 
occupants (Lamb et al., 2013, 2014; Walton et al., 2011). Since low acceleration, wind-
induced building motion occurs more frequently than extreme windstorms, symptoms 
of sopite syndrome are likely to appear more frequently than salient symptoms of 
motion sickness. Therefore, the incidence of sopite syndrome becomes an important 
issue related to human responses to wind-induced building motion. While Lamb et al 
(2014) investigated the relationship between the severity of sopite syndrome and 
subjective work performance and cognitive performance, no study has investigated the 
effect of sopite syndrome on manual task performance under motion conditions.  
Criteria and recommendations have suggested acceleration magnitudes based on 
perception thresholds and/or tolerance of wind-induced building motion for buildings 
used by the general population (for example Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004; 
International Organization for Standardization, 1984, 2007). Although satisfactory 
acceleration magnitudes were suggested for off-shore fixed structures where non-
routine or skilled manual operations were carried out (International Organization for 
Standardization, 1984), there is neither criterion nor recommendations suggesting 
satisfactory acceleration magnitudes when considering the manual task performance 
of the general population in buildings used for general purposes. This may be attributed 
to the lack of research data for formulating criteria and recommendations addressing 
the effects of wind-induced building motion on manual task performance. Further, the 
criteria and recommendations do not consider the effects of sopite syndrome which 
can be an important adverse effect to occupants in wind-induced building motion 
environments.  
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The performance of manual tasks in transportation environments has been extensively 
studied. Although the motion in transportation environments is significantly different 
from wind-induced building motion, these studies are comprehensive, hence they can 
provide insights into the effects of wind-induced building motion on the performance 
of manual tasks. One of the studies showed the effects of vertical translational motion 
on a continuous tracking task was more significant than on a discrete tracking task 
(McLeod and Griffin, 1988). This explained why Goto et al. (1990) could use a 
continuous manual task to measure degraded performance while Burton et al. (2011) 
could not, as a discrete manual task was used. It is suggested that a continuous manual 
task should be used to investigate the performance of manual tasks under wind-induced 
building motion conditions.  
A behavioural model used to explain the effects of motion on a continuous tracking 
task performance was proposed by McLeod and Griffin (1989). The behavioural model 
indicated that tracking task performance was likely to be affected by vibration 
breakthrough, visual impairment, neuro-muscular interference, central effects, and 
secondary effects such as increased workload, changes in strategy, and active 
compensation. This behavioural model may assist researchers to understand the 
mechanisms causing manual task performance degradation in wind-induced building 
motion environments. It should be noted that central effects is one of the mechanisms 
that may cause degradation in manual task performance. In addition, Lamb et al. (2014) 
showed that subjective work performance and cognitive performance decreased as the 
severity of the motion sickness or sopite syndrome increased. Effects of motion 
sickness or sopite syndrome on manual task performance should be emphasised. 
Further, understanding the activations of leg muscles responsible for maintaining a 
stable upright standing posture may provide insights into the influence of body sway 
on manual task performance under wind-induced building motion conditions.   
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CHAPTER 3  
METHODOLOGY FOR INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS 
OF LOW-FREQUENCY, LOW-ACCELERATION 
MOTION ON MANUAL TASK PERFORMANCE 
3.1 Introduction  
Chapter 2 has reviewed previous studies investigating the effects of low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion, including wind-induced building motion, on human 
responses. The majority of previous studies investigated the effects using field studies 
and surveys of occupants conducted in buildings subjected to strong wind or using 
motion simulator experiments. Furthermore, none fully explored the effects of low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion and sopite syndrome on manual task performance.  
A purpose-built motion simulator at the Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology (HKUST) offered an opportunity to control motion frequency and 
acceleration to investigate the human responses to low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion. This thesis presents a series of motion simulator experiments conducted to 
investigate the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task 
performance. The effects of motion sickness and/or sopite syndrome on manual task 
performance were also investigated. The activation levels of leg muscles, particularly 
the soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior (TA), the two leg muscles which are primarily 
involved in maintaining balance in the fore-aft direction, were measured to provide 
evidence to reveal the effects of motion and sopite syndrome on manual task 
performance and demonstrate whether compensatory action was carried out by 
participants under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion conditions. 
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This chapter outlines the capacity and calibration of the motion simulator. The main 
focus is the presentation of an experiment protocol designed to investigate the effects 
of acceleration, frequency, motion sickness and/or sopite syndrome severity, motion 
direction, and gender on manual task performance. The experiment protocol was also 
designed to investigate the effects of performing a manual task, acceleration, 
frequency, and motion sickness and/or sopite syndrome severity on the activation 
levels of soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior (TA), the two leg muscles involved in 
maintaining balance. 
3.2 Specifications of the motion simulator 
In accordance with the studies reviewed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, a purpose-built 
motion simulator was needed to investigate the effects of low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion on manual task performance. A set of specifications was proposed 
for designing a motion simulator to investigate occupant responses to wind-induced 
building motion (Denoon et al., 2001; Kwok and Hitchcock, 2008). The specifications 
suggested that the motion simulator should be able to i) reproduce bi-directional 
motion with both orthogonal axes controlled independently; ii) reproduce motion at 
frequencies in the range from 0.05 Hz to 1 Hz; and iii) reproduce sinusoidal and 
random motion free from high frequency vibration or noise. Furthermore, the 
specifications stipulated the motion simulator should have a test platform or test room 
with minimum dimensions of 3 meters  3 meters and be demountable for 
transportation.  
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The motion simulator was designed to the specifications (Denoon et al., 2001; Kwok 
and Hitchcock, 2008). The test platform of the motion simulator is shown 
schematically in Figure 3.1. The test platform is supported on two pairs of custom-
built sliding bearings riding on precision machined and levelled rails. The maximum 
displacement amplitudes of the test platform in one direction (y-axis) is 800 mm and 
in the orthogonal direction (x-axis) is 400 mm. The maximum displacement 
amplitude of 800 mm allows the test platform to generate a maximum acceleration 
of around 30 milli-g at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. This motion condition represents an 
acceleration level which can cause discomfort to a significant number of people at a 
natural frequency as expected for buildings up to 700 meters in height. At a frequency 
of 0.05 Hz, the test platform can generate a maximum acceleration of 8 milli-g, which 
is expected to be perceptible to most people in a building with a height of 1,000 meters 
or more. The capacity of the motion simulator is shown in Figure 3.2. The motion 
simulator also provides flexibility to simulate realistic building motion along either 
one or two orthogonal axes at various combinations of frequency and acceleration of 
motion. A control centre controls the motion of the motion simulator by inputting 
prescribed test signals to the drive mechanisms of the two axes independently. The 
drive mechanisms are based on DC motors driving the test platform through high-
precision ball screws. An anti-yaw device guides the planar motion of the test platform. 
 
Figure 3.1. A schematic diagram of the test platform of the motion simulator at the 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST). 
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Figure 3.2. Capability of motion simulator at HKUST (reproduced from Kwok and 
Hitchcock, 2008). 
Representative external and internal views of the motion simulator are shown in Figure 
3.3 and Figure 3.4 respectively. The test room can be configured and decorated to 
simulate comfortable working or other test environments. It can be fitted with six 
workstations used for either occupant comfort or task performance investigations. An 
air-conditioner was installed in the test room to maintain a temperature of 25 degree 
Celsius for participants. 
Motion simulator capacity (milli-g) 
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Figure 3.3. External view of motion simulator. 
 
Figure 3.4. Internal view of motion simulator. 
3.3 Calibrations of the motion simulator 
A displacement calibration was conducted to verify the accuracy of sinusoidal motion 
reproduced by the motion simulator. The motion simulator was instructed to reproduce 
a set of designated sinusoidal motion (input). A digital camera (Panasonic Lumix 
DMC-GF2), a laser pointer, and a scale were used in the displacement calibration to 
measure the peak displacements (output) of each motion cycle. An experimental setup 
for the displacement calibration is shown in Figure 3.5.  
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During the displacement calibration, the laser pointer was aimed on the scale mounted 
on the ground. The digital camera was used to record the location of the laser light dot 
on the scale when the motion simulator was travelling during motion conditions. 
Videos were recorded at 30 frames per second and a resolution of 1080p (1920x1080 
pixels), which is adequate for visually determining the peak displacement of all motion 
cycles. Figure 3.6 shows a view of the laser light dot shining on the scale when the 
motion simulator was stationary at the origin. Positive and negative peak 
displacements of all motion cycles were measured relatively to the origin. Accuracy 
of the peak displacement measurements were rounded to the nearest 1 mm.  
 
Figure 3.5. Experimental setup for displacement calibration.  
 
Figure 3.6. A view of a laser light dot shining on the scale. 
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The motion simulator was calibrated at two peak acceleration magnitudes of 6 and 30 
milli-g for both x- and y- axes. At 30 milli-g, six frequencies were tested at 0.10, 0.16, 
0.25, 0.40, 0.63, and 1.00 Hz for the y-axis. Due to a displacement limit of ±380 mm, 
the x-axis could only be calibrated down to 0.14 Hz. The x-axis was tested at 0.14, 
0.16, 0.25, 0.40, 0.63, and 1.00 Hz. As this thesis needed to measure manual task 
performance at 30 milli-g, 0.1 Hz (details of the tested motion conditions are presented 
in Table 3.2), all experiment conducted for this thesis was conducted along the y-axis 
of the motion simulator. At 6 milli-g, the motion simulator was tested at 0.10, 0.16, 
0.25, 0.40, and 0.63 for both x- and y- axes. As the accuracy of the peak displacement 
measurements were rounded to the nearest 1 mm, the motion simulator was not tested 
at 6 milli-g, 1 Hz motion, which has a peak displacement of approximately 1.5 mm. 
Each motion condition comprised 10 cycles. The positive peak displacements of the 
10 cycles of a motion condition were averaged to calculate a positive output peak 
displacement. Negative output displacements were calculated similarly.  
 
 
Table 3.1 summarises the calibration results of all tested motion conditions. In general, 
differences between input and output peak displacements for both x- and y- axes were 
less than 3%. Correlation analyses suggested that the coefficients of determination 
between input and output peak displacements for both x- and y- axes were equal to 
one. As shown in Figure 3.7, nearly perfect positive correlations exist between input 
and output peak displacements for both x- and y- axes with a slope equalling one. 
Hence the motion simulator is able to accurately reproduce the tested motion 
conditions. 
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Table 3.1. A summary of calibration results of all tested motion conditions. 
Axis 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Peak acceleration = 30 milli-g 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Peak acceleration = 6 milli-g 
Peak displacement 
(mm) 
Displacement 
distortion (%) 
Peak displacement 
(mm) 
Displacement 
distortion (%) 
Input Output Input Output 
x-axis 
1 7.0 7.0 0.00 -- -- -- -- 
0.63 19.0 19.0 0.00 0.63 4.0 4.0 0.00 
0.4 47.0 47.0 -0.01 0.4 9.0 9.0 0.00 
0.25 119.0 119.0 0.00 0.25 24.0 23.8 -0.71 
0.16 291.0 291.7 0.23 0.16 58.0 58.2 0.28 
0.14 380.0 380.8 0.22 0.1 149.0 149.4 0.25 
y-axis 
1 7.0 7.0 0.00 -- -- -- -- 
0.63 19.0 19.0 0.00 0.63 4.0 4.0 0.00 
0.4 47.0 47.5 1.06 0.4 9.0 9.0 0.00 
0.25 119.0 119.3 0.28 0.25 24.0 23.8 -1.04 
0.16 291.0 291.5 0.17 0.16 58.0 58.1 0.14 
0.1 745.0 746.3 0.17 0.1 149.0 149.3 0.17 
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Figure 3.7. Correlations between input and output displacement peaks for x- and y-
axes.  
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A pair of orthogonally aligned accelerometers was installed to measure acceleration 
time histories of the motion simulator. The setup of the accelerometers is shown in 
Figure 3.8. Acceleration time histories of 12 motion conditions along the y-axis at 
three acceleration magnitudes (8, 16, and 30 milli-g) and four frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 
0.5, and 1 Hz) were measured to determine if there was any frequency distortion of the 
motion reproduced by the motion simulator. The acceleration time histories were 
recorded for a duration of 180 seconds at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz.  
Figure 3.9 to Figure 3.12 compare the power spectral density functions of the input 
and output acceleration time histories of the 12 motion conditions. The spectra confirm 
that the input and output of the 12 motion conditions were nearly identical, indicating 
that frequency distortion of the motion reproduced by the motion simulator was 
negligible.  
 
Figure 3.8. Experimental setup for motion simulator displacement measurements 
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Figure 3.9. Power spectral density functions of input and output acceleration time 
histories at 0.125 Hz: Top) 8 milli-g; middle) 16 milli-g; and bottom) 30 milli-g. 
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Figure 3.10. Power spectral density functions of input and output acceleration time 
histories at 0.25 Hz: Top) 8 milli-g; middle) 16 milli-g; and bottom) 30 milli-g. 
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Figure 3.11. Power spectral density functions of input and output acceleration time 
histories at 0.5 Hz: Top) 8 milli-g; middle) 16 milli-g; and bottom) 30 milli-g. 
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Figure 3.12. Power spectral density functions of input and output acceleration time 
histories at 1 Hz: Top) 8 milli-g; middle) 16 milli-g; and bottom) 30 milli-g.    
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3.4 Experiment protocol for measuring manual task performance, sopite 
syndrome severity, and EMG signals 
3.4.1 Participants 
In total, 44 participants were tested. Among the 44 participants, 40 completed the 
experiment and formed the main sample of this thesis, four felt sick and could not 
complete the experiment. For the rest of this thesis, unless specified, participants refers 
to the 40 individuals who completed the experiment. All were undergraduate students 
of HKUST and the group evenly represented genders with 20 males and 20 females, 
with a mean age of 21 ± 3 years. Participants were recruited by email invitation, gave 
their informed consent and were compensated 50 HKD per hour. The participants 
provided personal information, including age and gender using a general information 
form as shown in Appendix A.  
The manual task performance of 20 participants (10 males; 10 females) was measured 
under fore-aft motion conditions and the performance of the other 20 participants (10 
males; 10 females) was measured under lateral motion conditions. The results of the 
manual task performance measured under both fore-aft and lateral motion conditions 
are presented in Chapter 4.  
The severity of motion sickness of the 44 participants was measured before and after 
exposure to motion. The motion sickness severities and its effects on manual task 
performance of the 40 participants who completed the experiment are presented in 
Chapter 5. The motion sickness severities and their effects on manual task performance 
of the four participants (1 male and 3 females under lateral motion conditions) who 
felt sick and asked to stop the experiment were not included in the main analyses, but 
are discussed separately in Chapter 5.  
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In studies on human balance, postural control in the fore-aft direction is the most 
commonly discussed (Winter, 1995) and body motion in the fore-aft direction is the 
most important for maintaining balance recovery (Hwang et al., 2009). Therefore, this 
thesis focuses on the effects of fore-aft, low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on 
the activation levels of the leg muscles involved in postural control in the fore-aft 
direction only. Activation level measurements of the soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior 
(TA), the two muscles primarily involved in maintaining balance in the fore-aft 
direction, were carried out with the 20 participants who were tested under fore-aft 
motion conditions. The results of the muscle activation levels are presented in Chapter 
6.  
3.4.2 Continuous tracking task 
Goto et al. (1990) measured performance degradation under low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion conditions using a continuous manual task. They found that 
performance of the continuous manual task was degraded by 0.23 Hz circular motion 
at acceleration magnitudes of 4 milli-g or above. Burton et al. (2011), however, found 
that the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on a discrete manual task 
were not significant. Furthermore, McLeod and Griffin (1988) showed that effects of 
vertical translational motion on a continuous tracking task were more significant than 
in a discrete tracking task. It is therefore reasonable to believe that the effects of low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion are likely to be more significant on continuous 
than discrete manual tasks.  
A continuous tracking task (CTT) was used in this thesis as a paradigm to quantify the 
effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task performance. The 
CTT required participants to hold a laser pointer in their dominant hand, and aim a 
laser light dot as close as possible to the centre of a target mounted two metres in front 
of them and 1.3 meters above the floor. The target comprised three concentric circles, 
with radii of 20, 40 and 60 mm, as shown in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.14 shows a 
participant performing the CTT inside the motion simulator. The duration of the CTT 
was 64 seconds. 
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Figure 3.13. An illustration of the horizontal, vertical, and resultant distances 
between a laser light dot and target centre. The resultant distance was used as a 
measure for overall CTT performance evaluation. 
 
Figure 3.14. A participant performing the CTT inside the motion simulator. 
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A digital video camera (Sony HDR-GW77VE), as shown in Figure 3.15, was installed 
behind the target to record the laser light dot movement. Videos were recorded at a 
sample rate of 50 Hz and a resolution of 1080p (1920x1080 pixels). A custom 
MATLAB algorithm was used to determine the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) distances 
of the laser light dot from the centre of the target. One pixel in the recorded video is 
approximately equal to 0.16 mm on the physical target.  
 
Figure 3.15. The digital video camera (Sony HDR-GW77VE) used to record laser 
light dot movement. 
Horizontal and vertical distances of the 64-second video were used to form a laser light 
dot locus. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.16. Laser light dot loci were 
inspected to check whether the horizontal and vertical distances were determined 
properly and check whether participants had directed the laser light dot outside the 
target.  
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Figure 3.16. An x-y plot of a 64-second locus measured under a 0.5 Hz 30 milli-g 
fore-aft motion condition for a test participant. 
3.4.3 Motion characteristics 
Wind-induced forces and responses of a bluff body, such as buildings or other civil 
structures, can be resolved into two orthogonal directions based on either wind axes or 
body axes as shown in Figure 3.17. Because excitation mechanisms are more relevant 
to the mean wind direction than the geometry of the bluff body, the wind-induced 
forces and responses are generally defined based on the wind axes rather than the body 
axes (Melbourne, 1975). The wind-induced forces and responses that are parallel to 
the mean wind direction are alongwind and those perpendicular to the mean wind 
direction are crosswind as shown in Figure 3.17 (a).  
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Figure 3.17. Wind-induced force and response components defined based on a) wind 
axes and b) body axes (reproduced from Figure 5.1 of Tamura and Kareem (2014)).  
Wind-induced forces acting on a bluff body may be arisen from several mechanisms 
such as incidence turbulence of the atmospheric boundary layer, vortices shed by the 
bluff body itself and / or other bluff bodies adjacent to it, and the motion of the bluff 
body itself. The mechanisms do not always occur in isolation but are frequently 
superimposed, particularly in the crosswind direction (Melbourne, 1975). In general, 
the wind-induced force in the alongwind direction is dominated by turbulence 
buffeting. In contrast, the excitation mechanisms associated with the crosswind 
direction are complex. Melbourne (1975) identified the variables and mechanisms that 
are associated with the crosswind response of structures as shown in Figure 3.18.  
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Figure 3.18. Variables and mechanisms that are associated with crosswind response 
of structures (reproduced from Figure 6 of Melbourne (1975)).  
Waveforms of wind-induced building motion vary significantly depending on 
excitation mechanisms, such as alongwind turbulence buffeting and crosswind vortex 
shedding (e.g. Melbourne, 1975, 1977). Dynamic building motion is usually greater in 
the crosswind than alongwind condition, resulting in planar motion with an elongated 
elliptical envelope. The crosswind dynamic building motion is usually induced by 
regular vortices shed by the building at a narrow range of frequencies. Hence, the 
dynamic crosswind building motion is narrow-band (that is, the building moves in a 
narrow range of frequencies in the crosswind direction). Initially, the building 
responds to the excitation energy from the shed vortices to build up the crosswind 
building motion. After several motion cycles, the building reaches a crosswind 
building motion with similar amplitude sustained over a short period. Because 
buildings normally dissipate energy during motion, the amplitude of crosswind 
building motion also diminishes over time. Hence, the amplitude envelope of the 
crosswind building motion typically shows distinct beats or “bursts” containing 
multiple cycles of relatively similar amplitude.  
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In a short duration (of the order of 1 minute), narrow-band dynamic crosswind building 
motion can be very similar to sinusoidal motion (as shown in Figure 3.19, which shows 
examples of narrow-band alongwind, crosswind, and torsional building motion). 
Considering the relatively short duration (64 seconds) of the CTT in each condition, 
this study used sinusoidal motion to most closely represent the sustained component 
of real building motion to assess the capacity for building motion to disrupt manual 
task performance. Accelerations (8, 16, and 30 milli-g) and frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 
0.5, and 1 Hz) of a sine wave were manipulated to represent the motion conditions 
likely to occur in wind-excited buildings (Campbell et al., 2005; Isyumov et al., 1988; 
Kim and Kanda, 2008).  
 
Figure 3.19. Examples of alongwind, crosswind, and torsional building motion 
(reproduced from Isyumov, 1995). Note the distinct beats or “bursts” containing 
multiple cycles of relatively similar amplitude. 
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3.4.4 Measures of motion sickness and sopite syndrome 
A Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) was used to measure motion 
sickness severity due to exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion 
(Gianaros et al., 2001). The MSAQ measured self-reported motion sickness severity 
at a given time. To measure changes in motion sickness symptom severity due to 
exposure motion, participants completed the MSAQ before and after being exposed to 
all motion conditions.  
The MSAQ is a 16-item scale, as shown in Appendix B. Participants rated each item 
on a 9-point scale, anchored at 1 = “Not at all” and 9 = “Severely”. The MSAQ overall 
motion sickness score is calculated using Equation 3.1. The maximum value, 
indicating the worst symptoms, is 100%.  
Equation 3.1 
MSAQ overall motion sickness score = (sum of 16 items / 144) x 100%  
The MSAQ includes four subscales that measure the main components of motion 
sickness: gastrointestinal (G), central (C), peripheral (P), and sopite-related symptoms 
(S). Example items include: “I felt sick to my stomach.” (G), “I felt dizzy.” (C), “I felt 
clammy/cold sweat.” (P), “I felt drowsy.” (S). Each subscale score is the sum of the 
related items divided by the total possible score as a percentage, as shown in Equation 
3.2. 
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Equation 3.2 
MSAQ subscale score = (sum of subscale items / total possible score) x 100% 
 
3.4.5 A computer-based data acquisition and analysis system for EMG measurement 
A standard deviation of electromyographic signal (EMGSD) quantifies the power of an 
electromyographic (EMG) signal and measures the activation levels or energy 
requirements of muscles (De Luca, 2002). Therefore, EMGSD was used to measure the 
activation levels or energy requirements of the participants’ SOL and TA, the two leg 
muscles involved in maintaining balance in the fore-aft direction. A computer-based 
data acquisition and analysis system was used to concurrently measure EMG signals 
of the SOL and TA. A schematic diagram of the computer-based data acquisition and 
analysis system is shown in Figure 3.20. . The system comprised a laptop computer, 
an analogue to digital data acquisition hardware, four high performance differential 
biological amplifiers, cables, and silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) surface electrodes. 
The components of the data acquisition system are described below.  
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Figure 3.20. A schematic diagram of the computer-based data acquisition and 
analysis system. 
3.4.5.1 Laptop computer 
The laptop computer is a 15.4-inch MacBook Pro (Apple, California, USA). It is 
equipped with software, LabChart 7 Pro, (ADInstruments, Sydney, Australia) for 
controlling the data acquisition system, online monitoring on EMG signals, and offline 
data analyses. A view of LabChart 7 Pro running on the 15.4-inch MacBook Pro is 
shown in Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.21. A view of LabChart 7 Pro installed on a 15.4-inch MacBook Pro. 
3.4.5.2 Data acquisition hardware 
The data acquisition hardware is a PowerLab 16/35 (ADInstruments, Sydney, 
Australia), as shown in Figure 3.22. The PowerLab 16/35 is 16-bit, with a maximum 
per channel sampling rate of 200,000 samples per second (S/s). Each channel has 
individual filters and noise reduction circuitry to minimize channel crosstalk and signal 
noise. It has 16 analogue input channels, 4 of which can be used in differential mode 
(“PowerLab | ADInstruments,” n.d.). The 4 differential mode analogue input channels 
are suitable for connections with 4 high performance differential biological amplifiers 
that will be described in the following section.  
 
Figure 3.22. A PowerLab 16/35 of the computer-based data acquisition and analysis 
system  (reproduced from “PowerLab | ADInstruments,” n.d.). 
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3.4.5.3 High performance differential biological amplifiers (Bio Amps) 
The computer-based data acquisition and analysis system has four high performance 
differential biological amplifiers (Bio Amps, ADInstruments, Sydney, Australia), as 
shown in Figure 3.23. The Bio Amps are galvanically isolated and optimised for EMG 
recordings (“Bio Amps | ADInstruments,” n.d.).  
 
Figure 3.23. A Bio Amp used for measuring EMG signals emanated from leg 
muscles (reproduced from “Bio Amps | ADInstruments,” n.d.).  
3.4.5.4 Cables 
The cables connecting a bio amp and surface electrodes comprise a Lead Shielded Bio 
Amp Cable and shielded lead wires (B/R/W, 3 pk), as shown in Figure 3.24 and Figure 
3.25 respectively. The Lead Shielded Bio Amp Cable (MLA2340, ADInstruments, 
Sydney, Australia) is designed to connect a Bio Amp and shielded lead wires (B/R/W, 
3 pk) (“Bio Amp Cables | ADInstruments,” n.d.). The shielded lead wires (B/R/W, 3 
pk) (MLA2503, ADInstruments, Sydney, Australia) are 98 cm in length and comprise 
4 mm 'snap-on' connectors that connect to disposable surface electrodes (“Biopotential 
Electrodes and Lead Wires | ADInstruments,” n.d.).  
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Figure 3.24. A Lead Shielded Bio Amp Cable  (reproduced from “Bio Amp Cables | 
ADInstruments,” n.d.). 
 
Figure 3.25. Shielded lead wires (B/R/W, 3 pk) (reproducd from “Biopotential 
Electrodes and Lead Wires | ADInstruments,” n.d.). 
3.4.5.5 Surface electrode 
The surface electrode is a 3MTM Red DotTM Adult Solid Gel Electrode 2238 (3MTM, 
USA), as shown in Figure 3.26. It is a circular electrode having an electrode diameter 
of six centimetres and sensor / solid gel diameter of two centimetres. The backing 
material of the electrode has high permeability allowing the skin to breathe and 
function normally. The electrode uses hypoallergenic adhesive and solid gel, ensuring 
minimal skin irritation (“3MTM Red DotTM Adult Solid Gel Electrode 2238,” n.d.). 
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Figure 3.26. A 3MTM Red DotTM Adult Solid Gel Electrode 2238 (3MTM, USA). 
3.4.6 Experimental procedure  
This study used a three (Acceleration: 8, 16, 30 milli-g) x four (Frequency: 0.125, 0.25, 
0.5, and 1 Hz) x two (Direction: fore-aft and lateral) mixed factorial design. 
Acceleration and frequency are within-subjects factors, while gender and motion 
direction are between-subjects factors (the effects of motion direction were 
investigated using two separate groups of participants). The dependent measures 
quantifying manual task performance are CTT performance is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Motion sickness severity and activation levels of leg muscles involved in maintaining 
balance in the fore-aft direction were also measured.   
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One participant was tested in each experimental session. Each participant was assigned 
at random to either fore-aft or lateral motion conditions. Participants completed a 
general information form and the Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) 
and removed their shoes and socks prior to any experimental conditions or exposure 
to motion. Participants then practiced the CTT until they were familiar with the test 
procedure. During the CTT, participants maintained the same standing posture, with 
their legs 30 centimetres apart, holding a laser pointer in their dominant hand, with the 
other hand held straight down beside the trunk of body.  
After finishing the practice session, the experimenter prepared the skin over the SOL 
and TA by using alcohol swabs to clean the skin surface and then attached surface 
electrodes onto the treated part of the skin over the SOL and TA. This ensured proper 
connection between skin surface and surface electrodes. Figure 3.27 demonstrates the 
locations of the surface electrodes. The red and white electrodes are respectively 
positive (+ve) and negative (-ve) detection electrodes, and the black electrodes are 
reference electrodes. The most suitable location for detection electrodes placement is 
in the direction of muscle fibres and near the point of greatest electrical activity. 
Therefore, the red positive detection electrodes were attached at the middle of the SOL 
and TA muscle fibres, and the white negative detection electrodes were attached on 
the end of the muscle fibres. 
As the muscle belly expands during contraction, the mid-point and end-point of the 
SOL and TA are easily identifiable when the muscles are contracted. To identify 
locations of the mid-points and the end-points of the SOL and TA, participants 
contracted the SOL by flexing their feet downward toward the sole, as shown in Figure 
3.28, and contracted the TA by flexing their feet in an upward direction, as shown in 
Figure 3.29. The positive electrode was attached at the middle of the SOL and TA 
muscle belly, and the negative electrodes over the tendon close to the end of the SOL 
and TA. 
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Figure 3.27. Locations of surface electrodes: Top) TA; Bottom) SOL. Red: White: 
Black are positive, negative and reference electrodes. Muscles and surrounding 
structure of TA and SOL can be referred to Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 3.28. A foot flexes downward toward the sole. The soleus (SOL) is 
contracted. 
 
Figure 3.29. A foot flexes in an upward direction. The tibialis anterior (TA) is 
contracted. 
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Reference electrodes were connected to locations unaffected by the electrical 
signals emanating from the SOL and TA. In this study, the black reference 
electrodes were attached over medial malleolus and lateral malleolus respectively 
on outer and inner sides of an ankle, as shown in Figure 3.30. 
 
Figure 3.30. A figure showing locations of medial malleolus and lateral malleolus 
(reproduced from “picture-of-the-ankle,” 2014).  
Participants stood with two postures to test whether the computer-based data 
acquisition and analysis system was properly connected to the leg muscles. The two 
postures were standing on heels and standing on toes, as shown in Figure 3.31 and 
Figure 3.32 respectively. A burst of EMG signal would appear in the online display 
channel of the TA when the participants were standing on their heels to contract the 
TA, and a burst of EMG signal would appear in the online display channel of the SOL 
when the participants were standing on their toes to contract the SOL.  
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Figure 3.31. A view of lower legs and feet while an individual stands on his heels. 
 
Figure 3.32. A view of lower legs and feet while an individual stands on their toes. 
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Background noise contaminating EMG signals emanating from the leg muscles was 
unavoidable. A set of EMG signals regarded as background noises on the SOL and TA 
EMG signals were needed as reference for analyses. The background noise EMG 
signals comprised minimal EMG signals emanating from the SOL and TA. To measure 
the background noise EMG signals, participants sat on a chair and relaxed their SOL 
and TA for one minute. Under this sitting posture, the EMG signals during this rest 
period were assumed to be minimal because the leg muscles were relaxed and were 
not being used for maintaining balance.  
After completing the setup for EMG measurements, participants stood up to attend an 
experimental session. Meanwhile, the experimenter commenced the SOL and TA 
EMG signal measurements at the beginning of each experimental session. The EMG 
signal measurements continued throughout the experimental session using the 
computer-based data acquisition and analysis system described in Section 3.4.5 .  
An experimental session comprised 15 static and motion conditions. Each condition 
had two 64-second trials; one for performing the CTT, and the other without 
performing the CTT and standing at rest. Table 3.2 summarises all static and motion 
conditions of an experimental session. The experimental session always commenced 
and ended with a start-up condition and final static condition respectively, with the 12 
motion conditions and an embedded static condition in the middle. Each participant 
experienced all motion conditions and the embedded static condition in a random order 
to balance any potential effects of motion sickness or other influencing factors such as 
fatigue and boredom over time.  
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Table 3.2. Static and motion conditions of an experimental session.  
Condition 
Order Description 
Frequency (Hz) 
Acceleration 
(milli-g) 
1 1 Start-up static 0 0 
2 2-14 
presented 
in random 
order 
Motion 0.125 8 
3 Motion 0.125 16 
4 Motion 0.125 30 
5 Motion 0.25 8 
6 Motion 0.25 16 
7 Motion 0.25 30 
8 Motion 0.5 8 
9 Motion 0.5 16 
10 Motion 0.5 30 
11 Motion 1 8 
12 Motion 1 16 
13 Motion 1 30 
14 
Embedded 
static 
0 0 
15 15 Final static 0 0 
Participants experienced two 64-second trials during a condition; one for performing 
the CTT, and the other without performing the CTT and standing at rest, in an 
alternating order. A presentation order of all static and randomised motion conditions 
in an experimental session is shown in Table 3.3 as an example. During an 
experimental session, an experimenter stayed inside the motion simulator to facilitate 
progress by verbally instructing the participants to begin and end each trial. Meanwhile, 
the experimenter entered commentaries in the computer-based data acquisition and 
analysis system to mark the beginning and the end of each trial. The commentaries 
were used as markers to indicate the beginning and the end of EMG signals and for 
offline data analyses. A one minute rest break was provided between each condition.  
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Table 3.3. An example of presentation order of all static and motion conditions of an 
experimental session.  
Condition Trial Performing CTT 
Start-up static 
1 Yes 
2 No 
Motion condition 5 
3 No 
4 Yes 
Motion condition 10 
5 Yes 
6 No 
Motion condition 7 
7 No 
8 Yes 
Motion condition 3 
9 Yes 
10 No 
Embedded static 
11 No 
12 Yes 
Motion condition 9 
13 Yes 
14 No 
Motion condition 2 
15 No 
16 Yes 
Motion condition 11 
17 Yes 
18 No 
Motion condition 6 
19 No 
20 Yes 
Motion condition 13 
21 Yes 
22 No 
Motion condition 8 
23 No 
24 Yes 
Motion condition 12 
25 Yes 
26 No 
Motion condition 4 
27 No 
28 Yes 
Final static 
29 Yes 
30 No 
An experimental session ended after presenting all static and motion conditions. 
Participants then stood on their heels and stood on toes, as shown in Figure 3.31 and 
Figure 3.32 respectively, to confirm the computer-based data acquisition and analysis 
system was still properly connected to the leg muscles at the end of the measurement. 
This ensured the SOL and TA EMG signals were correctly recorded and collected. 
After the checking procedure, the experimenter detached the surface electrodes from 
participant’s skin surface. Finally, participants completed the MSAQ again to record 
their motion sickness severity. 
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3.5 Concluding remarks 
This chapter has presented a protocol for investigating the effects of low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion and sopite syndrome on manual task performance. The 
protocol used a continuous tracking task as a paradigm to quantify the effects of motion 
on manual task performance. The sopite syndrome severity of participants was 
measured using a Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ). In addition, 
the protocol aimed to reveal the effects of motion and sopite syndrome, from a 
physiological perspective, on manual task performance and demonstrate whether 
compensatory action was carried out by participants under low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion conditions by measuring the activation levels of leg muscles 
primarily involved in maintaining balance in the fore-aft direction. The purpose-built 
motion simulator at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) 
was calibrated. Results of the calibration showed that the motion simulator can 
accurately reproduce the low-frequency, low-acceleration motion used in the protocol.   
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CHAPTER 4  
EFFECTS OF LOW-FREQUENCY, LOW-
ACCELERATION MOTION ON PERFORMANCE OF A 
CONTINUOUS TRACKING TASK 
4.1 Introduction 
An appropriate design of a habitable building might thoroughly consider effects of 
wind-induced building motion on human responses such as perception to motion, task 
performance, and well-being. However, few studies have investigated the effects of 
wind-induced building motion on manual task performance (for example Burton et al, 
2011; Goto et al., 1990; Irwin and Goto, 1984). Further, these studies have produced 
conflicting results. Irwin and Goto (1984) and Goto et al. (1990) investigated the effect 
of motion on manual task performance in motion simulators, requiring participants to 
conduct basic tasks such as pouring water, tracing line patterns, and threading a needle. 
Both studies found that motion impaired manual task performance. However, these 
studies only investigated a narrow range of accelerations and frequencies and did not 
attempt to explain the mechanisms for the degradation in performance.  
Burton et al. (2011) tested the effects of a range of bi-directional, narrow-band random 
accelerations on aiming accuracy in a video game. The study found no significant 
effect of motion on task performance accuracy or task time-to-completion relative to 
a control condition (no motion). However, 50% of participants reported difficulty 
balancing during motion. Burton et al. (2011) concluded that participants were able to 
compensate for motion and to maintain accuracy comparable to static conditions even 
at peak accelerations as high as 30 milli-g, and that task performance was not likely to 
be affected within a realistic range of building accelerations.  
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Wertheim (1998) argued that motion can reduce performance due to motion sickness-
induced reductions in motivation, fatigue caused by increased energy requirements, 
and/or balance impairments. Motion-induced body movement can also affect 
performance, including interference with oculomotor control and/or motor skills (for 
example McLeod and Griffin, 1988, 1995; Yu et al., 2010). However, most studies 
were conducted under real or simulated transportation environments, particularly ships. 
The motion experienced in transportation environments is different from wind-excited 
buildings. Transportation motion is usually three-dimensional, including substantial 
vertical, pitch, and roll components. Further, the motion associated with modern forms 
of transport is usually at accelerations and frequencies far in excess of those that occur 
in wind-induced building motion. Therefore, the results of these studies may not be 
directly applicable to building designs. 
Previous studies showed that gender and motion direction can influence human 
responses under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion conditions. Kanda et al. 
(1988) for example suggested that females were more sensitive to motion than males. 
In addition, the perception thresholds in the lateral direction were slightly lower than 
in the fore-aft direction. Goto et al. (1990) attempted to investigate the effects of 
motion on manual task performance. However, Goto et al. (1990) recruited only 
females to participate in the study. Furthermore, no study has investigated the effects 
of motion direction on manual task performance. The effects of gender and motion 
direction on manual task performance are yet to be fully understood.  
A comprehensive understanding of motion effects on manual task performance in 
wind-excited buildings is important to optimise the design of habitable buildings. To 
address the deficiencies in this information, a series of motion simulator studies was 
conducted to investigate the effects of motion on manual task performance. The study 
aims to:  
i) determine whether low-frequency, low-acceleration motion degrades 
manual task performance in the range of frequency and acceleration 
comparable to wind-induced building motion and, if it does,  
ii) explore how manual task performance is degraded as a function of motion 
frequency and acceleration,  
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iii) determine the relative contributions of frequency and acceleration in this 
degradation,  
iv) explore any effects of gender,  
v) determine the effect of motion direction on manual task performance, and  
vi) explore the implications of manual task performance degradation on the 
criteria and recommendations for the evaluation of occupant responses to 
wind-induced building motion.  
4.2 Method 
The motion simulator study used a continuous tracking task (CTT) as a paradigm to 
investigate the effects of motion on manual task performance. The CTT required 
participants to hold a laser pointer and aim a laser light dot as close as possible to the 
centre. Twenty participants were tested under fore-aft sinusoidal motion conditions 
and another 20 were tested under lateral conditions. Three acceleration magnitudes (8, 
16, and 30 milli-g) and four frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz) were used to 
produce 12 motion conditions. These acceleration and frequency ranges are 
comparable to those likely to occur in buildings undergoing wind-induced motion. 
Details of the participants, continuous tracking task, and experimental procedure have 
been presented in Chapter 3.  
4.3 Analysis 
4.3.1 Dependent measures 
Resultant distance (r) is the main dependent measure for CTT performance. It is a 
combined deviation of a laser dot from the centre of a target. It was calculated using 
horizontal (x) and vertical (y) distances, as shown in Equation 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows 
an example of time histories of horizontal and vertical deviations and the 
corresponding resultant distance of a laser light dot locus. Mean, standard deviation, 
and maximum of the resultant distances (r,̅ σr, and r̂) respectively represent average 
accuracy, fluctuation, and maximum excursion of the CTT. Increases of r,̅ σr, and r̂ 
respectively represent degradations of average, fluctuation, and maximum excursion 
of CTT performance. 
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Equation 4.1 
Resultant distance (r) = √x2 + y2 
where 
x and y are respectively the horizontal and vertical distances from the centre of the 
target. 
 
Figure 4.1. Time histories of horizontal and vertical deviation and the corresponding 
resultant distance of a laser light dot locus. 
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4.3.1.1 Mean resultant distance 
Mean resultant distance (r)̅, a measure of average accuracy of the CTT, was calculated 
based on Equation 4.2.  
Equation 4.2  
Mean resultant distance (r)̅=
1
N
∑ ri
N
i=1
 
where  
N is the sample size used for calculating mean resultant distance. For a 64-second CTT 
trial sampled at 50 Hz, the number of data used for the calculation was 3200.  
 
4.3.1.2 Standard deviation resultant distance 
Standard deviation of the resultant distance (σr), a measure of the variance in CTT, 
was calculated based on Equation 4.3.  
Equation 4.3  
Standard deviation resultant distance (σr)=√
1
N-1
∑(ri-r)̅2
N
i=1
  
where  
N is the sample size used for calculating standard deviation resultant distance.  
For a 64-second CTT trial sampled at 50 Hz, the number of data points used for the 
calculation was 3200.  
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4.3.1.3 Maximum resultant distance  
Maximum resultant distance (r̂)  for each 64-second CTT trial was determined to 
evaluate the maximum excursion of a laser light dot due to motion effects. In a given 
trial, participants may carry out unusual actions, such as flicking their arms that hold 
the laser pointer. These unusual actions may result in a biased r̂. In order to prevent a 
biased value stemming from any unusual action, the r̂ was determined indirectly. A 
64-second time history was truncated into eight segments of equal duration. The 
duration of each segment is eight seconds, which is the least common multiple of the 
periods (i.e. 1/frequency) of the motion used in this study. Each segment hence 
comprises one or multiple intact motion cycle(s). This analysis ensures each eight-
second segment is adequately long to capture r influenced by at least one intact motion 
cycle. An eight-second segment, for instance, comprises one intact cycle of a 0.125 Hz 
motion (period = eight seconds) and four intact cycles of a 0.5 Hz motion (period = 
two seconds), as shown in Figure 4.2. A maximum value (r̂8-second) was determined 
for each eight-second segment, as shown by the red circles in Figure 4.2. A maximum 
resultant distance (r̂) was finally determined by averaging r̂8-second of all segments, as 
shown in Equation 4.4.  
Equation 4.4 
Maximum resultant distance (r̂) = ( ∑ r̂8-second,i
i=8
i=1
)/8 
where  
r̂8-second,i is the maximum resultant distance of the i
th segment; and  
i is segment numbers ranging from one to eight for a 64-second sample. 
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Figure 4.2. Truncations of resultant distance time history measured under 0.125 and 0.5 Hz motion conditions. 
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4.3.2 Exploratory data analysis 
Prior to the detailed analyses, the mean, standard deviation, and maximum resultant 
distances (r,̅ σr, and r̂) for all participants were inspected by using three-dimensional 
surface plots and box plots.  
4.3.2.1 Three-dimensional surface plot 
Three-dimensional surface plots were used to illustrate how of r,̅ σr, and r̂ vary across 
frequency and acceleration. For example, a three-dimensional surface plot of the mean 
resultant distance (r)̅ demonstrated average magnitudes of r ̅ for all participants under 
both fore-aft and lateral motion conditions for the 12 tested motion conditions. Values 
between tested frequencies and accelerations were linearly interpolated. Three-
dimensional surface plots of σr and r̂ were plotted similarly.  
4.3.2.2 Box plot 
Dispersion, skewness, and outliers of r,̅ σr, and r̂ were visually inspected using box 
plots. A box plot is a graphical representation that comprises a box that shows the 
median, 25th and 75th percentiles data points, and whiskers that show maximum and 
minimum data points not considered as outliers. An interquartile range equals the 
difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles. The interquartile range is 
demonstrated by the length of a box and is used to define an outlier - a data point 
greater than the 75th percentile data value plus k times of the interquartile range, or 
smaller than the 25th percentile data value minus k times of the interquartile range. 
Outliers are shown individually in a box plot. The current study used a k value equals 
to 1.5, which correspond to 99.3% coverage if the data are normally distributed.  
Mean resultant distance (r)̅ values of all participants were used for a box plot. The r ̅
values were grouped by condition. For instance, all r ̅values measured under both fore-
aft and lateral 0.125 Hz 8 milli-g conditions were plotted in one box while those r ̅
values measured under both fore-aft and lateral 0.125 Hz 16 milli-g conditions were 
plotted in another box. σr and r̂ were plotted similarly.  
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4.3.3 Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows 
(Version 21.0) (IBM Corp., 2012). In general, effects are significant if the p-value < 
0.05. p-value is the probability of incorrectly rejecting a true null hypothesis; a p-value 
of 0.05 means there is a five percent chance to reject the null hypothesis while in fact 
it is true.  
The analysis further examined effect sizes of frequency and acceleration on CTT 
performance, r,̅ σr, and r̂. Cohen’s d, as shown in Equation 4.5, was used as a measure 
of effect size (Cohen, 1988). It provides a standardised measure of the magnitude of a 
difference between two groups, as a proportion of the pooled standard deviation. An 
effect size of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 or greater is considered small, moderate, and large 
respectively (Cohen, 1988). 
Equation 4.5 
Cohen's  d = (M1-M2)/σpooled  
where  
M1 and M2 are the mean of groups 1 and 2 respectively; and 
σpooled is the pooled standard deviation, defined as Equation 4.6. 
Equation 4.6 
σpooled = √
(n1-1) σ1
2
 +  (n2-1) σ2
2
n1+n2-2
  
where 
n1 and n2 are the sample size of groups 1 and 2 respectively; and 
σ1 and σ2 are the squared standard deviations of groups 1 and 2. 
In this study, the sample sizes of groups 1 and 2 were equal. Therefore, the pooled 
standard deviation can be calculated using Equation 4.7.  
Equation 4.7 
σpooled=√
σ1
2 + σ2
2
2
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4.3.3.1 Effects of motion  
Effects of motion were demonstrated by comparing CTT performance, r ̅, σr, and r̂, 
measured at 8 milli-g against embedded conditions. CTT performance measured at 8 
milli-g, rather than 16 and 30 milli-g, were used for comparisons because 8 milli-g is 
the lowest acceleration tested in the current study and a peak acceleration magnitude 
of 8 milli-g can be considered to be satisfactory for office environments for frequencies 
ranging from 0.06 Hz to 0.5 Hz (International Organization for Standardization, 2007). 
The embedded static condition was designed to control for any potential effects of 
fatigue, boredom, or any other related natural causes over time. Therefore, CTT 
performance measured under the embedded static condition was used as a baseline for 
the comparisons. Paired-sample t-tests were used. r,̅ σr, and r̂ measured under the four 
8 milli-g conditions (at 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz) were combined as a sample and that 
of the embedded static condition, repeated four times, as another sample.  
4.3.3.2 Effects of acceleration and frequency  
Two-way repeated-measures Analysis of Variances (ANOVAs) were primarily used 
to investigate any effects of frequency and acceleration. The within-subjects factors 
were frequency and acceleration. CTT performance, r ̅, σr, and r̂, are the dependent 
measures.  
4.3.3.3 Effects of gender and motion direction 
Mixed-design three-way ANOVAs with two within-subjects factors and one between-
subjects factor were used to investigate the potential effects of gender and direction of 
motion. The two within-subjects factors were frequency and acceleration. The 
between-subjects factor is either gender or motion direction. CTT performance, r,̅ σr, 
and r̂, were the dependent measures.  
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4.3.3.4 Difference between static conditions 
Fatigue, boredom, or any other related natural causes over time may affect CTT 
performance. In the experiment, participants performed the CTT under start-up, 
embedded, and final static conditions. If the effects of fatigue, boredom, or any other 
related natural causes over time are significant, CTT performance may vary between 
the three static conditions. One-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to 
determine whether r ̅ , σr , and r̂  were significantly different between the start-up, 
embedded, and final static conditions.  
4.4 Results  
4.4.1 Exploratory data analysis  
4.4.1.1 Three-dimensional surface plot  
Three-dimensional surface plots clearly demonstrate how average mean, standard 
deviation, and maximum resultant distances (r,̅ σr, and r̂) vary across frequency and 
acceleration, as shown in Figure 4.3. to Figure 4.5, respectively. In general, 
magnitudes of the average r,̅ σr, and r̂ increased with increases in acceleration. They 
also show nonlinear relationships with frequency: they increase when frequency 
increases from 0.125 Hz, peak at 0.5 Hz, and drop rapidly when frequency increases 
from 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz. Although magnitudes between the average r ̅ , σr , and r̂  are 
different, their patterns across frequency and acceleration are similar.  
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Figure 4.3. Three-dimensional surface plot of average mean resultant distance. 
 
Figure 4.4. Three-dimensional surface plot of average standard deviation resultant 
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Figure 4.5. Three-dimensional surface plot of average maximum resultant distance. 
4.4.1.2 Box plots 
Figure 4.6. to Figure 4.8 show box plots of the mean, standard deviation, and 
maximum resultant distances (r,̅ σr, and r̂) determined for all participants, both fore-
aft and lateral motion groups. The box plots of the r ̅, σr , and r̂ share a number of 
common features. First, magnitudes of r ̅ , σr , and r̂  are the smallest under static 
conditions when compared with other motion conditions. At least 75% of the r ̅and σr, 
are smaller than 10 mm, as shown in Figure 4.6.  and Figure 4.7 respectively. The 
magnitudes of r̂  are generally higher than r ̅  and σr . The 75
th percentiles of r̂  are 
between 20 to 25 mm. The magnitudes of these factors ,  measured under static 
conditions, form references for comparing with motion conditions.  
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Second, the dispersions of r,̅ σr, and r̂ measured under motion conditions are greater 
than static conditions; this is as expected. The dispersions also increase with increases 
in acceleration. Third, distributions of r,̅ σr, and r̂ are different between accelerations. 
At 8 and 16 milli-g, r,̅ σr, and r̂ are distributed nearly symmetrically about the median, 
whereas distributions of r ̅, σr , and r̂ under 30 milli-g are positively skewed (right-
skewed). Furthermore, most outliers appear on the large magnitude side, except one 
outlier: r̂ measured under 0.25 Hz 8 milli-g condition appears on the small magnitude 
side. 
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Figure 4.6. Box plots of mean resultant distance measured under fore-aft and lateral motion conditions. On each box, the central mark is 
the median, lower and upper edges of the box are respectively the 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to the maximum and 
minimum data points not considered as outliers, and outliers (+), are plotted individually. 
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Figure 4.7. Box plots of standard deviation resultant distance measured under fore-aft and lateral motion conditions, as in Figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.8. Box plots of maximum resultant distance measured under fore-aft and lateral motion conditions, as in Figure 4.6. 
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4.4.2 Statistical analysis on mean resultant distance 
4.4.2.1 Effects of 8 milli-g motion  
The lowest measured acceleration, 8 milli-g, causes significant increases in r ̅(M = 7.81, 
SD = 2.11) compared with the embedded static condition (M = 6.51, SD = 1.91), t (159) 
= 10.9, p-value < 0.001. This increase equates to a moderate to large effect size of 0.65 
(Cohen’s d).  
4.4.2.2 Effects of frequency and acceleration  
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows that both frequency, F (3, 117) = 34.1, 
p-value < 0.001, and acceleration, F (2, 78) = 103.4, p-value < 0.001, significantly 
affect r,̅ as shown in Figure 4.9. The error bars in this and the following figures, if any, 
represent the standard error (S.E.) of the data. r ̅significantly increases with increases 
in acceleration. The largest increase occurs at 30 milli-g. Compared with the embedded 
static condition, 30 milli-g motion produces an average increase in r,̅ representing a 
degradation in average CTT accuracy, that equates to a large effect size of 1.66 
(Cohen’s d).  
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Figure 4.9. Average mean resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) of all participants (N = 
40) across frequency and acceleration compared with the embedded static condition.  
r ̅ has a nonlinear relationship with frequency, where r ̅ increases with increases in 
frequency from 0.125 Hz to 0.5 Hz. After peaking at 0.5 Hz, r ̅  decreases when 
frequency increases from 0.5 to 1 Hz. Comparing the reduction in average CTT 
performance caused by the peak reduction occurring at 0.5 Hz with the least reduction 
at 0.125 Hz, this equates to a large effect size of 0.87 (Cohen’s d). 
Frequency and acceleration showed a significant interaction, F (6, 234) = 8.9, p-value 
< 0.001, where the condition that provoked the largest increase in r,̅ 30 milli-g at 0.5 
Hz, shows a greater reduction in average CTT performance in combination than either 
main effect alone. 30 milli-g motion at 0.5 Hz produces a reduction in average CTT 
performance with a large effect size of 1.84.  
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4.4.2.3 Effects of gender  
A mixed-design three-way ANOVA with frequency and acceleration as within-
subjects factors and gender as between-subjects factor shows that there was no 
significant effect of gender on average CTT performance F (1, 38) = 0.059, p-value = 
0.809. 
4.4.2.4 Effects of motion direction  
A mixed-design three-way ANOVA with frequency and acceleration as within-
subjects factors and motion direction as between-subjects factor shows that there was 
no significant effect of motion direction on CTT performance, F (1, 38) = 0.41, p-
value = 0.526. 
4.4.2.5 Difference between static conditions 
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows that the mean resultant distance (r ̅) 
significantly differs between the three static conditions, F (2, 78) = 6.64, p-value = 
0.002. r ̅significantly increases from the start-up static condition (M = 5.86, SD = 1.68) 
to the embedded static condition (M = 6.51, SD = 1.93), t (39) = -2.50, p-value = 0.017, 
but the embedded static condition does not significantly differ from the final static 
condition (M = 6.65, SD = 2.04), t (39) = -0.69, p-value = 0.50. Difference between 
the start-up against final static conditions equates to a small to moderate effect size of 
0.42 (Cohen’s d). The effect size is smaller than those for frequency (Cohen’s d = 0.87) 
and acceleration (Cohen’s d = 1.66). 
4.4.3 Statistical analysis on standard deviation resultant distance 
4.4.3.1 Effects of 8 milli-g motion  
The lowest measured acceleration, 8 milli-g, causes a significant increase in σr (M = 
4.61, SD = 1.57) compared with the embedded static condition (M = 3.87, SD = 1.31), 
t (159) = 7.18, p-value < 0.001, which equates to an effect size of 0.51 (Cohen’s d). 
Compared with the embedded static conditions, the 8 milli-g motion significantly 
increased variance in CTT.  
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4.4.3.2 Effects of frequency and acceleration  
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows that both frequency, F (3, 117) = 19.0, 
p-value < 0.001, and acceleration, F (2, 78) = 51.4, p-value < 0.001, significantly affect 
σr. The σr, variance in CTT, significantly increases with increases in acceleration, as 
shown in Figure 4.10. . The largest increase in σr occurs at 30 milli-g. Difference of 
the σr between the embedded static condition and 30 milli-g motion equates to a large 
effect size of 1.48 (Cohen’s d).  
σr, variance in CTT, has a nonlinear relationship with frequency. σr increases with 
increases in frequency from 0.125 Hz to 0.5 Hz, and σr decrease from 0.5 to 1 Hz. A 
frequency of 0.5 Hz causes a peak performance degradation. Compared with 0.125 Hz 
conditions, which caused the least performance degradation among the tested 
frequencies, 0.5 Hz causes a fluctuating CTT performance degradation equating to a 
large effect size of 0.79 (Cohen’s d).  
Frequency and acceleration show a significant interaction, F (6, 234) = 5.164, p-value 
< 0.001. The largest increase in σr, variance in CTT, is provoked by 30 milli-g at 0.5 
Hz motion. The acceleration and frequency in combination show a greater increase in 
σr than either main effect alone. 30 milli-g motion at 0.5 Hz produces a degradation in 
fluctuating CTT performance with a large effect size of 1.61 
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Figure 4.10. Average standard deviation resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) of all 
participants (N = 40) across frequency and acceleration compared with the embedded 
static condition. 
4.4.3.3 Effects of gender  
A mixed-design three-way ANOVA with frequency and acceleration as within-
subjects factors and gender as between-subjects factor shows that the effect of gender 
is not significant on σr, F (1, 38) = 0.045, p-value = 0.833. 
4.4.3.4 Effects of motion direction  
A mixed-design three-way ANOVA with frequency and acceleration as within-
subjects factors and motion direction as between-subjects factor shows that σr is not 
significantly affected by motion direction, F (1, 38) = 0.008, p-value = 0.928. 
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4.4.3.5 Difference between static conditions 
Differences of standard deviation resultant distance (σr), fluctuating CTT performance, 
between the three static conditions, F (2, 78) = 2.17, p-value = 0.121, are not 
significant.  
4.4.4 Statistical analysis on maximum resultant distance 
4.4.4.1 Effects of 8 milli-g motion  
Compared with the embedded static condition (M = 18.6, SD = 6.14), the lowest 
measured acceleration, 8 milli-g, significantly increases r̂, maximum excursion of CTT 
performance, (M = 21.6, SD = 6.43), t (159) = 7.49, p-value < 0.001. This increase 
equates to a moderate effect size of 0.48 (Cohen’s d). 
4.4.4.2 Effects of frequency and acceleration  
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows that both frequency, F (3, 117) = 24.7, 
p-value < 0.001, and acceleration, F (2, 78) = 67.1, p-value < 0.001, significantly affect 
r̂, as shown in Figure 4.11. The r̂ significantly increases with increases in acceleration. 
The largest increase occurs at 30 milli-g. A degradation in maximum excursion of CTT 
performance that equates to a large effect size of 1.48 (Cohen’s d) is produced when 
comparing 30 milli-g motion with the embedded static condition. 
r̂  has a nonlinear relationship with frequency, where r̂  increases with increases in 
frequency from 0.125 Hz to 0.5 Hz, and r̂ decrease when frequency increases from 0.5 
to 1 Hz. The performance degradation caused by the peak performance degradation 
that occurs at 0.5 Hz, compared with 0.125 Hz condition, equates to a large effect size 
of 0.85 (Cohen’s d).  
Interaction between frequency and acceleration is significant, F (6, 234) = 7.034, p-
value < 0.001. 30 milli-g at 0.5 Hz provoked the largest increase in r̂. The frequency 
and acceleration combination shows an increase in r̂ greater than either main effect 
alone. Compared with the embedded static condition, 30 milli-g motion at 0.5 Hz 
produces an increase in r̂ equating a large effect size of 1.63. 
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Figure 4.11. Average maximum resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) of all participants 
(N = 40) across frequency and acceleration compared with the embedded static 
condition. 
4.4.4.3 Effects of gender  
A mixed-design three-way analysis of variance ANOVA with frequency and 
acceleration as within-subjects factors and gender as between-subjects factor shows 
that gender effect on r̂ is not significant, F (1, 38) = 0.022, p-value = 0.884. 
4.4.4.4 Effects of motion direction  
A mixed-design three-way ANOVA with frequency and acceleration as within-
subjects factors and motion direction as between-subjects factor shows that effect of 
motion direction on r̂ is not significant, F (1, 38) = 0.000, p-value = 0.999. 
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4.4.4.5 Difference between static conditions 
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows that maximum resultant distance (r̂), 
maximum excursion of the CTT performance between the three static conditions, F (2, 
78) = 2.31, p-value = 0.107, are not significantly different.  
4.5 Discussion  
The current study used a continuous tracking task (CTT) to investigate effects of low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task performance. The CTT required 
participants to hold a laser pointer and aim a laser light dot as close as possible to the 
centre of a target. Task performance was quantified using mean (r)̅, standard deviation 
(σr), and maximum (r̂) resultant distances between the laser light dot and the centre of 
the target. These mean (r)̅, standard deviation (σr), and maximum (r̂) resultant distances 
respectively represent average accuracy, fluctuation, and maximum excursion of CTT 
performance. Results of this chapter show that increases in r,̅ σr, and r̂ occurred even 
at the lowest tested acceleration (8 milli-g). When compared with the embedded static 
condition, 8 milli-g motion increases r,̅ σr, and r̂ with moderate effect sizes ranging 
from 0.48 to 0.65. This indicates that task performance measured at 8 milli-g can be 
0.48 to 0.65 standard deviations below performance in embedded static conditions. It 
should be noted that ISO 10137:2007 defines motion at a magnitude of 8 milli-g as 
satisfactory for office buildings with frequencies ranging between 0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz, 
suggesting that the effects of the motion on people are likely to be negligible.  This 
finding is in contrast to that of Burton et al. (2011), who concluded that task 
performance is unlikely to be affected within the range of accelerations that might 
realistically occur in wind-excited buildings, i.e. accelerations up to about 30 milli-g. 
Potential causes of the differing results between studies will be discussed in detail in a 
later part of this discussion.  
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4.5.1 Effects of motion on average accuracy, fluctuation, and maximum excursion of 
CTT performance  
Effects of motion on the trends of average accuracy, fluctuation, and maximum 
excursion of CTT performance in response to motion are similar. This is supported by 
a number of observations. Three-dimensional surface plots, Figure 4.3 to Figure 4.5, 
show that the patterns of mean, standard deviation, and maximum resultant distances 
(r,̅ σr, and r̂) vary similarly across frequency and acceleration. Box plots, Figure 4.6 to 
Figure 4.8, show that magnitudes and dispersions of r,̅ σr, and r̂ increase with increases 
in acceleration. The magnitudes and dispersions also consistently increase from 0.125 
Hz to 0.5 Hz, then drop rapidly when frequency increases from 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz. The 
distributions of r,̅ σr, and r̂ are positively skewed at 30 milli-g while at 8 and 16 milli-
g the distributions are nearly symmetrical about the median. A majority of outliers 
consistently appear with large magnitudes of r,̅ σr, and r̂.  
Statistical analyses show that the effects of frequency, acceleration, and their 
interaction cause significant differences on r ̅, σr , and r̂ between motion conditions. 
Effect sizes between r,̅ σr, and r̂ are comparable, as shown in Figure 4.12. Since the 
effects of motion on the trends of average accuracy, fluctuation, and maximum 
excursion of CTT performance in response to motion are similar, either average 
accuracy, fluctuation, or maximum excursion of CTT performance (r,̅ σr, and r̂) can be 
used to demonstrate effects of motion on task performance. Later parts of this 
discussion will use CTT performance as a collective reference to average accuracy (r)̅, 
fluctuation (σr), and maximum excursion (r̂) of CTT performance.  
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Figure 4.12. Effect sizes of average, fluctuation, and maximum excursion of CTT 
performance.  
4.5.2 Effects of acceleration and frequency on CTT performance   
Acceleration has a strong, near-linear, inverse relationship with CTT performance; 
average accuracy, fluctuation, and maximum excursion of the CTT performance 
decrease with increases in acceleration. Compared with the embedded static condition, 
the maximum acceleration of 30 milli-g caused a large degradation with effect sizes of 
1.66 for average accuracy, 1.48 for both fluctuation and maximum excursion of the 
CTT performance. This means that CTT performance during 30 milli-g can be 1.7 to 
1.5 standard deviations below performance in embedded static conditions.  
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Frequency has a complex nonlinear relationship with task performance including 
average accuracy, fluctuation, and maximum excursion of the CTT performance. It 
was found that the performance degradation peaks at 0.5 Hz, though the actual peak is 
likely to occur in the region around 0.5 Hz, as only four discrete frequencies were 
tested. The effects of frequency are large (Cohen, 1988). Compared with 0.125 Hz, 0.5 
Hz motion reduces average accuracy and increases variance and maximum excursion 
of the CTT performance with effect sizes of 0.87, 0.79, and 0.85 respectively. These 
effect sizes equate to degradations of approximately 0.8 standard deviation. 
Furthermore, frequency and acceleration interact, producing a greater performance 
degradation than the main effects of acceleration or frequency alone. Participants 
performed the worst during an acceleration of 30 milli-g at 0.5 Hz.  
Motion-induced performance degradations are consistent with the observations 
reported by Goto et al. (1990) and Irwin and Goto (1984), though this chapter 
examined task performance over a larger acceleration and frequency range than either 
studies. However, the results of this chapter differ greatly from Burton et al. (2011) 
who tested manual task performance using bi-directional, narrow-band random motion 
over a similarly large range of accelerations and frequencies. It had been expected that 
bi-directional, narrow-band random motion would more readily induce nausea and 
disrupt task performance (Burton et al., 2005). Burton et al. (2011) however found no 
significant performance degradation and concluded that task performance is unlikely 
to be affected within the range of accelerations that might realistically occur due to 
wind-induced building motion, i.e. accelerations up at about 30 milli-g. This chapter 
shows that moderate degradations in task performance can occur at as low as 8 milli-
g, reducing performance by 0.48 to 0.65 standard deviation relative to a static condition.  
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There are two possible reasons for the differing results. First, almost all participants in 
Burton et al. (2011) were self-reported ‘gamers’ (people who play video games) and 
were likely skilled at the task. Using the self-reported ‘gamers’ as participants may 
have produced ‘ceiling effects’ (high scores on the dependent measures with low 
variation). As a measure of task performance, Burton et al. (2011) used a laser-gun 
controlled video game requiring participants to shoot at discrete targets, measured as 
hits or misses, not a continuous or absolute measure of accuracy. The task may have 
been insensitive to measuring actual performance degradations. Furthermore, McLeod 
and Griffin (1988) showed that effects of vertical translational motion on a continuous 
tracking task were more prominent than on a discrete tracking task. This suggests that 
using the video game, a kind of discrete tracking task, may be a major factor that 
contributed to the neutral findings reported by Burton et al. (2011). This seems 
reasonable given that about half the participants in Burton et al. (2011) reported 
difficulty balancing. 
Second, using bi-directional, narrow-band random motion may be another factor 
leading to the neutral findings reported by Burton et al. (2011). It has known that 
motion-induced body sway can degrade manual task performance (Wertheim, 1998). 
The motion-induced body sway is likely to be proportional to the inertial force acting 
on a human body, which in turn, is proportional to acceleration magnitude. Burton et 
al. (2011) used 720-second narrow-band random motion as a motion stimulus. During 
the 720-second narrow-band random motion the occurrence probability of relatively 
high acceleration motion cycles was relatively low. This suggests that a simultaneous 
occurrence of the relatively high acceleration motion cycles and appearance of a target 
in the video game was likely to be infrequent. Hence, participants may have performed 
the video game task at relatively low acceleration for a majority of time, resulting in 
the neutral findings.  
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4.5.3 Potential causes of motion-induced performance degradations  
4.5.3.1 Increase in inertial force 
Results of this chapter show that increases in acceleration significantly decrease CTT 
performance. As inertial force is directly proportional to acceleration, increases in 
acceleration, at least within the acceleration range tested, monotonically exert greater 
inertial force on the trunk and limbs of a human body. This increase in inertial force 
may lead to several means by which task performance is degraded.  
For example, inertial force-induced body motion can degrade task performance due to 
visual impairment. This has been discussed in studies investigating manual task 
performance in transportation environments (for example Allen et al., 1973; McLeod 
and Griffin, 1988, 1989). Visual impairment can be due to motion-induced flexing of 
the spine and nodding of the head (Allen et al., 1973). These body movements can 
provoke relative movement between the head and shoulder and the target, resulting in 
visual blurring that in turn degrades CTT performance. Further, increases in 
acceleration can enhance inertial forces acting on the human body thus intensifying 
the visual blurring. McLeod and Griffin (1988) suggest that impaired visual ability due 
to relative translational movement between participants’ eyes and the display may be 
responsible for degradation of tracking task performance at 4.0 and 5.0 Hz vertical 
motion conditions with an RMS acceleration magnitude of approximately 200 milli-g.  
It should be noted that the frequency and acceleration of the transportation motion 
conditions tested in previous studies are significantly higher than those tested in the 
current study. Hence, the effects of visual impairment on task performance in 
transportation are likely to be more prominent than those in wind-induced building 
motion environment. However, the human body is more flexible in the horizontal 
direction than the vertical direction, resulting in larger flexing of the spine, nodding of 
the head and/or relative movement between participants’ eyes and the display. This 
may have enhanced the effects of visual blurring. Therefore, the possibility of task 
performance degradation in wind-induced building motion environments due to visual 
impairment should not be ruled out.  
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An increase in inertial force may also disrupt balance. Participants may find it difficult 
to maintain balance while performing a manual task under motion conditions with a 
peak acceleration of up to 30 milli-g (Burton et al., 2011). While maintaining balance 
is mostly an automatic process, studies have shown that challenges to balance requires 
some conscious attention, which causes a degradation in cognitive performance 
(Andersson et al., 2002; Chong et al., 2010; May et al., 2009; Mersmann et al., 2013). 
Therefore, higher accelerations may require conscious attention to maintain balance, 
which decreases the attention available to undertake the CTT, thus degrading 
performance.  
Vibration breakthrough can be another source causing CTT performance degradation. 
Vibration breakthrough is a mechanism that associates transmission of motion-induced 
activity at the hand, via a control of manual tasks, through system dynamics to produce 
activity of a controlled element, such as a cross-hair on a display, at the motion 
frequencies (Allen et al., 1973; McLeod and Griffin, 1989). In the current study, an 
increase in acceleration can increase the inertial force acting on the limb holding the 
laser pointer and hence increase the movement of the laser light dot on the target. 
Although participants may attempt to actively adjust the limb and laser pointer to 
compensate for the increase in laser light dot movement, they are unlikely to be able 
to accurately estimate the increased inertial force and/or the increased limb and laser 
pointer movements. This may in turn induce extraneous control action that degrades 
task performance (Allen et al., 1973). Furthermore, this active adjustment on the limb 
and laser pointer consumes additional attention resources originally assigned to 
undertake the CTT (McLeod and Griffin, 1989).  
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Motion has been recognised as a primary stimulation that causes motion sickness 
and/or sopite syndrome. Increases in acceleration enhances stimulation intensity. 
Prolonged exposure to provocative stimulations, such as vehicular or wind-induced 
building motion, can induce symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, disinclination to 
work, distraction from work activities, tiredness, and low motivation and mood (for 
example Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973; Lamb et al., 2014; Walton et al., 2011). 
These symptoms can cause discomfort and inability to work (Graybiel and Knepton, 
1976; Lackner, 2014; Reason and Brand, 1975). In addition, motion sickness can be 
an adverse psychological effect. Studies have shown that the development of motion 
sickness symptoms can induce anxiety in some individuals (Jacob et al., 1993; Jacob 
et al, 1995). This anxiety can, in turn, increase the difficulty to respond to experimental 
tasks (Pacheco-Unguetti et al., 2010). The effects of sopite syndrome on CTT 
performance are discussed in the next chapter.   
4.5.3.2 Frequency response characteristics of an upright human body 
Results of this chapter show that task performance decreases in an inverted U-pattern, 
peaking at 0.5 Hz. The frequency response characteristics of the human body are a 
potential cause for the patterns of CTT performance reduction across frequencies from 
0.125 Hz to 1 Hz. The patterns of performance reduction across frequency are similar 
to Burton et al. (2006), who measured accelerations at the back of seated participants 
exposed to sinusoidal motion at a peak acceleration of 13.5 milli-g, as shown in Figure 
4.13. Burton et al. (2006) found that the acceleration increases from 0.15 Hz, peaks at 
0.5 Hz, then decreases from 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz.  
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Figure 4.13. A comparison between the patterns of average accuracy of CTT 
performance and the acceleration magnification factor measured at the back by 
Burton et al. (2006). 
Resonance of a human body may be responsible for the largest performance 
degradation due to frequency effects. Shin et al. (2006) found the resonant frequencies 
of standing humans exposed to fore-aft motion are between 0.60 to 0.68 Hz. This range 
is slightly higher than the peak performance degradation found at 0.5 Hz in this chapter. 
The true peak performance degradation may occur in the 0.60 to 0.68 Hz range.  
However, differences in the postures used by the participants in the two studies may 
have altered the resonant frequency. Shin et al. (2006) restricted participants’ knee, 
hip, and neck to a fixing assembly, as shown in Figure 4.14. This would have increased 
the stiffness of the body. With the restriction, a standing human body can be modelled 
as a single-degree-of-freedom inverted pendulum. Since the resonant frequency of a 
single-degree-of-freedom inverted pendulum is proportional to the square root of 
stiffness, increased body stiffness may have resulted in a higher resonant frequency of 
a standing human body.  
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Alternatively, the posture used in the current study may have reduced the resonant 
frequency of a human body. Participants stood with one arm approximately 
perpendicular to their trunk to hold the laser pointer. This posture redistributed body 
mass to the upper part of the body, increasing the moment of inertia about the ankle 
joint, consequently reducing the resonant frequency. By considering results of this 
chapter and Shin et al. (2006), it is estimated that the resonant frequency of a free 
standing human is likely to be between 0.5 and 0.68 Hz. In particular, CTT 
performance appears to be most affected by frequency in the range of a human’s 
resonant frequency.   
 
Figure 4.14. An experimental setup used to investigate the resonant frequency of 
human body (reproduced from Figure 1 of Shin et al., 2006).  
4.5.4 Relative contribution on degradation of CTT performance between acceleration 
and frequency  
Evidently, acceleration contributed more than frequency to the degradation of CTT 
performance within the ranges that are relevant to wind-induced building motion. The 
results of this chapter show that effect sizes of acceleration are larger than frequency, 
as shown in Figure 4.15. The effect sizes of acceleration can be twice that of frequency.  
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Figure 4.15. Relative contributions to CTT performance degradation by acceleration 
and frequency. 
Since inertial force is directly proportional to acceleration, an increase in acceleration 
can further degrade task performance. Acceleration effects can be unbounded and 
theoretically be increased until participants fail to perform the manual task due to, for 
example, a loss of balance.  
In contrast, frequency effects are likely to be limited. Within the frequency range of 
0.125 Hz and 1 Hz, local maxima of r,̅ σr, and r̂ appear at 0.5 Hz, which is close to the 
resonant frequency of the human body (e.g. such as with restricted movements of the 
hips and knees according to Shin et al. 2006). An amplification of body sway and a 
corresponding degradation in task performance are likely to be bounded by the local 
maxima. The pattern of the frequency response characteristic of the human body is 
similar to frequency response curves of under-damped systems in which local maxima 
appear near the resonant frequency, as shown in Figure 4.16.  
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Figure 4.16. Frequency response curve of under damped mechanical systems. 
Damping ratios vary from 0.1 to 0.4 of critical. 
4.5.5 Implications on criteria and recommendations for occupant response to wind-
induced building motion 
The current criteria and recommendations were established based on perception 
thresholds and/or complaint rate/tolerance of wind-induced building motion for 
buildings used by the general population (International Organization for 
Standardization, 1984, 2007). No criteria or recommendations consider the effects of 
wind-induced building motion on manual task performance. Figure 4.17 shows a 
comparison between degradations of manual task performance with the peak 
acceleration criteria suggested by ISO 10137:2007 (International Organization for 
Standardization, 2007). The peak acceleration criteria were established based on 
perception thresholds to evaluate habitability due to the effects of wind-induced 
building motion with a return period of one year: one criterion for office buildings and 
the other for residential buildings.  
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In the current study, the degradation of manual task performance is based on accuracy 
and is defined as a ratio of the mean resultant distances measured under a motion 
condition to the embedded static condition. For example, a ratio of 1.26 at 0.5 Hz 8 
milli-g suggests that the task performance accuracy decreased by 26%. Contours can 
be extrapolated from the ratios determined for all motion conditions tested in the 
current study. Although some low acceleration (for example 8 milli-g at 0.125 Hz) 
motion used in the current study is considered to be satisfactory according to the ISO 
10137:2007 (International Organization for Standardization, 2007), the low 
acceleration motion was found to decrease CTT accuracy by 15 to 26%. This suggests 
that using the criteria for building designs does not ensure that manual tasks are 
unaffected. Furthermore, the minimum acceleration that causes a measurable 
degradation in task performance is unknown. Further investigations are warranted to 
determine the minimum acceleration causing measurable task performance 
degradation. 
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Figure 4.17. A comparison of manual task performance degradations against one-
year return period acceleration design criteria (International Organization for 
Standardization, 2007). Numbers in boxes or on contour lines are ratios of CTT 
accuracy measured under a motion condition to static condition. The contours were 
extrapolated from the ratios determined for all motion conditions tested in the current 
study.  
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4.5.6 Effects of other factors on task performance  
Results of this chapter show the average accuracy of CTT performance, that is, mean 
resultant distance, measured under the final and embedded static conditions are lower 
than that of the start-up static condition. This degradation in task performance under 
static condition over time is likely due to effects of other factors such as fatigue, 
boredom, or any other related natural causes over time associated with exposure to 
motion and/or performing the CTT.  
Compared with the motion effects however, the contributions of other factors are 
smaller. The effect size of other factors is 0.42 (Cohen’s d) while those of acceleration 
and frequency are 1.66 and 0.87 (Cohen’s d) respectively. Although the effect size of 
other factors is small to moderate, it is smaller than the effect sizes of frequency and 
acceleration, as shown in Figure 4.18. Hence, the degradation in average accuracy, as 
observed here, is dominated by motion effects rather than other factors such as fatigue 
and boredom, or any other related natural causes over time caused by exposure to 
motion and/or performing the CTT.  
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Figure 4.18. Effect sizes of acceleration, frequency, and other factors on mean 
resultant distance.  
It has been shown that increases in the duration of exposure to high frequency (4 Hz), 
high acceleration (weighted RMS acceleration of 1.4 ms-2) motion can degrade 
performance of the CTT (McLeod and Griffin, 1993). Regarding the acceptability of 
wind-induced building motion, the duration of exposure to motion is an important 
factor that precipitates nausea and task disruption (Burton et al., 2005). Prolonged 
exposure to wind-induced building motion can also cause discomfort, reduce 
concentration, trigger dizziness, headaches and nausea in office workers (Lamb et al., 
2013, 2014). These symptoms can, in turn, affect task performance. Although 
participants in the current study were exposed to motion for a relatively short duration 
(approximately 30 minutes), r ̅ , average accuracy of CTT performance, showed a 
tendency to decrease over time. This suggests that average accuracy, fluctuation, 
and/or maximum excursion of CTT performance may be further decreased with an 
increase in the duration of exposure.  
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4.5.7 Effect of gender and motion direction on task performance 
It is well-known that perception thresholds of females are slightly lower than males 
(Kanda et al., 1988; Kojima et al., 1972; Tamura et al., 2006) and humans are slightly 
more sensitive to lateral motion than fore-aft under low frequency conditions (Kanda 
et al., 1988; Tamura et al., 2006). However, these studies also suggest that the effects 
of gender and motion direction are negligible in comparison with individual 
differences. This chapter has shown that the effects of gender and motion direction are 
not significant, which lends support to the conclusions of previous research (Kanda et 
al., 1988; Tamura et al., 2006).  
4.6 Limitations 
Manual tasks carried out in buildings are likely to differ from the CTT used in the 
current study, in terms of task difficulty, occupant posture, and the dexterity required 
to undertake the task. Results of this chapter may not be directly applicable to other 
types of manual tasks undertaken in buildings, such as sitting at a desk and working 
on a computer. Future research is required to investigate the extent to which these 
findings are applicable to other types of manual tasks that typically occur in offices.  
Sinusoidal motion was used to simulate a short period (64 seconds) of wind-induced 
building motion that contained multiple cycles of relatively similar amplitude, to 
replicate motion that occurs in a typical burst of wind-induced building motion. The 
current study did not therefore investigate the effects of a sudden change in the motion 
amplitude of random or high peak factor random wind-induced building motion. 
Future studies are warranted to consider the effects of random motion on manual task 
performance.  
The participants were all young, healthy and fit university students with a mean age of 
21 years, which is much lower than the mean age of the general population. Hence the 
observed effects of motion on manual task performance may not be representative for 
the general population. 
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4.7 Conclusions  
Few studies have investigated the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion 
on manual task performance and the studies have reported inconclusive findings. 
Furthermore, none of these past studies established relationships between manual task 
performance with motion frequency and acceleration magnitudes, nor determined the 
potential causes that affected manual task performance. While Goto et al. (1990) 
quantitatively found that low-frequency, low-acceleration motion could degrade 
manual task performance, other studies found neutral conclusions (for example Burton 
et al., 2011; Jeary et al., 1988). This chapter has presented the results of a series of 
motion simulator studies that used a CTT as a paradigm to investigate the effects of 
motion on manual task performance.  
Results of this chapter show that low-frequency, low-acceleration motion causes a 
large and significant degradation in manual task performance, measured by 
quantifying the accuracy of laser pointing on a small target. Motion acceleration and 
frequency each contributed to causing the observed performance degradations, but the 
effects of acceleration were significantly greater than the effects of frequency.  
Acceleration shows a strong inverse relationship with task performance, with large 
performance degradations occurring even at the lowest test acceleration of 8 milli-g. 
The acceleration effect is attributable to an increase in inertial force, which can induce 
visual impairment, disrupt balance, increase vibration breakthrough, and trigger 
motion sickness and/or sopite syndrome. Evidently, sopite syndrome, a mild form of 
motion sickness, contributed significantly to the observed manual task performance 
degradation. This aspect of the study is presented in the following chapter. 
The effect of frequency is associated with the frequency response characteristic of the 
human body that increases body sway as motion approaches the resonant frequency of 
a standing human, which occurs at near 0.5 Hz. The interaction of acceleration and 
frequency further degraded task performance, which can cause discomfort, divert 
attention resources from performing a manual task, and trigger anxiety that increases 
the difficulty to response to a manual task.  
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The current criteria or recommendations do not consider the effects of wind-induced 
building motion on manual task performance in buildings used by the general 
population (for example International Organization for Standardization, 2007). Results 
of this chapter suggest that using the criteria to assess the performance of wind-excited 
buildings does not ensure the performance of manual tasks is unaffected.  
Other factors such as fatigue, boredom, and other natural causes over time induced by 
exposure to motion and/or performing the CTT also degrade task performance. 
However, the contribution of these factors to the degradation in manual task 
performance is significantly less than that of frequency, acceleration, and their 
interaction. Compared with individual difference, the effects of gender and motion 
direction on manual task performance are minor and negligible.  
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CHAPTER 5  
EFFECTS OF SOPITE SYNDROME ON A 
CONTINUOUS TRACKING TASK PERFORMED 
UNDER LOW-FREQUENCY, LOW-ACCELERATION 
MOTION CONDITIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 has shown that low-frequency, low-acceleration motion degrades 
performance in a continuous tracking task (CTT). The mechanisms causing the 
degradation are unclear. This degradation is thought to be due to motion sickness, 
visual impairment, disruption on balance, increase in vibration breakthrough and/or a 
combination of these factors.  
A majority of previous studies suggest that wind-induced building motion may 
provoke salient symptoms of motion sickness, such as nausea and vomiting (for 
example Burton et al., 2005; Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973). However, the 
presentation of salient symptoms of motion sickness is likely to occur at high 
acceleration magnitudes that are more relevant to extreme windstorms. Recent studies 
suggest that wind-induced building motion at low acceleration magnitudes, which 
occur more frequently than extreme windstorms, may provoke low-dose motion 
sickness symptoms such as tiredness, low motivation, distraction from work activities, 
and low mood for a significant number of building occupants (Lamb et al., 2013, 2014; 
Walton et al., 2011). These symptoms centre around drowsiness and/or mood change 
were believed to be associated with sopite syndrome caused by exposing healthy 
individuals to motion (Graybiel and Knepton, 1976; Matsangas and McCauley, 2014). 
Furthermore, Lamb et al. (2014) found that subjective work performance and cognitive 
performance decreased as the severity of sopite syndrome increased. This suggests that 
motion-induced sopite syndrome may have a measurable effect on manual task 
performance, making this worthy of further investigation to advance our understanding 
of human responses to wind-induced building motion.  
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This chapter investigates the incidence of sopite syndrome under low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion conditions. If sopite syndrome is found to occur under low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion conditions, further analyses will be undertaken to 
determine the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task performance. It is postulated 
that i) exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion increases the severity of 
sopite syndrome; and ii) manual task performance decreases with any increase in 
sopite syndrome severity.  
5.2 Methodology 
The results presented in this chapter were derived from data collected from the motion 
simulator experiment described in Chapter 3. Twenty participants were tested under 
fore-aft motion conditions and another 20 were tested under lateral motion conditions. 
Three acceleration magnitudes (8, 16, and 30 milli-g) and four frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 
0.5, and 1 Hz) were used to produce 12 motion conditions. These acceleration and 
frequency ranges are comparable to those likely to occur in buildings undergoing 
wind-induced motion. The motion simulator experiment used a continuous tracking 
task (CTT) as a paradigm to investigate the effects of motion on manual task 
performance. The CTT required participants to hold a laser pointer and aim a laser 
light dot as close as possible to the centre of a target. Manual task performance was 
quantified by measuring the resultant distance between the laser light dot and the 
centre of the target. The severity of symptoms of motion sickness, in particular sopite 
syndrome, were measured at the beginning of the experiment, before exposure to any 
motion conditions, and at the end, after exposure to all motion conditions, using a 
Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ), as shown in Appendix B 
(Gianaros et al., 2001). If increases in severity of motion sickness symptoms were 
significant, the increases in motion sickness symptom severity will then be correlated 
with performance of the CTT. Other details of the experiment are presented in Chapter 
3.  
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5.3 Analysis 
5.3.1 Changes in motion sickness scores due to exposure to low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion 
Changes in motion sickness severity were examined based on MSAQ overall motion 
sickness score and subscale scores (see Section 3.4.4 and Appendix B), including 
sopite-related, central, gastrointestinal, and peripheral. Changes in overall motion 
sickness score and subscale scores were calculated by subtracting the pre-test score 
from the post-test score using Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2 respectively.  
Equation 5.1 
Change in overall motion sickness score (%) = Post-test overall motion sickness score 
(%) – Pre-test overall motion sickness score (%) 
 
Equation 5.2 
Change in subscale score (%) = Post-test subscale score (%) – Pre-test subscale score 
(%) 
 
One-way repeated-measures Analysis of Variance Analyses (ANOVAs) analysed 
whether there were any significant increases in overall motion sickness score and/or 
subscale scores. If the increases in overall motion sickness scores and/or subscale 
scores were significant, mixed-design two-way ANOVAs were used to investigate 
effects of motion direction and gender separately. In the mixed-design two-way 
ANOVAs, the pre-post-test condition was within-subjects factor and either motion 
direction or gender was the between-subjects factor.  
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5.3.2 Grouping of participants in accordance with changes in motion sickness scores  
Section 4.4.4.4 has shown that effects of motion direction are not significant on CTT 
performance, therefore, in this Chapter, CTT performance of the two direction groups 
of 20 participants were combined to investigate the effects of motion sickness 
symptom severity on CTT performance. Where significant increases in MSAQ overall 
motion sickness score and/or any other subscale scores were found, participants were 
grouped in accordance with the corresponding changes in motion sickness scores. For 
example, if a significant increase was found in the changes in overall motion sickness 
score, the 40 participants were grouped into three groups (high, medium, and low) with 
approximately equal sample sizes in accordance with the changes in the overall motion 
sickness score. The number of participants in each group was approximately 13 with 
each group representing a severity level of overall motion sickness or a severity level 
of motion sickness subscale.  
5.3.3 Effects of motion sickness on CTT performance under motion conditions 
Mixed-design three-way ANOVAs with frequency and acceleration as within-subjects 
factors and severity level as between-subjects factor, and either mean (r ̅), standard 
deviation (σr), or maximum (r̂) resultant distances as the dependent measure were used 
to assess motion sickness. The r ̅, σr , and r̂ respectively represent the average CTT 
performance, fluctuation, and maximum excursion of CTT performance, as discussed 
in Chapter 4.  
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Effects of exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on changes in 
MSAQ overall motion sickness and subscale scores 
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA indicated an increase in MSAQ overall 
motion sickness scores from pre-test (M = 16.98, SD = 7.14) to post-test (M = 21.77, 
SD = 12.55) as significant, F (1, 39) = 6.80, p-value = 0.013. This represents an overall 
increase in motion sickness, with a moderate effect size of 0.47 (Cohen’s d).  
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Importantly, significant increases were also found in sopite-related subscale scores, F 
(1, 39) = 18.4, p-value < 0.001, and central subscale scores, F (1, 39) = 11.93, p-value 
= 0.001. However, exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion causes neither 
a significant increase in the peripheral subscale score, F (1, 39) = 0.789, p-value = 0.38 
nor in gastrointestinal subscale scores, F (1, 39) = 3.66, p-value = 0.063. Changes of 
mean and standard deviation of all subscale scores are summarised in Table 5.1.  
Table 5.1. Changes of mean and standard deviation of all subscale scores due to 
exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion. 
 Mean (%) 
Standard deviation 
(%) p-value 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
Sopite-related 18.47 27.57 9.59 16.2 < 0.001 
Central 15.17 21.61 6.1 12.98 0.001 
Gastrointestinal 14.72 18.33 6.27 12.59 0.063 
Peripheral 21.02 18.89 11.26 13.57 0.38 
The four MSAQ subscales show different patterns for the change scores, as shown in 
Figure 5.1. The largest increase was observed for the sopite-related subscale, with a 
moderate to large effect size of 0.68 (Cohen’s d), followed by the central nervous 
system subscale with an effect size of 0.64 (Cohen’s d). Exposure to low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion increased the sopite-related and central nervous system 
symptom severity by 0.68 and 0.64 standard deviations respectively. Seventy percent 
of participants (N = 28) reported an increase in sopite-related subscale scores and 57.5 
percent of participants (N = 23) reported increases in central subscale scores. 
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Figure 5.1. MSAQ subscale scores (mean ± S.E.) pre- and post- exposure to motion 
of all participants (N = 40). 
5.4.2 Effects of motion direction on changes in MSAQ overall motion sickness and 
subscale scores 
Mixed-design, two-way ANOVAs were conducted with either the overall motion 
sickness score, sopite-related, or central subscale as the dependent measure, scores 
pre-post-test condition as the within-subjects factor and motion direction as the 
between-subjects factor. The mixed-design two-way ANOVAs indicated that motion 
direction had no significant effect on change in the overall motion sickness score, F 
(1, 38) = 0.51, p-value = 0.48, sopite-related, F (1, 38) = 0.391, p-value = 0.536, and 
central, F (1, 38) = 1.78, p-value = 0.190, subscale scores. Since increases in the 
gastrointestinal and peripheral subscale scores were not significant, and no statistical 
analysis was conducted for the effects of motion direction for gastrointestinal and 
peripheral subscale scores.  
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5.4.3 Effects of gender on changes in MSAQ overall motion sickness and subscale 
scores 
Mixed-design two-way ANOVAs were conducted with either the overall motion 
sickness score, sopite-related, or central subscale scores as the dependent measure, 
pre-post-test condition as the within-subjects factor and gender as the between-
subjects factor. The mixed-design two-way ANOVAs indicated that gender had no 
significant effect on change in the overall motion sickness score, F (1, 38) = 0.47, p-
value = 0.50, sopite-related, F (1, 38) = 0.129, p-value = 0.722, and central, F (1, 38) 
= 0.650, p-value = 0.425, subscale scores. Since exposure to motion did not cause 
significant increases in the gastrointestinal and peripheral subscale scores, no 
statistical analysis was conducted for the effects of gender.  
5.4.4 Grouping of participants based on sopite relate subscale score 
As significant increases were found in sopite-related and central subscale scores, but 
not in the gastrointestinal and peripheral subscale scores, the following analyses 
explored the effects of symptoms of sopite syndrome and the central subscale on CTT 
performance. Results of this chapter show that 70% of participants (N = 28) reported 
increases on the sopite-related subscale score, as shown in Appendix C. Based on these 
increases in sopite-related subscale scores, participants were grouped into three groups 
(high, medium, and low sopite syndrome severity groups), as shown in Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2. Cumulative frequency distribution of change in sopite-related subscale 
score.  
A mixed-design two-way ANOVA with changes in the sopite-related subscale score 
pre-post-test condition as within-subjects factor and participant’s sopite syndrome 
severity as a between-subjects factor highlighted significant differences in the sopite-
related subscale score between sopite syndrome severity groups, F (2, 37) = 9.818, p-
value < 0.001, as shown in Figure 5.3. Participants in the high sopite syndrome severity 
group suffered more severe sopite syndrome than the medium and low groups. This 
result lead to question whether the difference in task performance between the sopite 
syndrome severity groups was significant.  
High group (N = 12) 
Medium group (N = 12) 
Low group (N = 16) 
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Figure 5.3. Changes in sopite-related subscale scores (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 
12), medium (N = 12), and low (N = 16) sopite syndrome severity groups. 
5.4.5 Effects of sopite-related subscale score on mean resultant distance – average 
CTT performance  
A mixed-design three-way ANOVA with frequency and acceleration as within-
subjects factors and sopite-related score level as the between-subjects factor showed 
that effects of sopite syndrome severity on the mean resultant distance (r ̅), that is, 
average CTT performance, F (2, 37) = 4.35, p-value = 0.020, were significant. 
Decreases in average CTT performance were significant as sopite syndrome severity 
increased from the low (N = 16) to high (N = 12) groups, as shown in Figure 5.4. The 
decrease in average CTT performance from the low to high sopite syndrome severity 
groups is equal to an effect size of 1.11 (Cohen’s d). The mean and standard deviation 
of average CTT performance of all the sopite syndrome groups are summarised in 
Table 5.2.  
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Figure 5.4. Average mean resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 12), 
medium (N = 12), and low (N = 16) sopite syndrome severity groups.  
Table 5.2. Mean and standard deviation of average CTT performance of the low, 
medium, and high sopite syndrome groups. 
Sopite syndrome 
severity 
Mean (mm) Standard deviation 
(mm) 
Low (N = 16) 7.90 2.032 
Medium (N = 12) 9.26 2.030 
High (N = 12) 10.15 2.030 
The mixed-design three-way ANOVA showed that effects of both frequency, F (3, 
111) = 33.4, p-value < 0.001, and acceleration, F (2, 74) = 112.4, p-value < 0.001, on 
average CTT performance were significant. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show that 
participants in the high sopite syndrome group performed consistently worse across all 
levels of frequency and acceleration than the low and medium groups. Furthermore, 
the average CTT performance of all sopite syndrome groups exhibited comparable 
nonlinear characteristics across frequency and monotonically increased across 
accelerations.  
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Figure 5.5. Average mean resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across frequency grouped 
by sopite syndrome severity: high (N = 12), medium (N = 12), and low (N = 16). 
 
Figure 5.6. Average mean resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across acceleration, 
grouped by sopite syndrome severity: high (N = 12), medium (N = 12), and low (N = 
16). 
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5.4.6 Effects of sopite-related subscale score on standard deviation resultant distance 
– fluctuation of CTT performance  
A mixed-design three-way ANOVA showed significant differences in standard 
deviation resultant distance (σr), that is, fluctuations of CTT performance between 
sopite syndrome groups, F (2, 37) = 4.66, p-value = 0.016, as shown in Figure 5.7. In 
the mixed-design three-way ANOVA, frequency and acceleration were within-
subjects factors and sopite syndrome group was the between-subjects factor, and σr 
was the dependent measure. Table 5.3 summarises the mean and standard deviation of 
σr of the low, medium, and high sopite syndrome groups. The increase in σr is equal 
to an effect size of 1.09 (Cohen’s d), comparing the low against the high sopite 
syndrome groups. 
Table 5.3. Mean and standard deviation of fluctuation of CTT performance of the 
low, medium, and high sopite syndrome groups. 
Sopite syndrome 
severity 
Mean (mm) Standard deviation 
(mm) 
Low (N = 16) 4.57 1.236 
Medium (N = 12) 5.61 1.233 
High (N = 12) 5.91 1.233 
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Figure 5.7. Average standard deviation resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across high 
(N = 12), medium (N = 12), and low (N = 16) sopite syndrome severity groups. 
The mixed-design three-way ANOVA also showed that main effects of both frequency, 
F (3, 111) = 19.09, p-value < 0.001, and acceleration, F (2, 74) = 57.4, p-value < 0.001, 
were significant on the fluctuation of CTT performance. In addition, participants in the 
high sopite syndrome group performed consistently worse across all levels of 
frequency and acceleration than the low sopite syndrome group, as shown in Figure 
5.8 and Figure 5.9 respectively.  
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Figure 5.8. Average standard deviation resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across 
frequency grouped by sopite syndrome severity: high (N = 12), medium (N = 12), 
and low (N = 16). 
 
Figure 5.9. Average standard deviation resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across 
acceleration grouped by sopite syndrome severity: high (N = 12), medium (N = 12), 
and low (N = 16). 
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5.4.7 Effects of sopite-related subscale score on maximum resultant distance – 
maximum excursion of CTT performance  
Figure 5.10 shows that the maximum excursion of CTT performance increased with 
increases in sopite syndrome severity. A mixed-design three-way ANOVA with 
frequency and acceleration as within-subjects factors and sopite syndrome group as 
the between-subjects factor shows that the effects of sopite syndrome severity level on 
the maximum excursion of CTT performance, F (2, 37) = 4.45, p-value = 0.019 were 
significant. The mean and standard deviation of the maximum excursion of CTT 
performance are summarised in Table 5.4. The difference of the maximum excursion 
of CTT performance between the low and high sopite syndrome groups is equal to an 
effect size of 1.08 (Cohen’s d).  
 
Figure 5.10. Average maximum resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 
12), medium (N = 12), and low (N = 16) sopite syndrome severity groups. 
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Table 5.4. Mean and standard deviation of maximum excursion of CTT performance 
of the low, medium, and high sopite syndrome groups. 
Sopite syndrome 
severity 
Mean (mm) Standard deviation 
(mm) 
Low (N = 16) 21.756 5.616 
Medium (N = 12) 26.145 5.615 
High (N = 12) 27.842 5.615 
Effects of both frequency, F (3, 111) = 25.809, p-value < 0.001, and acceleration, F 
(2, 74) = 77.125, p-value < 0.001, on maximum excursion of CTT performance were 
significant. Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show that the maximum excursion of CTT 
performance of the high sopite syndrome group performed consistently worse across 
all levels of frequency and acceleration than the low group.  
 
Figure 5.11. Average maximum resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across frequency 
grouped by sopite syndrome severity: high (N = 12), medium (N = 12), and low (N = 
16). 
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Figure 5.12. Average maximum resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across acceleration 
grouped by sopite syndrome severity: high (N = 12), medium (N = 12), and low (N = 
16).  
5.4.8 Grouping of participants based on central subscale score 
Of the participants, 57.5 percent (N = 23) reported increases in the central subscale 
score, as shown in Appendix C. Based on the increase in the central subscale score, 
participants were separated into the low, medium, and high central severity groups 
with sample sizes of 17, 10, and 13 respectively, as shown in Figure 5.13.  
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Figure 5.13. Cumulative frequency distribution of change in central subscale score.  
Figure 5.14 shows that changes in the central subscale score of the high severity group 
are higher than those of medium and low severity groups. A mixed-design two-way 
ANOVA with pre-post-test condition as the within-subjects factor and participant’s 
central symptoms severity groups as the between-subjects factor indicates that 
difference in the change in central subscale score between sopite syndrome severity 
groups were significant, F (2, 37) = 8.628, p-value = 0.001. 
Low group (N = 17) 
High group (N = 13) 
Medium group (N = 10) 
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Figure 5.14. Change in central subscale score (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 12), 
medium (N = 12), and low (N = 16) sopite syndrome severity groups. 
5.4.9 Effects of central subscale score on CTT performance under motion conditions 
Mixed-design three-way ANOVAs indicated that the mean (r)̅, F (2, 37) = 0.552, p-
value = 0.580, standard deviation (σr ), F (2, 37) = 0.394, p-value = 0.677, and 
maximum (r̂) resultant distances, F (2, 37) = 0.422, p-value = 0.659, between the 
central symptom severity groups had no significant difference. These results contrast 
to the effects of sopite syndrome on the CTT performance.  
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5.4.10 Participants who withdrew from the study due to severe motion sickness 
symptoms 
Four participants (9% of the total sample) asked to terminate the experiment because 
they felt sick. Increases in the MSAQ overall motion sickness score of these 
participants from pre-test (M = 14.9, SD = 3.67) to post-test (M = 50, SD = 27.5) were 
significant, F (1, 3) = 20.3, p-value = 0.02. This shows an overall increase in motion 
sickness due to exposure to motion, with a large effect size of 1.79 (Cohen’s d).  
Significant increases were observed for the gastrointestinal subscale, F (1, 3) = 10.8, 
p-value = 0.046, and for the central nervous system subscale, F (1, 3) = 26.7, p-value 
= 0.014. No significant difference was observed for peripheral, F (1, 3) = 8.82, p-value 
= 0.059, nor for sopite syndrome subscales, F (1, 3) = 7.30, p-value = 0.074, as shown 
in Figure 5.15. The largest increase was observed for the central subscale, with a large 
effect size of 1.97 (Cohen’s d), followed by the gastrointestinal subscale with a large 
effect size of 1.14 (Cohen’s d).  
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Figure 5.15. MSAQ subscale scores (mean ± S.E.) of participants who withdrew 
from the lateral motion experiment (N = 4). 
 
 
Table 5.5 shows the experimental condition the four participants experienced 
immediately before deciding to withdraw from the study. Each participant’s CTT 
accuracy in this condition was compared with the average CTT accuracy of the main 
sample (N = 40) in the same condition. This shows that the CTT accuracy was on 
average 20% worse than for the main sample prior to withdrawing from the study. 
However, the sample size of four is too small for significance testing.  
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Table 5.5. Motion conditions and CTT accuracy immediately before withdrawing from the experiment; comparison of performance in 
the main sample measured under the same motion conditions. 
Participant Gender 
Motion 
Direction 
Motion condition 
Individual CTT 
accuracy (mm) 
Main sample 
average accuracy 
(mm) 
Percentage 
difference (%) 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Acceleration 
(milli-g) 
1 Male Lateral 0.25 16 7.6 8.6 -11 
2 Female Lateral 0.125 30 12.9 8.6 51 
3 Female Lateral 0.5 8 10.3 8.2 26 
4 Female Lateral 0.125 8 8.6 7.5 15 
 Average 20.3 
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5.5 Discussion  
5.5.1 Exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion provokes sopite syndrome 
The results of this chapter show that the combined influence of approximately 30 
minutes exposure to motion across all conditions is sufficient to cause some form of 
motion sickness in most participants. A majority (approximately 70%) of the 
participants reported an increase in the sopite-related subscale score. Therefore, the 
participants were very likely to experience symptoms of mild motion sickness or sopite 
syndrome that included feeling annoyed or irritated, drowsy, tired or fatigued, and/or 
uneasy. Some previous studies have investigated incidence of sopite syndrome 
provoked by vehicular or apparent motion (for example Graybiel and Knepton, 1976; 
Lawson and Mead, 1998; Wright et al., 1995). However, little is known about 
incidence of sopite syndrome in wind-induced building environments. Recently, Lamb 
et al. (2014) suggested that motion sickness mostly manifested as symptoms of sopite 
syndrome, such as tiredness, low motivation, distraction from work activities, rather 
than salient symptoms of motion sickness, such as pallor, cold sweating, nausea, or 
vomiting. Results of this chapter, in a controlled laboratory environment, confirm that 
low-frequency, low-acceleration motion, comparable to wind-induced building motion, 
can provoke sopite syndrome.  
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Adverse effects of wind-induced building motion on habitability can have larger 
effects than some previous studies had thought. Before Walton et al. (2011), most 
studies focused on thresholds of perception to wind-induced building motion (for 
example Chen and Robertson, 1972; Tamura et al., 2006). Few studies reported 
occurrences of salient symptoms of motion sickness, such as pallor, cold sweating, 
nausea, or vomiting in real or simulated wind-excited building environments (for 
example, Burton et al., 2005; Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973; Irwin and Goto, 1984). 
These studies generally considered these salient symptoms of motion sickness as major 
adverse effects on building occupants. Although they mentioned items such as 
difficulty in concentration, they were not aware of the appearance of sopite syndrome, 
let alone attempted to measure it. For example, Hansen et al. (1973) reported that an 
average of 41.3% of participants in two buildings felt motion sickness symptoms, 
including headaches, dizziness, queasiness, and nausea after experiencing five to six 
hours of perceptible wind-induced building motion. Goto (1983) reported that a 
typhoon that lasted for a few daylight hours induced building motion that affected 
72.3% of the occupants physically or psychologically, including motion sickness, 
headache, anaemia, and stress.  
Graybiel and Knepton (1976) indicated that sopite syndrome can occur before the 
appearance, or in the absence of, other salient symptoms of motion sickness. They 
stated that “the onset was insidious, and the unsophisticated might attribute the 
yawning and drowsiness to boredom and relaxation” (p. 876). Similarly, occupants in 
wind-excited buildings may not be aware that wind-induced building motion can 
provoke symptoms of sopite syndrome, such as tiredness, drowsiness, fatigue, and a 
disinclination to undertake physical and/or mental work. The occupants may 
misattribute symptoms of sopite syndrome to work and/or other daily activities 
(Walton et al., 2011). More importantly, sopite syndrome can occur more frequently 
and cause larger adverse effects on building occupants than other salient symptoms of 
motion sickness.  
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5.5.2 Effects of sopite syndrome on task performance  
Chapter 4 clearly shows that low-frequency, low-acceleration motion degrades task 
performance with participants performing worse as acceleration increased. 
Furthermore, a nonlinear relationship exists between task performance and motion 
frequency. The results presented in this chapter show that there is a strong inverse 
relationship between measures of sopite syndrome and CTT performance under 
motion conditions; task performance decreases with increases in sopite syndrome 
severity. The relationships between task performance and frequency and acceleration 
remained essentially unchanged for the three sopite syndrome groups: high, medium, 
and low sopite syndrome severity groups. These results further affirm that sopite 
syndrome degrades task performance on top of frequency and acceleration.  
Until now, little was known about the relationship between incidence of sopite 
syndrome and wind-induced building motion or about the effects of sopite syndrome 
on task performance. This research posits three possible explanations for the effect. 
One of the theories of motion sickness, the Postural Instability Theory, posits that 
“prolonged postural instability is the cause of motion sickness” (Riccio and Stoffregen, 
1991, p. 231). Postural instability here does not necessarily mean frank loss of balance. 
Rather, postural instability is a deterioration of postural control, that is, an increase in 
magnitude and/or chaotic level of body sway that can persist over a long period of time. 
Recent research shows that postural instability precedes reports of motion sickness (for 
example, Stoffregen et al., 2013; Stoffregen et al., 2010; Stoffregen and Smart, 1998). 
Postural instability can appear within a time frame similar to sopite syndrome, that is, 
before the appearance of the overt symptoms of motion sickness. The first possible 
explanation for the degraded task performance observed in this chapter is that those 
participants suffering sopite syndrome, or mild motion sickness, may experience a 
greater degree of postural instability and this postural instability degrades their task 
performance. This postural instability, in turn, may induce either vibration 
breakthrough, visual blurring, an additional challenge to balance, or a combination of 
them. While the effects of vibration breakthrough and visual blurring are relatively 
explicit, the effects of challenges to balance are more complicated. 
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Although maintaining balance is mostly an automatic process, studies have shown that 
responding to challenges to balance requires some conscious attention, which causes 
a reduction in cognitive performance (for example Andersson et al., 2002; Chong et 
al., 2010; May et al., 2009; Mersmann et al., 2013). In this chapter, postural instability 
caused by sopite syndrome may have diverted participants’ attention, resulting in a 
withdrawal, or lowering of attentional resources from cognitive processes such as 
hand-eye coordination on which the CTT performance is highly dependent. 
Withdrawing attentional resources from cognitive processes will result in degraded 
manual task performance. Kennedy et al. (2010), citing a study conducted by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), reported that disturbances 
in hand-eye coordination may occur as a sole manifestation of motion sickness or may 
be present with other symptoms. 
Second, sopite syndrome may act as a stressor that affects manual task performance. 
It has been known that sopite syndrome may act as a stressor that can affect cognitive 
performance, such as attention and its allocation, memory systems, problem solving, 
and decision making (Bourne and Yaroush, 2003). Lamb et al. (2014) suggest that 
sopite syndrome can be a stressor on occupants in wind-excited building environments. 
Matsangas et al. (2014) found that mild motion sickness, or sopite syndrome, may act 
as a stressor that causes a degradation of multi-tasking cognitive performance. As a 
stressor, sopite syndrome may interrupt the allocation of attentional resources for 
performing multiple cognitive tasks. The effects of sopite syndrome on complex 
cognitive tasks such as arithmetic tasks and short-term memory have been shown to 
be larger than on less cognitively demanding tasks such as visual and auditory tasks. 
Matsangas et al. (2014) suggested that sopite syndrome may distract participants by 
withholding or denying the use of attentional resources and push participants to 
perform the cognitive task in over-loaded, or near over-loaded zones, with limited 
attentional resource capacity.  
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Attentional resources of an individual are limited. The capacities of attentional 
resources can vary between individuals. Cognitive and other processes of a manual 
task may demand various amounts of attentional resources. Using a CTT as an example, 
hand-eye coordination, maintaining balance, and other processes demand various 
amounts of attentional resource from a limited capacity of an individual. Distributions 
of attentional resources to hand-eye coordination, maintaining balance, and other 
processes may be further affected with or without the appearance of sopite syndrome, 
which manifests as a stressor. Figure 5.16 demonstrates how distributions of 
attentional resources in an individual performing a CTT may evolve under four 
different scenarios. It should be noted that these distributions are illustrative only and 
should be considered qualitatively rather than quantitatively. Each case is described as 
follows. 
If the attentional capacity is large and/or total demand of attentional resources is small, 
some attentional resources may be idle. Under static conditions and without the 
appearance of sopite syndrome, demands on attentional resources for balance and 
sopite syndrome are negligible. The majority of attentional resources are likely to be 
allocated to hand-eye coordination and other processes that related to the CTT, as 
shown in Case 1 of Figure 5.16.  
Challenges to balance appear if the CTT is performed under the motion conditions 
studied. As mentioned earlier, challenges to balance require some conscious attention, 
which can cause a reduction in cognitive performance (for example Andersson et al., 
2002; Chong et al., 2010; May et al., 2009; Mersmann et al., 2013). Hence, challenges 
to balance induced by low-frequency, low-acceleration motion may demand additional 
attentional resources. The additional attentional resources may come from the idle 
attentional resources. Consumption of the idle attentional resources may push the 
individual to perform the manual task in a near over-loaded zone or even over-loaded 
zone. Case 2 of Figure 5.16 represents a distribution of attentional resources, assuming 
the manual task is performed in an overloaded zone.  
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In a case where the capacity is small and/or idle attentional resources are exhausted, 
the additional attentional resources for balancing may be redirected away from hand-
eye coordination and/or other processes to balancing. Case 3 of Figure 5.16 presents a 
distribution such that idle attentional resources are exhausted and attentional resources 
are diverted from hand-eye coordination and other processes to maintaining balance. 
In such a case, hand-eye coordination and/or other processes that are needed for task 
performance are likely to be compromised.  
Sopite syndrome may appear if the individual continues the CTT under low-frequency, 
low-acceleration motion conditions. The appearance of sopite syndrome is likely to 
further interrupt attentional resource distribution. Without idle attentional resources, 
sopite syndrome may withdraw attentional resources from hand-eye coordination, 
balancing, other processes, or a combination of them, as shown in Case 4 of Figure 
5.16.  
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Figure 5.16. Attentional resource distributions of a participant performing the CTT under four operating cases. Case 1, under static 
condition with idle attentional resources and without appearance of sopite syndrome. Case 2, under motion conditions and performing 
CTT in an overloaded zone, idle attentional resources supply for balancing. Case 3, idle attentional resources are exhausted, attentional 
resources are diverted from hand-eye coordination and other processes to maintaining balance. Case 4, appearance of sopite syndrome 
withdraws attentional resources from hand-eye coordination, balancing, other processes, or a combination of them. 
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Third, sopite syndrome may affect motivation of participants to perform a manual task. 
It has also been argued that changes in motivation may influence the cognitive 
performance of humans suffering motion sickness. On one hand, motion sickness may 
reduce motivation resulting in performance decrements (Hettinger et al. 1990). 
Alternatively, increased motivation may alleviate effects of motion sickness such that 
individuals can complete a task without deterioration (Clark and Graybiel, 1961; 
Graybiel et al., 1965; Guedry et al., 1964). In this experiment, the duration was fixed 
and the reimbursement to participants was the same regardless of task performance. 
Therefore, there was no obvious driver to increase participants’ motivation. On the 
other hand, the appearance of sopite syndrome may have reduced participants’ 
motivation and resulted in performance degradation.  
Changes in motivation can also be linked to a willingness to perform a task, that is, an 
individual’s personality. Webb et al. (1981) found that under motion conditions 
internal subjects who perceived effort as an instrument of personal achievement 
performed better than external subjects who believed success and failure were outside 
their own influence. Individual factors are therefore likely to change a participant’s 
motivation and further intervene in attentional resource distribution.  
5.5.3 Effects of gender and motion direction on sopite syndrome severity 
The results of this chapter show that gender and motion direction on sopite syndrome 
severity are not significant. These results are consistent with the findings presented in 
Chapter 4, which show that the effects of gender and motion direction were not 
significant for task performance. Some studies on low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion found the effects of gender and motion direction on perception thresholds were 
minor (for example Kanda et al., 1988; Kojima et al., 1972; Tamura et al., 2006). This 
chapter consistently showed they were not significant on the severity of sopite 
syndrome.  
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5.6 Limitations  
It is well-known that incidence of motion sickness is related to the duration of exposure, 
frequency and/or acceleration of the provocative motion (for examples, Golding and 
Kerguelen, 1992; Lawther and Griffin, 1988; McCauley et al., 1976; Money, 1970; 
O’Hanlon and McCauley, 1973). It is hypothesised that incidence and/or severity of 
sopite syndrome may also be related to exposure duration, frequency and/or 
acceleration of motion that occur in wind-excited buildings. However, this chapter 
focused on the effects of motion on manual task performance and was not designed to 
correlate incidence and/or severity of sopite syndrome with these factors. Since sopite 
syndrome may occur as a sole manifestation of motion sickness in wind-excited 
buildings (Lamb et al., 2013, 2014; Walton et al., 2011), future studies can be designed 
to relate incidence and/or severity of sopite syndrome with exposure duration, 
frequency and/or acceleration of motion. 
Results of this chapter may underestimate the effects of sopite syndrome on manual 
task performance in wind-excited buildings as participants only performed a manual 
task under controlled laboratory environments. The laboratory environments provided 
minimal distractions from other sources, thus reducing demand on attentional 
resources. However, in a real building, occupants are like to be concurrently 
performing multiple tasks that demand large amounts of attentional resources. These 
tasks may act like additional distractions that push the occupants to perform in near-
overloaded or overloaded zones. As discussed earlier, sopite syndrome may act as a 
stressor that reduces the attentional resources available for a manual task. In such 
situations, occupants who are sensitive to the appearance of sopite syndrome 
consciously re-distribute attentional resources which can further degrade manual task 
performance.  
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5.7 Conclusions 
Degradation effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task 
performance have been demonstrated in Chapter 4. This chapter investigated the 
incidence of sopite syndrome under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion 
conditions and the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task performance. The results 
show that the combined influence of approximately 30 minutes exposure to motion 
across all conditions is sufficient to cause some form of motion sickness in most 
participants. Symptoms of sopite syndrome such as feeling drowsy, tired, fatigue, 
uneasy, annoyed, and/or irritated are the most frequently reported symptoms of motion 
sickness. These results affirm that motion sickness occurring in wind-excited buildings 
mostly manifest as symptoms of sopite syndrome (Lamb et al., 2014; Walton et al., 
2011).  
This is the first study correlating sopite syndrome severity with manual task 
performance under low-frequency, low-acceleration motion that is comparable to 
wind-induced building motion. The results show an inverse relationship between 
sopite syndrome severity and manual task performance; participants who reported 
symptoms of sopite syndrome, or mild motion sickness, performed significantly worse 
than participants who were relatively unaffected. 
Postural Instability Theory posits that “prolonged postural instability is the cause of 
motion sickness” (Riccio and Stoffregen, 1991, p.231). According to this theory, 
participants suffering sopite syndrome, or mild motion sickness, are likely to exhibit a 
greater degree of postural instability. This postural instability may either induce 
vibration breakthrough, visual blurring, an additional challenge to balance, or a 
combination of them. While the effects of vibration breakthrough and visual blurring 
are relatively explicit, effects of challenge to balance is more complicated. The 
challenge to balance caused by sopite syndrome induced postural instability may divert 
attentional resources from cognitive processes such as hand-eye coordination to 
maintaining balancing. The activation levels of leg muscles involved in maintaining 
balance sheds some light on the postural stability of participants who suffered sopite 
syndrome. This aspect of the study is presented in Chapter 6. 
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Sopite syndrome may also act as a stressor. It can further intervene in the distribution 
of attentional resources for performing a manual task. In real wind-excited buildings, 
the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task performance could become more 
complicated. The effects may depend on the frequency, acceleration, and duration of 
wind-induced building motion, the severity of sopite syndrome, individual 
characteristics, motivation, and demand on attentional resources for other tasks 
concurrently being carried out with the manual task. Further studies are needed to 
investigate these relationships.  
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CHAPTER 6  
EFFECTS OF LOW-FREQUENCY, LOW-
ACCELERATION FORE-AFT MOTION ON A 
CONTINUOUS TRACKING TASK – A HUMAN 
PHYSIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE  
6.1 Introduction  
This chapter builds on previous chapters and investigates the relationships between the 
activation levels of leg muscles involved in maintaining balance and influencing 
factors including performing a manual task, frequency, acceleration, and sopite 
syndrome severity. Chapter 4 reported the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion on performance in a continuous tracking task (CTT). The results showed that 
CTT performance decreased with an increase in acceleration from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-
g. The effects of acceleration relate to the increase in inertial force acting on the human 
body, which in turn, increases body sway. The effects of frequency on CTT 
performance are complex. CTT performance varies nonlinearly across frequency. CTT 
performance is degraded as frequency increases from 0.125 Hz to 0.5 Hz. However, 
the degradation is alleviated as the frequency increases from 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz. It is 
believed that the nonlinear characteristic is associated with the resonant characteristics 
of the human body, which accordingly, affect body sway across frequency.  
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Chapter 5 showed that exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion provokes 
symptoms of sopite syndrome. It also showed that participants suffering more severe 
symptoms of sopite syndrome performed worse in the CTT than those suffering less 
severe symptoms. One possible explanation for the effects of sopite syndrome on the 
CTT performance degradation is that participants suffering sopite syndrome may 
exhibit a greater degree of postural instability, and this postural instability degrades 
task performance. Motion environments may degrade manual task performance 
through biomechanical influences and/or by creating balance problems (Wertheim, 
1998). Burton et al. (2011) suggested that the young and fit participants in their study 
were able to effectively compensate for the difficulty in maintaining balance caused 
by bi-direction, narrow-band random motion so that the motion did not degrade 
manual task performance. However, Burton et al. (2011) did not provide any evidence 
to support this suggestion.  
It is proposed that the degradation of CTT performance is likely to be associated with 
body sway because of the effects of acceleration, frequency, and sopite syndrome. If 
so, the variation patterns of the activation levels of the leg muscles involved in 
maintaining balance across acceleration, frequency, and sopite syndrome are likely to 
be similar to the patterns between CTT performance and acceleration, frequency, and 
sopite syndrome severity. Similarly, carrying out the compensatory action for 
maintaining balance and/or performing the CTT will alter the activation levels of the 
leg muscles. The relationships between these factors provide evidence to support the 
findings reported in Chapters 4 and 5 and demonstrate whether compensatory action 
was carried out by the participants.  
Most studies on human balance discuss postural control in the fore-aft direction 
(Winter, 1995). As body motion in the fore-aft direction is the most important for 
maintaining balance recovery (Hwang et al., 2009), this chapter focuses on the effects 
of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on activation levels of leg muscles 
involved in maintaining postural control in the fore-aft direction only. The activation 
levels required for maintaining balance were measured primarily from soleus (SOL) 
and tibialis anterior (TA), the leg muscles involved in maintaining balance in the fore-
aft direction. In particular, this chapter focuses on:  
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i) the effects of performing a manual task on the activation levels of SOL and 
TA,  
ii) the variations of the activation levels of SOL and TA across acceleration 
and frequency, and  
iii) the effects of sopite syndrome severity on the activation levels of SOL and 
TA.  
6.2 Methodology 
Results presented in this chapter were derived from the data collected from the motion 
simulator experiment, as detailed in Chapter 3. The motion simulator experiment 
primarily used a continuous tracking task (CTT) as a paradigm to investigate the 
effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task performance. Three 
acceleration magnitudes (8, 16, and 30 milli-g) and four frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 
and 1 Hz) were used to produce 12 motion conditions for both fore-aft and lateral 
directions. Twenty participants completed the experiment under fore-aft motion 
conditions and another 20 completed the experiment under lateral motion conditions. 
As this chapter focuses on the activation levels of leg muscles involved in maintaining 
balance in the fore-aft direction only, the leg muscle activation levels were measured 
from the 20 participants who completed the experiment under fore-aft motion 
conditions. The leg muscle activation levels were measured using electromyography, 
a measurement technique used to record the electrical signals emanating from muscles. 
The computer-based data acquisition and analysis system described in Chapter 3 was 
used for the measurement. The severity of sopite syndrome in the 20 participants was 
measured using the Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (Gianaros et al., 2001). 
Other details of the motion simulator experiment have been presented in Chapter 3.  
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6.3 Analysis 
6.3.1 Quantifying activation levels of leg muscles 
The standard deviation of an electromyographic signal (EMGSD) was determined to 
quantify the activation levels of SOL and TA. It measured the power of the EMG signal, 
which represented the activation levels or energy requirements of the muscles (De 
Luca, 2002). EMGSD was calculated from 64-second long leg muscle EMG signals to 
determine the activation levels of SOL and TA measured under all motion conditions. 
The variation patterns of EMGSD of the SOL and TA across acceleration and frequency 
were determined. 
6.3.2 Normalised standard deviation electromyographic signal 
EMGSD was normalised to focus on the effects of motion conditions but eliminate other 
effects, such as individual differences caused by muscle size, location of surface 
electrodes, individual response characteristics to motion, and performing the CTT. 
When the participants were not performing the CTT, the EMGSD without performing CTT was 
normalised according to Equation 6.1. The normalised EMGSD without performing CTT was 
defined as the EMGSD measured under a motion condition, divided by the EMGSD 
measured under the embedded static condition and both were measured without 
performing the CTT. 
Equation 6.1 
Normalised EMGSD without performing CTT 
= [
EMGSD  measured under a motion condition 
EMGSD  measured under the embedded static condition 
]
 without performing CTT
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When the participants were performing the CTT, the normalised EMGSD performing CTT 
was defined similarly, as shown in Equation 6.2. The EMGSD without performing CTT and 
EMGSD performing CTT were used in mixed-design ANOVAs to investigate the 
relationship between participants’ sopite-related motion sickness score and the 
activation levels of leg muscles, with and without performing the CTT. Section 6.3.3  
details the mixed-design ANOVAs.  
Equation 6.2 
Normalised EMGSD performing CTT  
= [
EMGSD measured under a motion condition 
EMGSD measured under the embedded static condition 
]
performing CTT
 
 
6.3.3 Statistical analysis 
6.3.3.1 Effects of performing the CTT, acceleration, and frequency on the activation 
levels of leg muscles  
Three-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to investigate the effects of 
performing the CTT, frequency, and acceleration on the activation levels of leg 
muscles. The three within-subjects factors of the three-way repeated-measures 
ANOVAs were performing the CTT, frequency, and acceleration. The dependent 
variables of the three-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were the EMGSD of either the 
SOL or TA.  
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6.3.3.2 Effects of symptoms of sopite syndrome on activation levels of leg muscles 
Mixed-design three-way ANOVAs were used to investigate how sopite syndrome 
affected the activation levels of participants’ leg muscles, with and without performing 
the CTT. Frequency and acceleration were the within-subjects factors and the severity 
of sopite syndrome was the between-subjects factor. The severity of participants’ 
sopite syndrome was determined based on the Motion Sickness Assessment 
Questionnaire (MSAQ) sopite-related subscale score. Details of the sopite syndrome 
severity analysis can be found in Chapter 5. The EMGSD without performing CTT and EMGSD 
performing CTT of either SOL or TA were the dependent variables of the mixed-design 
three-way ANOVAs.  
6.4 Results  
In this section, the standard deviations of the electromyographic signal (EMGSD) of 
the soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior (TA) are presented to indicate the activation 
levels of the leg muscles required for maintaining balance. Repeated measures 
ANOVAs demonstrate the effects of performing the CTT, frequency, and acceleration 
on EMGSD. The participants were separated into two groups based on their Motion 
Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) sopite-related subscale score; group one 
had high sopite-related scores and group two had low sopite-related scores. The results 
of statistical analyses determining whether the severity of sopite syndrome had any 
effect on normalised activation levels of the leg muscles and CTT performance are 
then presented.  
6.4.1 Soleus EMG  
A three-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows the main effects of performing the 
CTT, frequency, and acceleration on the standard deviation electromyographic 
(EMGSD) of the soleus (SOL) are significant. Interaction effects between performing 
the CTT and frequency, and between frequency and acceleration on the SOL EMGSD 
are also significant. Statistical results of the three-way repeated-measures ANOVA are 
summarised in Table 6.1. . 
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Table 6.1. A summary of a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA on SOL EMGSD. 
Effect F p-value 
Main effect of performing CTT F (1, 19) = 4.838 0.040 
Main effect of frequency F (3, 57) = 9.386 <0.001 
Main effect of acceleration F (2, 38) = 39.029 <0.001 
Interaction effect between 
performing CTT and frequency 
F (3, 57) = 3.278 0.027 
Interaction effect between 
performing CTT and acceleration 
F (2, 38) = 2.345 0.110 
Interaction effect between 
frequency and acceleration 
F (6, 114) = 5.553 <0.001 
Interaction effect between 
performing CTT, frequency, and 
acceleration 
F (6, 114) = 1.038 0.405 
6.4.1.1 Main effect of performing CTT 
Performing the CTT significantly increased the SOL EMGSD, as shown in Figure 6.1. 
Mean and standard deviation values of the SOL EMGSD, with and without performing 
the CTT, are summarised in Table 6.2. The result indicates that participants increased 
the activation levels of the SOL for performing the CTT. This increase in the SOL 
EMGSD, due to performing the CTT, equates to an effect size of 0.15 (Cohen’s d). The 
effect size of 0.15 suggests that performing the CTT increased the SOL EMGSD by 
approximately 0.15 standard deviation. 
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Figure 6.1. SOL EMGSD (mean ± S.E.) of participants (N = 20), with and without 
performing CTT. Performing CTT significantly increases SOL EMGSD. 
Table 6.2. Mean and standard deviation of SOL EMGSD, with and without 
performing CTT.  
 Mean (mV) 
Standard deviation 
(mV) 
Performing CTT 0.058 0.0193 
Without performing CTT 0.055 0.0202 
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6.4.1.2 Main effect of acceleration 
SOL EMGSD increased with increase in acceleration, as shown in Figure 6.2. Mean 
and standard deviation values of the SOL EMGSD across acceleration are summarised 
in Table 6.3. Pairwise comparisons show that SOL EMGSD measured at 30 milli-g 
motion conditions are significantly higher than those measured at 8 milli-g (p-value < 
0.001) and 16 milli-g (p-value < 0.001) motion conditions. Similarly, the SOL EMGSD 
measured at 16 milli-g motion conditions are significantly higher than those measured 
at 8 milli-g (p-value = 0.004). These results indicate that the activation level of the 
SOL increases as acceleration increases monotonically from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. 
The increase of the SOL EMGSD due to acceleration equates to an effect size of 0.85 
(Cohen’s d), compared with the SOL EMGSD measured at 8 milli-g against 30 milli-g 
motion conditions. The SOL EMGSD measured at 30 milli-g is approximately 0.85 
standard deviation greater than that measured at 8 milli-g. 
 
Figure 6.2. SOL EMGSD (mean ±S.E.) of participants (N = 20) across acceleration. 
SOL EMGSD increases as acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. 
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Table 6.3. Mean and standard deviation of SOL EMGSD across acceleration. 
Acceleration (milli-g) Mean (mV) Standard deviation 
(mV) 
8 0.049 0.0207 
16 0.054 0.0204 
30 0.066 0.0195 
6.4.1.3 Main effect of frequency 
The SOL EMGSD shows a highly nonlinear characteristic with frequency. It increases 
as frequency increases from 0.125 Hz to 0.5 Hz, then drops at 1 Hz, as shown in Figure 
6.3. The variation pattern is similar to that determined between CTT performance and 
frequency presented in Chapter 4. The mean and standard deviation values of SOL 
EMGSD determined at each frequency are summarised in Table 6.4. Pairwise 
comparisons further affirm that SOL EMGSD measured at 0.5 Hz are significantly 
higher than the other test frequencies, particularly 0.125 Hz (p-value = 0.004) and 1 
Hz (p-value = 0.001) motion conditions. The largest difference in the SOL EMGSD due 
to frequency exists between 0.5 Hz and 0.125 Hz motion conditions, equating to an 
effect size of 0.31 (Cohen’s d). The effect size of 0.31 represents the SOL EMGSD, 
measured at 0.5 Hz, is approximately 0.31 standard deviation greater than that at 0.125 
Hz. 
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Figure 6.3. SOL EMGSD (mean ±S.E.) of participants (N = 20) across frequency. 
SOL EMGSD shows a nonlinear relationship with frequency. 
Table 6.4. Mean and standard deviation of SOL EMGSD across frequency. 
Frequency (Hz) Mean (mV) 
Standard deviation 
(mV) 
0.125 0.054 0.0193 
0.25 0.058 0.0186 
0.5 0.060 0.0207 
1 0.053 0.0210 
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6.4.1.4 Interaction effect between frequency and performing the CTT 
The interaction effect between performing the CTT and frequency significantly 
affected SOL EMGSD. The SOL EMGSD, performing the CTT, was generally greater 
than the SOL EMGSD, without performing the CTT, as shown in Figure 6.4. Regardless 
of whether the participants were performing the CTT or not, SOL EMGSD was the 
highest at 0.5 Hz and closely followed by 0.25 Hz. The results suggest that the 
activation level of the SOL may be saturated in response to 0.25 and 0.5 Hz motion. 
The variation patterns of SOL EMGSD across frequency, regardless of whether they 
were performing the CTT or not, are consistent with the variation pattern reported in 
Section 6.4.1.3  for the main effect of frequency. It is noteworthy that performing the 
CTT raised the SOL EMGSD most noticeably at 0.125 Hz and 1 Hz, the two low 
frequency and high frequency ends of the tested frequency range. This highlights the 
interaction effect between performing the CTT and frequency. This is elaborated in 
the Discussion section.  
 
Figure 6.4. SOL EMGSD (mean ± S.E.), with and without performing CTT, of 
participants (N = 20) across frequency. 
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6.4.1.5 Interaction effect between acceleration and frequency 
Interaction effect between acceleration and frequency on the SOL EMGSD was 
significant. The nonlinear relationship between the SOL EMGSD and frequency at 30 
milli-g motion conditions was the most prominent among the accelerations, as shown 
in Figure 6.5. Evidently, 30 milli-g acceleration accentuates the nonlinear 
characteristic of frequency on the activation level of the SOL, which peaks at around 
0.25 to 0.5 Hz.  
 
Figure 6.5. SOL EMGSD (mean ±S.E.) of participants (N = 20) across frequency and 
separated in accordance with acceleration. The nonlinear relationship between SOL 
EMGSD and frequency at 30 milli-g is the most prominent.  
6.4.2 Tibialis anterior EMG 
A three-way repeated-measures ANOVA shows that the main effects of performing 
the CTT, frequency, and acceleration on EMGSD of the tibialis anterior (TA) are 
significant. The interaction effects on the TA EMGSD between performing the CTT 
and acceleration, and between frequency and acceleration are also significant. 
Statistical results of the three-way repeated-measures ANOVAs are summarised in 
Table 6.5. 
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Table 6.5. A result summary of a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA on TA 
EMGSD. 
Effect F p-value 
Main effect of performing CTT F (1, 19) = 14.514 0.001 
Main effect of frequency F (3, 57) = 37.411 <0.001 
Main effect of acceleration F (2, 38) = 53.241 <0.001 
Interaction effect between 
performing CTT and frequency 
F (3, 57) = 0.662 0.579 
Interaction effect between 
performing CTT and acceleration 
F (2, 38) = 7.982 0.001 
Interaction effect between 
frequency and acceleration 
F (6, 114) = 20.038 <0.001 
Interaction effect between 
performing CTT, frequency and 
acceleration 
F (6, 114) = 1.580 0.159 
6.4.2.1 Main effect of performing CTT 
Performing the CTT significantly reduced the EMGSD of the TA, as shown in Figure 
6.6. This is in contrast to the effect on the SOL EMGSD reported in Section 6.4.1.1 . 
Seemingly, this is due to the difference between the physiological functions of the TA 
and the SOL in maintaining balance, which is detailed in the Discussion section. Mean 
and standard deviation values of TA EMGSD measured when the participants were or 
were not performing the CTT are summarised in Table 6.6. The results indicate that 
performing the CTT reduced the activation level of the TA with an effect size of 0.39 
(Cohen’s d); performing the CTT decreased the TA EMGSD by approximately 0.39 
standard deviation.  
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Figure 6.6. TA EMGSD (mean ±S.E.) measured when participants (N = 20) were or 
were not performing CTT.  
Table 6.6. Mean and standard deviation of TA EMGSD when participants were or 
were not performing CTT. 
 Mean (mV) 
Standard deviation 
(mV) 
Performing CTT 0.039 0.0179 
Without performing CTT 0.047 0.0184 
6.4.2.2 Main effect of acceleration 
The TA EMGSD increased with increases in acceleration, as shown in Figure 6.7. The 
mean and standard deviation values of the TA EMGSD across acceleration are 
summarised in Table 6.7. The results indicate that the activation level of the TA 
increases as acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. Pairwise comparisons 
show that the TA EMGSD measured at 8, 16, and 30 milli-g motion conditions were 
significantly different from each other (p-value < 0.001). The increase due to 
acceleration equates to an effect size of 2.22 (Cohen’s d) when comparing the TA 
EMGSD measured at 8 milli-g against 30 milli-g motion conditions. The TA EMGSD 
measured at 30 milli-g is approximately 2.22 standard deviation greater than that 
measured at 8 milli-g. 
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Figure 6.7. TA EMGSD (mean ±S.E.) of participants (N = 20) across acceleration. TA 
EMGSD increases as acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. 
Table 6.7. Mean and standard deviation of TA EMGSD across acceleration. 
Acceleration (milli-g) Mean (mV) 
Standard deviation 
(mV) 
8 0.021 0.0114 
16 0.035 0.0195 
30 0.073 0.0310 
6.4.2.3 Main effect of frequency 
TA EMGSD shows a nonlinear characteristic with frequency, with increases from 0.125 
Hz to 0.25 Hz and 0.5 Hz, then drops at 1 Hz, as shown in Figure 6.8. The variation 
pattern of TA EMGSD across frequency, an inverted U-shape, is similar to that 
determined between CTT performance and frequency presented in Chapter 4. Mean 
and standard deviation values of the TA EMGSD determined at each frequency are 
summarised in Table 6.8. The largest differences in the TA EMGSD were measured 
between 0.25 Hz and 1 Hz motion conditions. The difference equates to an effect size 
of 1.51 (Cohen’s d). The TA EMGSD measured at 0.25 Hz is approximately 1.51 
standard deviation greater than that measured at 1 Hz. 
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Figure 6.8. TA EMGSD (mean ±S.E.) of participants (N = 20) across frequency. TA 
EMGSD shows a nonlinear relationship with frequency.  
Table 6.8. Mean and standard deviation of TA EMGSD across frequency. 
Frequency (Hz) Mean (mV) 
Standard deviation 
(mV) 
0.125 0.043 0.0205 
0.25 0.053 0.0236 
0.5 0.051 0.0197 
1 0.025 0.0120 
6.4.2.4 Interaction effect between acceleration and performing the CTT  
The interaction effect between performing the CTT and acceleration significantly 
affects TA EMGSD. The TA EMGSD increases as acceleration increases from 8 to 30 
milli-g, regardless of whether the participants were, or were not, performing the CTT, 
as shown in Figure 6.9. The TA EMGSD measured when the participants were not 
performing the CTT was generally greater than when the participants were performing 
the CTT. However, performing the CTT reduced the increasing rate of TA EMGSD as 
acceleration increased from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. Since the TA is generally activated 
to adjust backward body sway when balancing is jeopardised, the activation level of 
the TA actually reflects the stability level of the human body. This provides evidence 
that compensatory actions are carried out for maintaining balance and/or performing 
the CTT. This is further elaborated in the Discussion section.  
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Figure 6.9. TA EMGSD (mean ± S.E.) of participants (N = 20) across acceleration and 
separated according to whether participants were or were not performing the CTT. 
6.4.2.5 Interaction effect between acceleration and frequency 
The interaction effect between acceleration and frequency significantly affects TA 
EMGSD. The nonlinear relationship between TA EMGSD and frequency at 30 milli-g 
motion conditions is the most prominent among the accelerations, as shown in Figure 
6.10. This result indicates that 30 milli-g (high acceleration) motion conditions amplify 
the nonlinear effects of frequency on the activation level of the TA, which peaks at 
around 0.25 Hz and 0.5 Hz. 
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Figure 6.10. TA EMGSD (mean ±S.E.) of participants (N = 20) across frequency and 
separated according to acceleration. The nonlinear relationship between TA EMGSD 
and frequency at 30 milli-g is the most prominent.  
6.4.3 Motion sickness subscale scores and grouping of participants based on sopite-
related subscale score 
In Chapter 5, the effects of exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on 
motion sickness subscale scores were determined for the 40 participants who 
completed the CTT experiment: 20 participants under fore-aft motion conditions and 
the others under lateral motion conditions. The results showed the effects of exposure 
to the low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on the sopite-related subscale score of 
the 40 participants were significant. The sopite-related subscale scores of the 40 
participants were increased due to exposure to the low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion.  
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As this chapter focuses on the activation levels of the leg muscles involved in 
maintaining balance in the fore-aft direction only, the leg muscle activation levels were 
measured from the 20 participants who completed the experiment under fore-aft 
motion conditions. Similarly, the effects of exposure to low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion on sopite-related subscale scores were determined for the 20 
participants who completed the experiment under the fore-aft motion conditions. This 
forms a subset of the results presented in Chapter 5. To avoid repeated presentation, 
the results of the 20 participants are presented in Appendix D for reference. In 
summary, the results of the 20 participants show that the increases in sopite-related 
subscale score due to the exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration fore-aft motion 
are significant. The results are consistent with those presented in Chapter 5.  
In order to investigate the effects of sopite syndrome on the activation levels of leg 
muscles and CTT task performance, the 20 participants who completed the experiment 
under fore-aft motion conditions were divided into high and low sopite syndrome 
severity groups based on their sopite relate subscale scores. Among the 20 participants, 
9 participants were assigned to the high sopite syndrome severity group and 11 
participants were assigned to the low sopite syndrome severity group, as presented in 
Appendix E. 
6.4.4 Effects of sopite syndrome on normalised standard deviation EMG signals of leg 
muscles  
This section presents the results of statistical analyses investigating the effects of sopite 
syndrome on normalised standard deviation EMG signals (EMGSD) of the leg muscles 
of the 20 participants, with or without performing the CTT. The normalised EMGSD 
without performing CTT and normalised EMGSD performing CTT, were determined using Equation 
6.1 and Equation 6.2 respectively, as presented in Section 6.3.2 . The normalised 
EMGSD focus on the effects of motion conditions but eliminate other effects, such as 
individual differences caused by muscle size, location of surface electrodes, individual 
response characteristics to motion, and performing the CTT. 
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6.4.4.1 Without performing CTT 
Results of a mixed-design three-way ANOVA, with frequency and acceleration as the 
within-subjects factors and sopite syndrome severity groups as the between-subjects 
factor, show that the main and interaction effects of sopite syndrome severity are not 
significant on normalised EMGSD of the SOL and TA when participants were not 
performing the CTT. The results of the mixed-design three-way ANOVAs for the SOL 
and TA are summarised in Table 6.9 and Table 6.10 respectively. Without performing 
the CTT, the normalised activation levels of the SOL and TA of the high and low 
sopite syndrome severity group participants are similar.  
Table 6.9. A summary of main and interaction effects of sopite syndrome level on 
SOL EMGSD of a mixed-design three-way ANOVA. Normalised SOL EMGSD were 
measured when participants (N = 20) were not performing CTT. 
Effects F p-value 
Main effect of sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (1, 18) = 0.246 0.626 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
frequency 
F (3, 54) = 0.668 0.575 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
acceleration 
F (2, 36) = 0.017 0.983 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity, 
frequency, and acceleration 
F (6, 108) = 0.307 0.932 
Table 6.10. A summary of main and interaction effects of sopite syndrome level on 
normalised TA EMGSD of a mixed-design three-way ANOVA. Normalised TA 
EMGSD were measured when participants (N = 20) were not performing CTT. 
Effects F p-value 
Main effect of sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (1, 18) = 0.448 0.512 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
frequency 
F (3, 54) = 0.406 0.749 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
acceleration 
F (2, 36) = 0.258 0.774 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity, 
frequency, and acceleration 
F (6, 108) = 0.421 0.864 
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6.4.4.2 Performing CTT 
In contrast, when the participants were performing the CTT, the main effect of the 
sopite syndrome severity on the normalised SOL EMGSD was significant (p-value = 
0.015) while that on the normalised TA EMGSD was close to reach significance (p-
value = 0.074). Results of the mixed-design three-way ANOVA with frequency and 
acceleration as the within-subjects factors and sopite syndrome severity as the 
between-subjects factor on normalised EMGSD of the SOL and TA are summarised in 
Table 6.11.  
Table 6.11. A summary of main and interaction effects of sopite syndrome severity 
on normalised EMGSD of SOL and TA of mixed-design three-way ANOVAs. 
Normalised EMGSD of SOL and TA were measured when participants (N = 20) were 
performing CTT. 
Leg 
muscle 
Effects F p-value 
SOL 
Main effect of sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (1, 18) = 7.178 0.015 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
frequency 
F (3, 54) = 2.469 0.072 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
acceleration 
F (2, 36) = 3.456 0.042 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity, 
frequency, and acceleration 
F (6, 108) = 0.836 0.545 
TA 
Main effect of sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (1, 18) = 3.587 0.074 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
frequency 
F (3, 54) = 1.474 0.232 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity and 
acceleration 
F (2, 36) = 3.575 0.038 
Interaction effect between 
sopite syndrome severity, 
frequency, and acceleration 
F (6, 108) = 0.473 0.827 
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When the participants were performing the CTT, the normalised EMGSD of both the 
SOL and TA of the high sopite syndrome severity participants is greater than that of 
the low sopite syndrome severity group, as shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 
respectively. The results of Section 6.4.4.1  show that, without performing the CTT, 
the difference in the normalised activation levels of the leg muscles between the high 
and low sopite syndrome severity group participants were not significant. The results 
presented in this section, performing the CTT, are in contrast to the normalised 
activation levels of the leg muscles when the participants were not performing the CTT. 
This may be because the activation levels of the leg muscles of the high sopite 
syndrome severity group participants were passively increased for maintaining balance 
and/or actively increased for performing the CTT. This will be further elaborated in 
the Discussion section. The increase in the normalised EMGSD of the SOL and TA due 
to sopite syndrome severity equates to effect sizes of 1.20 (Cohen’s d) and 0.85 
(Cohen’s d) respectively. The effect sizes suggest that the normalised EMGSD of the 
SOL and TA of the high sopite syndrome severity group participants are 1.2 and 0.85 
standard deviation respectively higher than the low sopite syndrome severity group 
participants. 
 
Figure 6.11. Normalised SOL EMGSD (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 9) and low (N 
= 11) sopite syndrome severity groups. Participants were performing CTT. 
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Figure 6.12. Normalised TA EMGSD (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 9) and low (N = 
11) sopite syndrome severity groups. Participants were performing CTT.  
6.4.5 Effects of sopite syndrome on CTT performance under low-frequency, low-
acceleration fore-aft motion conditions 
Chapter 5 has investigated the effects of sopite syndrome on the CTT performance of 
the 40 participants who completed the CTT experiment: 20 participants under fore-aft 
motion conditions and another 20 under lateral motion conditions. The CTT 
performance was quantified by mean (r)̅, standard deviation (σr), and maximum (r̂) 
resultant distances of a laser light dot from the centre of a target. Calculations of r,̅ σr, 
and r̂ were described in Chapter 4. The results of Chapter 5 have shown that the effects 
of sopite syndrome on the CTT performance of the 40 participants are significant. The 
high sopite syndrome severity group participants perform worse in the CTT than low 
sopite syndrome severity group participants.  
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Mixed-design three-way ANOVAs, with frequency and acceleration as within-
subjects factors and sopite syndrome severity groups as between-subjects factor, 
shows that sopite syndrome severity significantly affect r ̅ , σr , and r̂  of the 20 
participants completed the experiment under fore-aft motion conditions, as shown in 
Table 6.12. The interaction between sopite-related score level and frequency and 
acceleration are not significant.  
Table 6.12. A result summary of main and interaction effects of sopite syndrome 
severity on CTT performance of mixed-design three-way ANOVAs. 
Performance 
measure 
Effect F p-value 
Mean 
resultant 
distance 
Main effect of sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (1, 18) = 9.712 = 0.006 
Interaction effect between 
frequency and sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (3, 54) = 0.703 = 0.554 
Interaction effect between 
acceleration and sopite 
syndrome severity 
F (2, 36) = 1.087 = 0.348 
Standard 
deviation 
resultant 
distance 
Main effect of sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (1, 18) = 11.052 = 0.004 
Interaction effect between 
frequency and sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (3, 54) = 0.409 = 0.747 
Interaction effect between 
acceleration and sopite 
syndrome severity 
F (2, 36) = 2.342 = 0.111 
Maximum 
resultant 
distance 
Main effect of sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (1, 18) = 13.214 = 0.002 
Interaction effect between 
frequency and sopite syndrome 
severity 
F (3, 54) = 0.694 = 0.560 
Interaction effect between 
acceleration and sopite 
syndrome severity 
F (2, 36) = 2.944 = 0.065 
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r,̅ σr, and r̂ of the high sopite syndrome severity group are greater than the low group, 
as shown in Figure 6.13 to Figure 6.15 respectively. The mean and standard deviation 
of the performance measures, that is, r,̅ σr, and r̂ are summarised in Table 6.13. These 
results indicate that, under low-frequency, low-acceleration fore-aft motion conditions, 
the high sopite syndrome severity group performs worse than the low sopite syndrome 
severity group. Differences in CTT performance between the high and low sopite 
syndrome severity groups equate to large effect sizes ranging from 1.4 (Cohen’s d) to 
1.6 (Cohen’s d), as shown in Table 6.13.  
 
Figure 6.13. Mean resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 9) and low (N = 
11) sopite syndrome severity groups under low-frequency, low-acceleration fore-aft 
motion conditions. 
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Figure 6.14. Standard deviation resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 9) 
and low (N = 11) sopite syndrome severity groups under low-frequency, low-
acceleration fore-aft motion conditions. 
 
Figure 6.15. Maximum resultant distance (mean ± S.E.) across high (N = 9) and low 
(N = 11) sopite syndrome severity groups under low-frequency, low-acceleration 
fore-aft motion conditions. 
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Table 6.13. Mean and standard deviation values of CTT performance of low and high 
sopite syndrome severity group participants. 
Performance 
measure 
Sopite syndrome 
severity 
Mean (mm) 
Standard 
deviation 
(mm) 
Effect size 
(Cohen’s d) 
Mean 
resultant 
distance 
Low (N = 11) 7.797 1.529 
1.40 
High (N = 9) 9.938 1.530 
Standard 
deviation 
resultant 
distance 
Low (N = 11) 4.609 1.035 
1.49 
High (N = 9) 6.154 1.035 
Maximum 
resultant 
distance 
Low (N = 11) 21.663 4.401 
1.63 
High (N = 9) 28.855 4.401 
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6.5 Discussion 
Chapter 4 has shown that low frequency, low-acceleration motion degrades 
performance of a manual task. It is believed that the degradation was caused by the 
increase in inertial force due to acceleration effects and the frequency effects 
associated with the resonant characteristics of the human body. Chapter 5 has further 
investigated the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task performance. It was 
suggested that participants suffering sopite syndrome may exhibit a greater degree of 
postural instability, and this postural instability degrades task performance. Therefore, 
participants suffering more severe symptoms of sopite syndrome perform worse in the 
CTT than those suffering less severe symptoms of sopite syndrome. Furthermore, a 
previous study has suggested that low frequency, low acceleration motion can 
challenge balance; compensatory actions are needed for performing manual task in 
motion conditions (Burton et al., 2011). To provide supporting evidences for the 
findings and explanations presented in Chapters 4 and 5 and Burton et al.’s suggestions, 
this chapter investigated i) the effects of performing a manual task on the activation 
levels of the leg muscles; ii) the variations of leg muscle activation levels across 
acceleration and frequency; and iii) the effects of sopite syndrome severity on the 
activation levels of leg muscles and manual task performance.  
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6.5.1 Evidence for compensatory action  
6.5.1.1 Effects of performing CTT  
Performing the CTT significantly increases the activation level of SOL, as shown in 
Figure 6.1. The increase in the activation level of SOL is likely due to prolonged 
activations of SOL, which is a compensatory action carried out for performing a 
manual task. The prolonged activation of SOL may have stiffened the body, hence 
limiting the body sway for performing the CTT. Similarly, the participants may have 
activated other muscles to stiffen the body and limit body sway. Burton et al. (2011) 
suggested that individuals can compensate for the difficulty in maintaining balance in 
low-frequency, low-acceleration motion environments such that the motion conditions 
used in their study did not degrade manual task performance. Results of this chapter 
partly affirm Burton et al.'s (2011) suggestion. Although participants have attempted 
to compensate the effects of motion by increasing the activation levels of SOL, results 
of Chapter 4 suggested that the compensatory action can not completely overcome the 
effects of motion on performing the manual task. Hence, degraded manual task 
performance was measured even at 8 milli-g.  
Performing the CTT reduces the activation level of TA, as shown in Figure 6.6. Since 
TA is primarily used to prevent the body from falling backward and usually remains 
silent when the perturbation is insuffuiciant for challenging balance of human body 
(Fitzpatrick et al., 1992), the reduction in the activation level of TA suggested that the 
backward body sway was reduced when the participants were performing the CTT. 
This is likely to be a consequence of the increase in the activation level of SOL for 
performing the CTT, as shown in Figure 6.1, which stiffened the body and limited the 
body sway. Once the body is stiffened and stabilised, magnitude of backward body 
sway was decreased, resulting in the reduction of the activation level of TA. The 
reduction in the activation level of TA provides additional evidence showing that the 
participants have carried out a compensatory action for performing the CTT by 
increasing the activation level of SOL to limit body sway.  
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6.5.1.2 Interaction between performing the CTT and frequency on activation level of 
SOL 
Section 6.5.1.1 has discussed that the participants may have attempted to limit body 
sway for performing the CTT by prolonged activation of SOL and/or other muscles. 
The prolonged activation of SOL then acts as a compensatory action such that 
performing the CTT increases the activation level of SOL. The interaction effect 
between performing the CTT and frequency on the activation level of SOL further 
supports the suggestion and provides additional details of the compensatory action.  
Figure 6.4 shows the activation levels of SOL across frequency, with and without 
performing the CTT. In general, the activation level of SOL measured when the 
participants were performing the CTT is higher than the SOL EMGSD measured when 
the participants were not performing the CTT. This is consistent with the suggestion 
that the compensatory action carried out for performing the CTT increases the 
activation level of SOL. It is notable that the differences in the activation levels of SOL 
between with and without performing the CTT situations vary as frequency increases 
from 0.125 Hz to 1 Hz. This is likely because the human body resonates near 0.5 Hz 
(Alexandrov et al., 2005; Alexandrov et al., 2001a, 2001b; Shin et al., 2006), which 
increases the body sway around 0.5 Hz.  
Among the frequencies, the largest differences in the activation levels of SOL between 
with and without performing the CTT situations were found at either 0.125 Hz or 1 Hz. 
Since 0.125 Hz and 1 Hz are respectively well below and well above the resonant 
frequency of human body at around 0.5 Hz, the body sway at 0.125 Hz and 1 Hz is 
smaller than that at 0.5 Hz. The activation levels of SOL required for maintaining 
balance at 0.125 Hz and 1 Hz are low. Some activation capacity of SOL is idle at 0.125 
Hz and 1 Hz. Therefore, the participants can use the idle activation capacity of SOL 
for performing the CTT, resulting in large increases in the activation levels of SOL at 
0.125 Hz and 1 Hz. Since the participants use the idle activation capacity of SOL to 
carry out the compensatory action at 0.125 and 1 Hz, the task performance degradation 
at these frequencies are further alleviated.  
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In contrast, the body sway at 0.5 Hz is the most prominent due to the resonant 
characteristics of the human body, as discussed in Shin et al. (2006). Activation of 
SOL is already at a heightened level primarily used to maintain postural stability at 0.5 
Hz. The idled activation capacity of SOL at 0.5 Hz available for carrying out the 
compensatory action is limited. Therefore, performing the CTT elicited a 
comparatively small increase in activation level of SOL. Since the idle activation 
capacity of SOL at 0.5 Hz is limited, the compensatory action carried out for 
performing the CTT are not effective. This also contributes to the largest manual task 
performance degradation measured at 0.5 Hz.  
6.5.1.3 Interaction between performing the CTT and acceleration on activation level 
of TA 
Since the TA is generally activated to adjust backward body sway when balancing is 
jeopardised, the activation level of TA reflects the stability level of the human body. 
Results of this chapter show that the interaction effects between performing the CTT 
and acceleration significantly affect the activation level of TA. The interaction effect 
can actually demonstrates the stability level of the human body for performing the 
CTT across acceleration from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. Figure 6.9 shows the activation 
levels of TA across acceleration when the participants were or were not performing 
the CTT. The figure shows that, without performing the CTT, the increasing rate of 
the activation level of TA increases as acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-
g. At 8 milli-g, the activation levels of TA when the participants were or were not 
performing the CTT are comparable. This suggests that the stability of the participants 
with and without performing the CTT are similar at 8 milli-g. In contrast, at 30 milli-
g, the activation levels of TA when the participants were not performing the CTT are 
higher than those when the participants were performing the CTT. The results 
demonstrate that the body sway when the participants were not performing the CTT is 
larger than that when the participants were performing the CTT. This affirms that 
compensatory actions were carried out to stabilise the body and limit the backward 
body sway for maintaining balance when performing the CTT.  
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6.5.2 Evidences for increased inertial forces – effects of acceleration on activation 
levels of SOL and TA 
While Burton et al. (2011) suggested that increase in acceleration magnitude did not 
significantly degrade manual task performance, Chapter 4 has shown that manual task 
performance is degraded as acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. Chapter 
4 has discussed that the degradation was caused by the increase in inertial force acting 
on the human body as acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g. The increase 
in inertial force can increase body sway, disrupt balance, induce visual impairment, 
increase vibration breakthrough, and/or trigger motion sickness or sopite syndrome, 
which in turn degrade manual task performance. 
As expected, the activation levels of SOL and TA increase monotonically as 
acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 30 milli-g, as shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 
6.7 for SOL and TA respectively. Since the SOL and TA are activated for maintaining 
balance, the increases in the activation levels of SOL and TA affirm that the balance 
of the participant were further jeopardised as acceleration increases from 8 milli-g to 
30 milli-g.  
Under quiet bipedal standing, adjusting activation of SOL is generally adequate for 
balancing (Winter, 1995). SOL is usually activated even without any perturbation. In 
contrast, TA is usually silent or at a low level of activation when the perturbation is 
insufficient to jeopardise balance (Fitzpatrick et al., 1992); TA is not usually 
responsible for maintaining an upright stance under normal circumstance. This chapter 
shows that effect sizes of acceleration on SOL and TA activation levels equate to 0.85 
and 2.22 for SOL and TA respectively. The effect size of acceleration on the activation 
levels of TA is much greater than that on the activation levels of SOL. Activations of 
TA are needed to maintain balance. This is another piece of evidence to support that 
the increase in acceleration significantly disrupts the balance of participants.  
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6.5.3 Evidence for resonant characteristic of human body – effects of frequency on 
activation levels of SOL and TA 
SOL and TA EMGSD exhibit a nonlinear relationship with frequency, with an increase 
in activation levels from 0.125 Hz up to 0.25 or 0.5 Hz, followed by a drop at 1 Hz. 
This trend is consistent with the relationships between CTT performance and 
frequency as shown in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 has discussed the nonlinear relationship 
between CTT performance and frequency which is believed to be due to the resonant 
characteristics of human body (Shin et al., 2006). These characteristics may cause 
body sway near the resonant frequency to be higher than that at other frequencies, 
hence producing a greater interruption to performing the CTT. The nonlinear 
relationships between EMGSD and frequency, as show in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.8 for 
SOL and TA respectively, offer further supports to these explanations.  
As noted above, SOL and TA are leg muscles responsible for maintaining balance and 
resisting body sway. In general, the activation levels of SOL and TA required for 
maintaining balance and resisting body sway increase as body sway increases. 
Therefore, the variation of body sway magnitude across frequency is likely to be 
similar to those of the EMGSD measure in this study. Furthermore, EMGSD peaking at 
0.25 or 0.5 Hz were likely caused by the increased body sway due to the resonant 
characteristic of human body (Shin et al., 2006). Since the variation patterns of EMGSD 
across frequency are similar to the pattern associated with CTT accuracy, the worsened 
CTT accuracy around 0.25 and 0.5 Hz is most likely caused by increased body sway. 
6.5.4 Interaction between acceleration and frequency  
The interaction effects between acceleration and frequency significantly affect both 
the activation of SOL and TA. The nonlinear relationship between EMGSD and 
frequency at 30 milli-g motion conditions is the most prominent among the test 
accelerations for both SOL and TA. This trend is consistent with the interaction effect 
of frequency and acceleration on CTT performance presented in Chapter 4. 
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6.5.5 Relationship between activation levels of leg muscles, symptoms of sopite 
syndrome, and CTT performance  
When the participants were performing the CTT, the normalised EMGSD of the leg 
muscles of the high sopite syndrome severity participants was higher than low sopite 
syndrome severity participants, as shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 for the 
normalised EMGSD of SOL and TA respectively. It is hypothesised that leg muscle 
activation levels of high sopite syndrome severity group participants are passively 
increased for maintaining balance and/or actively increased for performing the CTT. 
Results of the normalised EMGSD of the SOL and TA measured when the participants 
were not performing the CTT may provide hints on this hypothesis. When the 
participants were not performing the CTT, the difference in the normalised EMGSD of 
the SOL and TA between the high and low sopite syndrome severity groups were not 
significant. The results suggest that, without performing the CTT, the motion effects 
on leg muscle activation levels responsible for maintaining balance of both high and 
low sopite syndrome severity group participants are likely to be similar. Thus, when 
the participants were performing the CTT, the high sopite syndrome severity group 
participants should have actively increased activation levels of leg muscles for 
performing the CTT rather than maintaining balance.  
Chapter 5 has investigated the effects of sopite syndrome on the CTT performance of 
40 participants who completed the CTT experiment: 20 participants under fore-aft 
motion conditions and another 20 participants under lateral motion conditions. The 
results of Chapter 5 have shown that the high sopite syndrome severity group 
participants perform worse in the CTT than low sopite syndrome severity group 
participants. This chapter reanalysed the CTT performance of the 20 participants who 
completed the CTT under fore-aft motion conditions and presented the results in 
Section 6.4.5 . The results of the reanalyses, as shown in Figure 6.13 to Figure 6.15, 
affirm that the high sopite syndrome severity group participants perform worse in the 
CTT than low sopite syndrome severity group participants. This may be because the 
high sopite syndrome severity group participants may have actively increased their leg 
muscles which in turn, distracted and/or diverted attention from aiming a laser light 
dot at the centre of a target, resulting in degraded task performance. 
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Motion sickness has been postulated to be the result of prolonged postural instability 
(Riccio and Stoffregen, 1991). The postural instability does not have to be a frank loss 
of control but can be a degraded stability that may lead to increases in body sway 
preceding or at the onset of motion sickness that can persist over a long period of time 
(Stoffregen and Smart, 1998). Although the results of this chapter show that, without 
performing the CTT, the normalised leg muscle activation levels responsible for 
maintaining balance of both high and low sopite syndrome severity group participants 
are similar, the results cannot affirm whether the high sopite syndrome severity group 
participants sway more than the low sopite syndrome severity group participants under 
motion conditions. This is because sway was not measured directly. Similarly, when 
the participants were performing the CTT, whether the high sopite syndrome severity 
group participants would have swayed more than the low sopite syndrome severity 
group participants is yet to be determined, although the normalised activation levels of 
the high sopite syndrome severity group participants were higher than the low sopite 
syndrome severity group participants. 
Nevertheless, this chapter offers some evidence to support a correlation between sopite 
syndrome severity and increased activation levels for maintaining balance to perform 
the CTT. The underlying relationship however has yet to be fully explored and 
understood. One possible manifestation of such a relationship is that the high sopite 
syndrome severity group participants increase the activation levels of the leg muscle 
for performing the CTT because they do not posses effective strategies for maintaining 
postural stability, triggering sopite syndrome. The possible manifestation may happen 
in the reverse sequence such that exposure to the motion triggers sopite syndrome. As 
a result, participants suffering sopite syndrome sway more and then require higher 
activation levels of leg muscle for performing the CTT than the relatively unaffected 
participants.  
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6.5.6 Limitations 
Although the results indicate that when participants were performing the CTT, the leg 
muscle activation levels responsible for maintaining balance of the high sopite 
syndrome severity participants was higher than low sopite syndrome severity 
participants, whether the high sopite syndrome severity group participants swayed 
more than the low sopite syndrome severity group participants under motion 
conditions is not yet fully understood. Measurement of body sway when participants 
were performing the CTT is required to determine whether the increased leg muscles 
activation levels and decreased CTT performance are caused by increased body sway. 
Section 6.5.5  has discussed the underlying relationships between sopite syndrome, 
body sway, and increased activation levels for performing the CTT have yet to be fully 
explored and understood. The relationships may be confirmed by ascertaining the 
occurrence sequence of sopite syndrome, increased body sway, and increased leg 
muscle activation levels. The current study, however, has recorded sopite syndrome 
severity at the beginning and the end of the experiment. Therefore, no information is 
available to reveal how the sopite syndrome severity developed throughout the 
experiment. Furthermore, the current study measured leg muscle activities but lacks 
information on body sway throughout the experiment for comparisons. Measurement 
of sopite syndrome severity and body sway information throughout the experiment are 
needed to provide more revealing information.  
The current study was conducted under fore-aft motion conditions. Chapters 4 and 5 
showed that the effects of lateral motion on manual task performance and occurrence 
of symptoms of sopite syndrome were not significantly different from the effects of 
fore-aft motion. Therefore, the activation behaviors in the leg muscles responsible for 
the postural stability in the lateral direction may also be similar to those in the fore-aft 
direction. Further research is needed to provide evidence to support the prediction. 
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6.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has investigated i) the effects of performing a continuous tracking task 
(CTT) on the activation levels of the leg muscles, soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior 
(TA) involved in maintaining balance in the fore-aft direction; ii) the variations of leg 
muscle activation levels across acceleration and frequency; and iii) effects of sopite 
syndrome severity on the activation levels of the leg muscles to provide supporting 
evidence for the findings and explanations presented in Chapters 4 and 5 and 
demonstrate whether compensatory action was carried out in performing a manual task. 
The significant main and interaction effects of performing the CTT on the activation 
of the leg muscles involved in maintaining balance support that compensatory actions 
were carried out for performing the manual task. Participants increased the activation 
level of the SOL for performing the CTT by prolonged activation. The prolonged 
activation of the SOL, as a compensatory action, stiffened the ankles and, presumably, 
limited body sway for performing the CTT. Meanwhile, performing the CTT reduced 
the activation level of the TA. Since the activation level of the TA decreased as the 
magnitude of backward body sway decreased, the reduced activation level of the TA 
affirms that the prolonged activation of the SOL effectively stiffens and stabilised the 
body and limited body sway for performing the CTT.  
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The significant interaction effect between performing the CTT and frequency on the 
activation levels of the SOL affirms the participants carried out compensatory actions 
by increasing activation of the SOL and provides additional details of the 
compensatory action across frequency. At 0.125 Hz and 1 Hz, where the frequencies 
are well below and well above the resonant frequency of the human body at around 
0.5 Hz (Shin et al., 2006), the body sway at 0.125 Hz and 1 Hz was smaller than that 
at 0.5 Hz. The activation levels of the SOL required for maintaining balance at 0.125 
Hz and 1 Hz are low. Some activation capacity of the SOL is idle at 0.125 Hz and 1 
Hz. As such the participants can use the idle activation capacity of the SOL for 
performing the CTT, resulting in large increases in the activation levels of the SOL at 
0.125 Hz and 1 Hz when the participants were performing the CTT. On the other hand, 
the significant interaction effects between performing the CTT and acceleration on the 
activation level of the TA affirm that compensatory actions were carried out to stabilise 
the body and limit the backward body sway for maintaining balance, particularly at 
high acceleration magnitude.  
The activation levels of the SOL and TA increase as the acceleration increased from 8 
milli-g to 30 milli-g. The increases in the activation levels were needed to resist the 
body sway induced by the increase in inertial force across acceleration. The activation 
levels of the SOL and TA varied nonlinearly across frequency. The nonlinear 
relationships between the activation levels of the leg muscles and frequency presented 
in this chapter are similar to the nonlinear relationships between CTT performance and 
frequency presented in Chapter 4. The results support that the resonant characteristic 
of the human body is a cause of manual task performance degradation in low frequency, 
low-acceleration motion environments.  
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When the participants were performing the CTT, motion effects on the normalised 
activation levels of the SOL and TA of high sopite syndrome severity group was 
significantly higher than for the low sopite syndrome severity group. In contrast, when 
the participants were not performing the CTT, the motion effects on the normalised 
leg muscle activation levels were similar for both high and low sopite syndrome 
severity groups. Therefore, the high sopite syndrome severity group participants 
should have actively increased the activation levels of the leg muscles for performing 
the CTT rather than maintaining balance. The actively increased leg muscle activation 
levels may have been a distraction and diverted participants’ attention from aiming a 
laser light dot at the centre of a target, resulting in worse CTT accuracy. 
Results of this chapter may tie in with the postural instability theory which 
hypothesises that “animals become sick in situations in which they do not possess (or 
have not yet learned) strategies that are effective for the maintenance of postural 
stability” (Riccio and Stoffregen, 1991, p. 195). The increased activation levels of the 
high sopite syndrome severity group participants suggest that the participants may not 
be able to effectively maintain postural stability, resulting in degraded manual task 
performance. However, the underlying relationship has yet to be fully explored and 
understood. One possible manifestation of such a relationship is that the high sopite 
syndrome severity group participants increase the activation levels of their leg muscles 
for performing the CTT, triggering sopite syndrome. The relationship can also occur 
in the reverse order. Further studies are needed to explore and understood this 
relationship.  
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CHAPTER 7  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE WORKS 
7.1 Conclusions 
Assessing the acceptability of wind-induced building motion is a vital requirement for 
designing habitable buildings. Over the last 50 years, researchers have conducted field 
studies and surveys of occupants in buildings subjected to strong wind or artificial 
excitations, and motion simulator studies to investigate the human responses in real or 
simulated wind-excited building environments (for example Chen and Robertson, 
1972; Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973; Tamura et al., 2006). Results of these studies 
have mainly focused on perception thresholds and/or tolerance to wind-induced 
building motion. The current criteria and recommendations for assessing the 
acceptability of wind-induced building motion were established largely based on the 
perception thresholds and/or tolerance to wind-induced building motion determined 
from the previous studies (for example Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004; 
International Organization for Standardization, 2007). Recent research has shown that 
wind-induced building motion can degrade work performance of building occupants 
(Lamb et al., 2014). Therefore, the current criteria and recommendations do not 
adequately consider the effects of wind-induced building motion on manual task 
performance for the design of building used for general purposes by the general 
population.  
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Little is known about the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual 
tasks performance. Few studies have investigated the effects (for example Burton et 
al., 2011; Goto et al., 1990; Irwin and Goto, 1984). The findings of these studies are 
inconclusive. One of these studies found that acceleration and/or frequency did not 
affect manual task performance (Burton et al., 2011) while the others found that the 
motion can degrade manual task performance. These inconclusive findings may be 
attributed to the characteristics of participants, manual tasks, motion, or a combination 
of these factors. In addition, these studies did not establish any relationships between 
manual task performance and motion frequency and acceleration magnitudes, nor 
determined the potential causes that adversely affect manual task performance. 
Previous studies have recognised that wind-induced building motion could provoke 
salient symptoms of motion sickness, such as nausea and vomiting (for example 
Burton et al., 2005; Goto, 1983; Hansen et al., 1973). The incidence of motion sickness 
is likely to occur at high acceleration magnitudes and is hence relevant only to extreme 
wind events. Recent studies showed that wind-induced building motion at low-
acceleration magnitudes can provoke sopite syndrome in many building occupants 
(Lamb et al., 2013, 2014; Walton et al., 2011). Sopite syndrome is a “symptom-
complex centering around drowsiness” (Graybiel and Knepton, 1976, p. 873). It also 
includes symptoms such as lassitude, lethargy, mild depression, which reduce 
occupants’ ability to focus on an assigned task (Matsangas and McCauley, 2014). 
Since low-acceleration, wind-induced building motion occurs far more frequently than 
extreme windstorms, the incidence of sopite syndrome becomes an important issue 
related to human responses to wind-induced building motion. While Lamb et al. (2014) 
investigated the relationship between the severity of sopite syndrome and subjective 
work performance and cognitive performance, no study has investigated the effect of 
sopite syndrome on manual task performance under building motion conditions. Hence 
further studies are warranted to consider the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task 
performance. 
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To address the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion and sopite syndrome 
on manual task performance, a series of motion simulator experiments was conducted 
to investigate the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task 
performance. Twelve sinusoidal motion conditions were reproduced for both fore-aft 
and lateral directions using three acceleration magnitudes (8, 16, and 30 milli-g) and 
four frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz). A continuous tracking task (CTT) was 
used as a paradigm to quantify the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion 
on manual task performance. The CTT required participants to hold a laser pointer in 
their dominant hand, and aim a laser light dot as close as possible to the centre of a 
target. The CTT was chosen because a study showed that the effects of vertical 
translational motion on a continuous tracking task was more significant than on a 
discrete tracking task (McLeod and Griffin, 1988). Another advantage is that the CTT 
does not involve any complicated scoring system that may mask the effects of 
acceleration and frequency on manual task performance. Furthermore, many office 
workers are now requesting standing desks as standing improves cardiovascular health 
and reduces back ache. It is likely that the effects of wind-induced building motion on 
manual task performance of standing occupants may increase. Therefore, using the 
CTT to evaluate manual task performance is a direct and effective approach for 
determining the effects of acceleration and frequency on manual task performance. 
The CTT is representative of real life situations that require a standing building 
occupant who carries out a continuous task without any support for stabilising the 
human body, such as a standing occupant writing on a white board and a standing 
presenter using a laser pointer to point at a screen. The mean, standard deviation, and 
maximum resultant distances are the measures for CTT performance. Twenty 
participants completed the experiment under fore-aft motion conditions and another 
20 participants under lateral motion conditions. A Motion Sickness Assessment 
Questionnaire (MSAQ) was used to measure motion sickness severity, in particular 
the severity of sopite syndrome, due to exposure to low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion (Gianaros et al., 2001).  
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The results show that manual task performance was degraded even at the lowest test 
acceleration magnitude of 8 milli-g. Acceleration of this magnitude however was 
considered satisfactory for the evaluation of habitability of ranges of wind-excited office 
buildings that have fundamental natural frequencies between 0.125 and 0.5 Hz and 
residential buildings that have fundamental natural frequencies between 0.125 and 0.2 Hz 
(International Organization for Standardization, 2007). Both acceleration and frequency 
were found to contribute to the observed performance degradations. The contributions 
of acceleration to the manual task performance degradations are greater than frequency. 
Acceleration shows a strong inverse relationship with manual task performance; 
manual task performance decreases as the acceleration increases. The acceleration 
effect is attributable to an increase in inertial force, which can, in turn, induce visual 
impairment, disrupt balance, increase vibration breakthrough, and trigger motion 
sickness or sopite syndrome. In contrast, frequency has a complex nonlinear 
relationship with manual task performance. The worst performance was measured at 
0.5 Hz among the tested frequencies ranging from 0.125 to 1 Hz. The effect of 
frequency is associated with the frequency response characteristic of the human body. 
Body sway increases as frequency approaches the resonant frequency of a standing 
human, which occurs at near 0.5 Hz.  
The current serviceability criteria or recommendations do not adequately consider the 
effects of wind-induced building motion on manual task performance in buildings 
occupied by the general population (for example International Organization for 
Standardization, 2007). A comparison between performance degradation and the 
acceleration criteria of ISO 10137:2007 has shown that using this criteria to assess the 
acceptability of wind-induced building motion does not ensure the performance of 
manual tasks are unaffected.  
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The incidence of sopite syndrome and its effects on manual task performance have 
been investigated. Changes in sopite syndrome severity due to the exposure to the 12 
motion conditions were measured using the Motion Sickness Assessment 
Questionnaire (MSAQ). Under the combined influence of approximately 30 minutes 
exposure to the 12 motion conditions, some form of motion sickness, in particular 
sopite syndrome, was provoked in most participants. The results affirmed that motion 
sickness occurring in wind-excited buildings mostly manifests as symptoms of sopite 
syndrome (Lamb et al., 2014; Walton et al., 2011).  
Manual task performance has an inverse relationship with sopite syndrome severity: 
individuals who exhibited mild to severe sopite syndrome performed worse than 
relatively unaffected individuals. Sopite syndrome imposes discomfort and stress on 
affected participants and lowers their motivation to perform the manual task. Body 
sway in response to motion is further exacerbated for participants who exhibited sopite 
syndrome, causing postural instability that affected task performance. These adverse 
effects associated with sopite syndrome contributed to degrade the manual task 
performance for affected participants. 
The results suggest that the degradation of manual task performance is associated with 
body sway due to the effects of acceleration, frequency, and sopite syndrome. 
Furthermore, previous studies have suggested that individuals may carry out action to 
compensate for the effects of motion. Hence measurements were taken to determine 
activation levels of lower leg muscles, in particular soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior 
(TA) involved in maintaining balance, to investigate the effects of performing the CTT, 
acceleration, frequency, and sopite syndrome.  
The results show that participants attempted to stiffen and stabilise the body and limit 
body sway to compensate the effects of motion for performing the CTT. The 
compensatory action manifested primarily as an increase in the activation levels of 
SOL. Interestingly, performing the CTT reduced the activation levels of TA which is 
primarily used to prevent the body from falling backward and usually remains silent 
when the perturbation is insufficient to challenge balance. 
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The activation levels of lower leg muscles monotonically increase with acceleration 
and have a highly non-linear relationship with frequency. These variations are similar 
to CTT performance variation across acceleration and frequency respectively. The 
results show that the degradations of manual task performance are associated with an 
increase in inertial force and the resonant characteristic of the human body that altered 
the sway characteristics of the human body.  
When the participants were performing the CTT, the activation levels of lower leg 
muscles of the high sopite syndrome severity group are higher than the low sopite 
syndrome severity group. This suggests that participants suffering sopite syndrome 
consciously intervened with higher activation levels of leg muscles to perform the CTT 
than the relatively unaffected participants. The conscious increase in leg muscles 
activation levels may distract and/or divert attention from performing the CTT, further 
degrading the manual task performance. 
7.2 Recommendations for future work  
While this thesis has investigated the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration 
motion on manual task performance and identified a number of possible mechanisms 
that caused the manual task performance degradation, there are a number of limitations 
that need to be addressed by further studies. 
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7.2.1 Minimum acceleration magnitudes that degrade manual task performance  
This thesis has investigated the effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on 
manual task performance at acceleration magnitudes of 8, 16, and 30 milli-g and at 
frequencies of 0.125, 0.125, 0.5, and 1 Hz. The motion can degrade manual task 
performance by 26% even at the low acceleration magnitudes of 8 milli-g, as shown 
in Figure 7.1. The minimum acceleration magnitudes that would cause performance 
degradation is unknown. Jeary et al. (1988) conducted a study in an artificially excited 
building to investigate the effects of motion on task performance. The study was 
conducted at a frequency of approximately 1.6 Hz and at peak acceleration magnitudes 
of 1 milli-g or 4 milli-g. Jeary et al. found that the motion did not degrade task 
performance. This suggests the minimum acceleration magnitudes that would cause 
performance degradation may exist between 4 and 8 milli-g. It is also suggested to 
extend the lower limit of the frequency range to 0.06 Hz to cover a larger range of 
frequency that are applicable for buildings with greater height. A proposed 
acceleration and frequency range for further studies is shown in Figure 7.1. Further 
studies may use the experimental protocol of this thesis to investigate the effects of 
motion of the proposed acceleration and frequency range.  
It is noteworthy that the mechanisms causing manual task performance degradation 
may be different for various acceleration and/or frequency ranges (McLeod and Griffin, 
1988). While this thesis has investigated the effects of acceleration, frequency, and 
sopite syndrome on manual task performance, performance degradation may be caused 
by other mechanisms, such as visual impairment, disrupted balance, and vibration 
breakthrough in the proposed acceleration (below 8 milli-g) and frequency (from 0.06 
Hz to 1 Hz) range.  
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Figure 7.1. An acceleration and frequency range proposed for further studies. 
(revised based on Figure 4.17). 
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7.2.2 Manual task performance degradation contours for various probability levels 
AIJ-GEH-2004 proposed five frequency-dependent peak acceleration curves for 
perception probabilities of 10% to 90% (Architectural Institute of Japan, 2004). The 
peak acceleration curves for the perception probabilities were determined by fitting 
perception thresholds of participants with log normal distributions (for example Chen 
and Robertson, 1972; Tamura et al., 2006). Using the frequency-dependent peak 
acceleration curves of AIJ-GEH-2004, building owners and/or designers can choose 
the peak acceleration curve of an appropriate level of perception probability for 
habitability evaluation at their own discretion on building performance. This thesis has 
presented contours of average manual task performance degradation of all participants, 
as shown in Figure 7.1. Additional studies can determine manual task performance 
degradation contours of various probability levels using an appropriate probability 
distribution, such as the log normal distribution.  
Furthermore, Isyumov (1993, 1995) proposed a set of acceptability criteria that are 
independent of frequency. Isyumov justified the use of frequency independent 
acceptability criteria based on Shioya et al. (1992) who found that the 2nd percentile 
perception thresholds in the frequency range between 0.125 to 0.315 Hz were nearly 
constant. Further studies are needed to determine whether a similar trend would appear 
in manual task performance degradation contours of different probability levels.  
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7.2.3 Effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on other manual tasks  
This thesis used a continuous tracking task (CTT) as a paradigm to investigate the 
effects of low-frequency, low-acceleration motion on manual task performance. The 
CTT required standing participants to hold a laser pointer in their dominant hand, and 
aim a laser light dot as close as possible to the centre of a target. Apparently, the CTT 
is significantly different from many manual tasks carried out in real building 
environments, such as sitting at a desk and working on a computer. The differences 
may be due to the difficulty of the manual tasks, posture, and the dexterity required to 
undertake the task. The results of this thesis may not be directly applicable to other 
types of manual tasks undertaken in real building environments. Applicability of the 
results depends on the similarity between the manual tasks carried out in a real building 
environment and the CTT used in the current thesis. 
This thesis has shown that performance degradations of the CTT are due to the effects 
of inertial force, the resonant characteristics of the human body, and sopite syndrome. 
However, degradations of other manual tasks may be caused by other mechanisms. 
For example, while an individual sits at a desk and works on a computer using a mouse, 
the individual may use their hand as a support to minimise the body sway induced by 
wind-induced building motion. The armrest and/or backrest of a chair may also 
provide additional support that alters the resonant characteristic of the human body. 
Future research is required to investigate the extent to which the findings of this thesis 
are applicable to other types of manual tasks that typically occur in real building 
environments. The research may also generalise the degradation characteristics of the 
manual tasks according to the mechanisms causing the degradations.  
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7.2.4 Relationships between manual task performance, sopite syndrome severity, and 
motion characteristics  
It is well-known that motion sickness incidence (MSI) is related to motion 
characteristics including duration of exposure, frequency, and acceleration (for 
example McCauley et al., 1976; Money, 1970; Reason and Brand, 1975). McCauley 
et al. (1976) showed that MSI, defined as the percentage of participants experiencing 
vomiting, increased with an exposure duration of up to two hours, as shown in Figure 
7.2. McCauley et al. (1976) also established the relationships between MSI, RMS 
acceleration magnitudes ranging from 111 to 333 milli-g, and frequencies from 0.083 
to 0.7 Hz for an exposure duration of two hours, as shown in Figure 7.3. The results 
showed that the greatest MSI was measured at a frequency of 0.167 Hz. It is 
noteworthy that the acceleration magnitude range was significantly higher than that of 
wind-induced building motion. Therefore, the results are not directly applicable for the 
design of wind-excited buildings.  
 
Figure 7.2. Motion sickness incidence of three independent groups of individuals 
measured at 0.25 Hz and at RMS accelerations of 111, 222, and 333 milli-g across 
time (reproduced from Figure 7 of McCauley et al., 1976). 
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Figure 7.3. Motion sickness incidence as a function of acceleration and frequency 
(reproduced from Figure 8 of McCauley et al., 1976). Motion sickness incidence was 
defined as percentage of individuals vomiting within 2 hours of exposure to vertical 
sinusoidal motion.  
Chapter 5 showed that exposure to 12 motion conditions for a duration of 
approximately 30 minutes in total was sufficient to cause some forms of motion 
sickness in most participants, particularly symptoms of sopite syndrome. Since the 
participants were influenced by the combined effects of the 12 motion conditions 
reproduced by four frequencies and three acceleration magnitudes, the effects or 
contributions of each motion condition on changes in sopite syndrome severity are 
unknown. Furthermore, the durations required to provoke the same changes in sopite 
syndrome severity between the motion conditions may be different.  
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Further studies are required to investigate the effects of frequency, acceleration, and 
exposure duration on changes in sopite syndrome severity. The studies may expose 
participants to only one motion condition in each experimental session and measure 
changes in sopite syndrome severity at a fixed time interval across a long exposure 
duration. From that, plots between changes in sopite syndrome severity, frequency, 
and acceleration for various exposure durations may be generated in a form similar to 
that of Figure 7.3. The studies may also fit the changes in sopite syndrome severity 
with a probability distribution to determine the changes in sopite syndrome severity 
across frequency and acceleration magnitudes at particular percentiles of the general 
public. The studies may be conducted at frequencies between 0.06 Hz and 1 Hz and 
acceleration magnitudes between 4 and 30 milli-g, as proposed in Section 7.2.1 . 
Furthermore, McLeod and Griffin (1993) found that the duration effects of exposure 
to high frequency (4 Hz), high acceleration (weighted acceleration of 1.4 ms-2 r.m.s.) 
motion on task performance were significant. Therefore, future  studies could also 
measure manual task performance at a fixed time interval in each motion condition to 
correlate task performance with changes in sopite syndrome severity, frequency, 
acceleration, and exposure duration.  
7.2.5 Effects of narrow-band random motion on manual task performance and 
incidence of sopite syndrome 
In narrow-band random motion, the acceleration magnitudes of motion cycles may 
change suddenly, depending on the peak factor of the random motion. The effects of 
the unpredictability of the sudden change in the acceleration magnitude of random 
wind-induced building motion on manual task performance are expected to be 
significant. However, Burton et al. (2011) reported that bi-directional, narrow-band 
random motion did not degrade manual task performance; the findings were neutral. 
Chapter 4 discussed the possible causes for the neutral findings reported by Burton et 
al. (2011). One of the possible causes was the uses of a discrete manual task (a shooter 
game task) and bi-directional, narrow-band random motion in the study. It is suspected 
that the probability of the simultaneous occurrence of the relatively high acceleration 
magnitude motion cycles and the appearance of a target in the shooter game task was 
low. As such, participants of the study may have performed the shooter game task at 
relatively low acceleration for a majority of the time, resulting in the neutral findings.  
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A continuous manual task such as the CTT used in this thesis may be sensitive to 
reflect the effects of the sudden change in the acceleration magnitudes of random 
motion. This thesis, however, only used sinusoidal motion to simulate a short period 
(64 seconds) of wind-induced building motion that contained multiple cycles of 
relatively similar amplitude, to replicate motion that occurs in a typical burst of wind-
induced building motion. The thesis did not therefore investigate the effects of a 
sudden change in the motion amplitude of random or high peak factor random wind-
induced building motion. Furthermore, Burton et al. (2005) suspected that the 
unpredictability of the sudden change in the acceleration magnitude of the random 
motion was responsible for the increase in the reports of nausea in controlled 
laboratory environments. Future studies are warranted to consider the effects of the 
random motion on manual task performance and/or incidence of sopite syndrome. 
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7.2.6 Body sway measurements 
The results of Chapter 4 suggest that the effects of sopite syndrome and the effects of 
frequency associated with the resonant characteristics of the human body significantly 
degrade the manual task performance. Other mechanisms such as visual impairment, 
disrupted balance, and increased vibration are also likely to have contributed to the 
degradation. All of the mechanisms are directly or indirectly associated with the sway 
of the human body. While Chapter 6 presented the activation levels of the leg muscles 
primarily involved in maintaining balance and supported the idea that the frequency 
effects are associated with the resonant characteristics of the human body, additional 
evidence is needed to ascertain the contributions of other suggested mechanisms. 
Furthermore, previous studies suggest that the human body uses ankle strategy, hip 
strategy, and/or other postural control strategies to respond to external stimulations 
(for example Alexandrov et al., 2005; Alexandrov et al., 2001a, 2001b; Shin et al., 2006). 
As using different postural control strategies involves the movements of different 
joints such as the hip, knees, and/or ankles for maintaining balance, it is reasonable to 
believe that the effects of using different postural control strategies would be 
significant on manual task performance degradation. As such, further studies are 
needed to measure the body sway information at the head, shoulders, the hand holding 
the laser point, hip, knee, and ankles, relative to the floor motion, to ascertain the 
contributions of the mechanisms and the effects of using different postural control 
strategies on manual task performance degradations.  
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Body sway information can also provide supporting evidence to explain the unresolved 
questions raised in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 showed that the normalised leg muscle 
activation levels in high sopite syndrome severity participants were higher than the 
low sopite syndrome severity participants when they were performing the manual task. 
According to Postural Instability Theory which posits that “prolonged postural 
instability is the cause of motion sickness” (Riccio and Stoffregen, 1991, p. 231), it is 
reasonable to assume that the high sopite syndrome severity participants would have 
swayed more and used higher activation levels for maintaining balance and/or 
performing a manual task than the low sopite syndrome severity participants. Based 
on the results of this thesis, however, the validity of this assumption has yet to be 
confirmed. Furthermore, the normalised activation levels of both high and low sopite 
syndrome severity participants were similar when they were not performing the 
manual task. This may be because the high sopite syndrome severity participants 
allowed their body to sway more than the low sopite syndrome severity participants. 
Measurements of body sway, with and without performing the CTT, are required to 
answer these questions.  
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7.2.7 Reproduce the manual task performance investigation in wind-excited buildings 
Chapter 5 suggested that sopite syndrome may act as a stressor that intervened in 
allocating attentional resources for performing a manual task and/or cognitive 
processes of other activities. Since the attentional resource capacity of an individual is 
limited, the occurrence of sopite syndrome and/or carrying out other activities may 
push the individual to perform the manual task in the near over-loaded zone or even 
over-loaded zone. In a controlled laboratory environment, the participants only needed 
to perform the CTT; the attentional resources used for cognitive processes of other 
activities were limited. This reduces the requirement on the attentional resource 
capacity. However, occupants in wind excited building environments are like to 
concurrently perform multiple tasks that demand a large amount of attentional 
resources. These tasks may act like additional distractions that push the occupants to 
perform in near-overloaded or overloaded zones. Therefore, the results of this thesis 
may underestimate the effects of sopite syndrome on manual task performance. Further 
studies may reproduce the experiment used in this thesis in wind-excited building 
environments to investigate the interaction effects of sopite syndrome and cognitive 
processes of other activities on manual task performance. Data collected from wind-
excited building environments at selected frequencies and acceleration magnitudes can 
be used to validate the data controlled from laboratory environments.  
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7.2.8 Participants  
Serviceability criteria for assessing the acceptability of wind-induced building motion 
should be aimed at buildings used by the general public. Therefore, the data used to 
establish the serviceability criteria should be collected from a group of participants 
that fit with the demographic information of the general public. However, the 
participants of this thesis were all young, healthy and fit university students with a 
mean age of 21 years, which is much lower than the mean age of the general public. 
Hence further studies are needed to investigate the effects of motion on manual task 
performance of participants that are representative of the general public. Furthermore, 
effects of other personal factors such as individual personality and motivation may be 
significant on performance (for example Graybiel et al., 1965; Webb et al., 1981). 
Thus further studies should also consider the effects of personal factors on manual task 
performance. 
7.3 Concluding remarks  
Over the last 50 years, studies have been conducted to investigate the habitability of 
wind-excited buildings. A majority of the studies have focused on the perception 
thresholds and/or tolerance of occupants to wind-induced building motion. The current 
criteria and recommendations for assessing the acceptability of wind-induced motion 
of buildings used for general purposes were established largely based on results of the 
studies, that is, the perception thresholds and/or tolerance to the motion.  
This thesis demonstrates that low-frequency, low-acceleration motion that are 
comparable to wind-induced building motion degrades manual task performance; the 
current criteria and recommendations are insufficient to thoroughly assess the 
acceptability of wind-induced building motion on all human responses in wind-excited 
buildings. The performance degradation is related to motion frequency and 
acceleration, sopite syndrome, and the activities of leg muscles involved in 
maintaining balance.  
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The study results indicate the effects of these factors on manual task performance in 
wind-excited building environments are intertwined. The mechanisms causing manual 
task performance degradation may be even more complicated. It is likely to involve 
other physiological and/or psychological factors that were not considered in this thesis. 
In addition, these factors may also adversely affect other responses of occupants in 
wind-excited buildings. Looking forward, further multi-disciplinary studies are needed 
to fully explore, understand, and mitigate the adverse effects of wind-induced building 
motion on all human responses such that the habitability of wind-excited buildings is 
improved.  
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APPENDIX A  
GENERAL INFORMATION FORM 
Age  
Sex  
Dominant eye (Left / right)  
Vision problems (Normal / short-sighted / long- sighted / 
Astigmatisms / others) 
 
Colour blind (yes / no )  
How many hours did you sleep last night  
When was your last meal?  
When was your last caffeine intake?  
How often do you use computer? (Daily / Weekly / Occasionally)  
Which hand do you use when using the mouse? (Left / right)  
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APPENDIX B  
MOTION SICKNESS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
(MSAQ) 
Using the scale below, please rate how accurately the following statements describe 
your experience right now. 
1 is for not at all 
9 is for severely 
Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ)  
Statements Rate 
1. I felt sick to my stomach  
2. I felt faint-like   
3. I felt annoyed/irritated   
4. I felt sweaty   
5. I felt queasy   
6. I felt lightheaded   
7. I felt drowsy   
8. I felt clammy / cold sweat   
9. I felt disoriented   
10. I felt tired/fatigued   
11. I felt nauseated   
12. I felt hot/warm   
13. I felt dizzy   
14. I felt like I was spinning   
15. I felt as if I may vomit   
16. I felt uneasy   
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APPENDIX C  
CHANGES IN MOTION SICKNESS ASSESSMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE SOPITE-RELATED AND CENTRAL 
SUBSCALE SCORES 
Table C.1 Changes of Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) sopite-
related subscale score of all test participants. 
Group 
Subject 
code 
Change of 
MSAQ sopite-
related subscale 
score 
Group 
Subject 
code 
Change of 
MSAQ sopite-
related  item 
score 
1 LA3 -22.23 2 LA31 5.56 
1 FA17 -13.89 2 LA2 8.33 
1 FA1 -2.78 2 LA28 8.33 
1 LA30 -2.78 2 FA12 8.33 
1 FA2 0.00 2 FA25 8.33 
1 FA3 0.00 2 FA18 13.89 
1 FA4 0.00 2 FA10 13.89 
1 FA5 0.00 2 LA20 13.89 
1 FA20 0.00 3 LA24 16.67 
1 FA23 0.00 3 FA14 16.67 
1 FA24 0.00 3 LA14 19.44 
1 LA11 0.00 3 LA25 19.44 
1 FA8 2.78 3 LA1 19.44 
1 FA22 2.78 3 FA11 19.45 
1 LA9 2.78 3 FA19 19.45 
1 LA22 2.78 3 LA5 19.45 
2 LA26 5.55 3 LA29 19.45 
2 LA33 5.55 3 LA7 25.00 
2 FA21 5.56 3 LA32 44.45 
2 LA8 5.56 3 FA7 52.78 
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Table C.2 Changes of Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) central 
item score of all test participants. 
Group 
Subject 
code 
Change of 
MSAQ central 
item score 
Group 
Subject 
code 
Change of 
MSAQ central 
item score 
1 LA3 -11.11 2 LA22 2.23 
1 FA22 -8.89 2 LA8 4.45 
1 FA17 -8.88 2 LA33 4.45 
1 FA24 -6.67 2 FA20 6.66 
1 LA26 -6.67 2 FA8 6.67 
1 FA14 -4.44 2 LA28 6.67 
1 FA1 0.00 2 LA31 8.88 
1 FA2 0.00 3 FA19 8.89 
1 FA3 0.00 3 LA24 8.89 
1 FA4 0.00 3 FA5 11.11 
1 FA12 0.00 3 LA20 13.33 
1 FA18 0.00 3 LA5 15.56 
1 FA23 0.00 3 FA11 17.78 
1 FA25 0.00 3 LA7 20.00 
1 LA9 0.00 3 LA14 20.00 
1 LA11 0.00 3 LA25 20.00 
1 LA30 0.00 3 LA29 20.00 
2 FA21 2.22 3 LA32 26.66 
2 FA10 2.23 3 LA1 26.67 
2 LA2 2.23 3 FA7 48.89 
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APPENDIX D  
MOTION SICKNESS SUBSCALE SCORES OF 
PARTICIPANTS COMPLETED CTT UNDER FORE-AFT 
MOTION CONDITIONS 
One-way repeated-measures ANOVAs show that exposure to low-frequency, low-
acceleration motion significantly changes the sopite-related subscale score but not 
peripheral, central, and gastrointestinal, as shown in Table D.1. Exposure to the low-
frequency, low-acceleration motion significantly increases the sopite-related subscale 
score from pre-test (M = 18.194, SD = 9.726) to post-test (M = 25.556, SD = 17.674), 
as shown in Figure D.1. The increase in the sopite-related subscale score equates to an 
effect size of 0.52 (Cohen’s d). 
Table D.1 A summary of statistical results of the one-way repeated-measures 
ANOVAs on changes in motion sickness subscale scores. 
Subscale score F p-value 
Sopite-related F (1, 19) = 5.871 = 0.026 
Peripheral F (1, 19) = .417 = 0.526 
Central F (1, 19) = 1.842 = 0.191 
Gastrointestinal F (1, 19) = .054 = 0.818 
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Figure D.1 Pre-test and post-test sopite-related subscale scores (mean ± S.E.) of 
participants (N = 20) performing the CTT.  
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APPENDIX E  
GROUPING OF PARTICIPANTS COMPLETED CTT 
UNDER FORE-AFT MOTION CONDITIONS BASED ON 
SOPITE RELATE SUBSCALE SCORE 
The 20 participants performing the CTT under fore-aft motion conditions were divided 
into two sopite syndrome severity groups: high (N = 9) and low (N = 11) based on 
changes in sopite-related subscale score, as shown in Figure E.1.  
 
Figure E.1 Cumulative frequency distribution of change in sopite-related subscale 
score of participants performing the CTT under fore-aft motion conditions. 
A mixed-design two-way ANOVA, with pre-post-test condition as the within-subjects 
factor and participants’ sopite syndrome severity groups as the between-subjects factor, 
indicate that changes in sopite-related subscale score between sopite syndrome 
severity groups were significantly different, F (1, 18) = 5.131, p-value < 0.036. The 
sopite-related subscale score of the high sopite syndrome severity group increased 
from pre-test (M = 19.444, SD = 9.921) to post-test (M = 37.037, SD = 14.487) while 
that of the low sopite syndrome severity group of the pre-test (M = 17.172, SD = 9.921) 
and post-test (M = 16.162, SD = 14.487) were similar, as shown in Figure E.2. The 
increase in the sopite syndrome subscale score of the high sopite syndrome severity 
group from pre-test to post-test conditions equates to an effect size of 1.42 (Cohen’s 
d). 
High sopite 
syndrome severity 
group (N = 9) 
Low sopite 
syndrome severity 
group (N = 11) 
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Figure E.2 Sopite-related subscale score (mean ± S.E.) of high (N = 9) and low (N = 
11) sopite syndrome severity groups of participants performing CTT under fore-aft 
motion conditions. 
 
 
